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Abstract 

This doctoral study consists of a written thesis with embedded filmic dialogues and an 
artefact (a documentary film). 

The thesis explores female experience encountered while attending Australian secondary 
schools as a schoolgirling process. An empirical study was undertaken that included a 
qualitative online survey (153 participants), followed by individual, semi-structured, filmed 
interviews (14 participants) and a focus group (11 participants). Two intergenerational 
participant groups recount pedagogical interactions, experienced as affective encounters in 
the classroom, in a direct performative dialogue that is filmed. This is not a study of what ‘is’ 
but a study that attempts to understand how what ‘is’ has come to be for these participants 
and incorporates an understanding of how ‘is’ continues to evolve. 

The intergenerational participants’ testimonies enable some insights into why entrenched 
gendered pathways for schoolgirls still persist despite implementation of gender equity 
programmes in Australia for the past forty years. The importance of this research lies in 
unhinging practices that continue to be productive of inequity as a material, social, 
economic, physical and psychological consequence for students.  

Karen Barad’s (2007) agential realism theory underpins the ‘filmic methodology’ developed 
in the undergoing of this thesis. Filmic methodology disregards the notion of film as a truth 
document, as a representation of reality, and, instead, takes up the concept that film is a 
projection that allows the creation of a non-prescribed reality through the research 
encounter. Filmic methodology draws from the research domains of education, sociology and 
the creative arts and is my major contribution to knowledge.  

This study examines the process of sedimentation of pedagogical routines and practices that 
create inequity in secondary school. Assemblages examined evolve around the underexplored 
consequence of affect and, specifically, the affect of shame within classroom encounters. 
Recounted incidents of bullying at school, often unnamed and misrecognised, illustrate ways 
that shame is employed and the refractive outcome of these incidents. The subject of 
Mathematics emerged, unsolicited, as problematic, in a highly gendered and reductive 
relationship with these female participants. Participants articulated current and past life 
aspirations that illustrate how they not only re/negotiate their past but are actually 
continually re/making their future in the present.  

The filmic methodology employed allows an empathetic opening to examine ways that 
educational practices beckon students to differentiate themselves in performative ways. It 
does this as a pragmatic and positive operation through employing affect. In this way, it 
demonstrates a paradigm shift like Barad’s (2007) quantum leap into theories of new 
materialism. This new research method effectively draws attention to a bodily ethic that 
notices the pedagogical impact on precarious bodies (as affect) and the impact of non-
linguistic communication in schooling.  
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This thesis promotes an alternative ethics in education as one that promotes noticing the 
impact entities have on each other, in relation, as negative differentiation and then enacting 
an affirmative difference that may lead to greater equity for all students. This consideration 
may allow, and promote, desires for alternative ways of knowing what it is to be a successful 
girl at school and beyond. 
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Preamble – telling tales 

I don’t remember the face of the teacher of my prep year; in fact I couldn’t even tell you 
anything at all about their likeness.  

This is strange as I remember Miss Delany in Year 1 with her beautiful, thick, waist-length, 
auburn hair and her pale freckled legs; every time she moved, her hair swished lusciously, as 
did her miniskirts. In Grade 2 there was Mrs Kransky; when I read that she was dead thirty 
years later I was glad. The paper said she had given great service to the children of the Shire, 
but I knew that, along with me, others, possible thousands of past pupils were reading that 
article and were also glad she was dead; she violated our bodies and our spirit. The beloved 
Mrs Walnut bestowed her grace on me for the next three years with her eloquent manner and 
delightful Scottish accent and my primary years ended abruptly under the strict discipline of 
Mr Depp. Happily, he only strapped the boys so I was safe. He had startling knee high socks, 
which were carefully folded; thick, pristine and bleach white, in perfect parallel.  

To not remember the teacher from prep disturbs me, a faceless presence. I suppose as I was 
very small they would have had to squat down beside me at my little table, looking through 
the counting beads, to see my face too.  

I do remember, at the age of four, attending that two-roomed school abutting the pine forest; 
the deliciously crisp damp air, our breath gently floating, hanging in kisses of sun as it 
ascended over the frost snapped farmlands. We ran, rolled, and tumbled within the silent 
embrace of blanketed pine needles. The faint and stippled light, dancing dust fairies, barely 
reached down to Louise and me absorbed in our play. I remember loving my friend Louise so 
much it hurt when I had to leave.  

What also hurt was the ruler used on my arm when I attempted to write or draw with my left 
hand…over and over again…although sometimes the loud ‘thwack’ just hit my little desk and 
made me jump…and so, in this little grey state school, the war on my body had begun. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction:  situating the research/er as of the world 

Introduction 

This research into female experience of secondary schooling is not searching for 
emancipatory outcomes but, rather, looks from behind or even looks backward to interrogate 
what is not in the frame, in an attempt to bring a potentiality into ‘being’ that is ‘becoming’ 
what has not been and is not yet imagined possible. It is not so much a study of ‘what is’ but 
how ‘is’ has come to be for these participants and how ‘is’ continues to evolve. It is bounded 
as a study of female participants but does not discount male experience at secondary school. 
While that is outside the scope of this project, it is flagged as critical for future research and 
demarks a hole in this study. This thesis examines educational discursive practices, as 
assemblages of production, and studies the role that they play in identity formations that are 
productive of material social, economic, physical and psychological consequence for 
individual participants1.  

To call into question a regime of truth, where that regime of truth governs 
subjectification, is to call into question the truth of myself and, indeed, to question 
my ability to tell the truth about myself, to give an account of myself                            
(Butler, 2005, pp. 22-23) 

Judith Butler’s quote encapsulates conundrums arising in this thesis that call into 
question notions of individual agency, emancipatory discourses, essentialisms and truth. 
During this research, I have been obliged to scrutinise my own experiences, perceptions and 
practices in education (twofold, first as a student and then as an educator) and the bearing 
these have had in the macro and micro processes of everyday relational encounters 
throughout my life which have brought me to producing this particular thesis. Undergoing2 
the research has altered my understandings of both the present and the past. I initially 
intended to investigate the paradoxical nature and parameters of diversity and sameness that I 
had not been able to resolve over the course of my teaching career, particularly in regard to 
gender. This concern developed and I began to question my belief in education as non-
judgementally emancipatory. During the research, I struggled to critically understand the 
myriad of practices that actually appeared to position and privilege particular ways of being 
that materialised through educational practices and produced difference. Shame associated 
with and productive of difference, often unspoken, emerged as a significant affective stimulus 
for all parties in this research, including myself. 

By employing Karen Barad’s (2007) agential realism in the development of a unique 
filmic methodology, this thesis illustrates ways that educational practices beckon us to adopt 
suitable aspirations, to differentiate ourselves in particular performative ways that are infused 
with a promise of an uncritically examined ‘good’ life that actually is for many, materially, a 

                                                      
1 See Appendix 1 & 2 for filmed participant brief biographies/photographs. Pseudonyms have been used. This 
pull out is designed for use while reading the thesis. 
2 The term undergoing is used here as understood by John Dewey (2005).  It refers to becoming with the world 
through experience. 
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bad life. The actioning of differentiation itself, in an often reductive way, automatically 
excludes a more productive understanding of differentiation that Barad’s theory supports. 
Education assemblages, in this constructed good life, are often portrayed and celebrated as 
the great leveller, the sites of transformation and emancipation, but my findings challenge this 
previously-held optimistic outlook. Notions of care and teachings of what is the good and 
right way to be a citizen are shown as problematic for my participants through interrogations 
of entanglement with moral and immoral understandings.  Secondary schools were found to 
be a site where  

The power of moral prejudices has penetrated deeply into the most intellectual 
world, the world apparently most indifferent and unprejudiced, and has obviously 
operated in an injurious, obstructive, blinding, and distorting manner (Nietzsche, 
1997, p. 17). 

  This thesis’ findings disrupt discourses espousing a particular kind of success linked 
to assumed, desirable, schoolgirl attributes positioned as fundamental to a schoolgirl body. It 
attempts to expose ‘schoolgirling processes’ as assemblages of measurement (actualising 
ideas) that produce the schoolgirl as a bounded (but not fixed) entity and, subsequently, 
reproduces inequity at school and beyond. The schoolgirl self is shamed into a particular way 
of being that may actually stultify her full potentiality.  

This pragmatic, feminist research is grounded in ontological experience of relations 
with the world, what Maggie MacLure might call ‘materially informed post-qualitative 
research’ (2013, p. 658), entangled with concerns of social justice, power relations and ethics, 
and is necessarily political. It is on the ‘‘precipice’ because data-events are unfoldings in 
action and we do not know the possible effects’ (Ringrose, 2015, p. 407). It does not search 
for the truth but seeks to convey a theoretical performative analysis, developed as a filmic 
methodology (outlined in Chapter 4), which is capable of enacting a different understanding 
of gendered processes that emerge as a ‘complex, affirmative, experimental ontology of 
becoming’ (St. Pierre, 2013b, p. 652). The experimental empirical3 study includes one 
hundred and fifty-three target survey respondents, fourteen interview participants, and a focus 
group. It utilises Barad’s (2007) new materialist ontoepistemological framework that rejects 
the representational link between words and things, instead offering an exploration of how 
situated, discursive practices relate to material phenomena or, rather, how material practice as 
performance matters. In this study, the valued participants’ knowing comes from direct 
material experience with their world that necessarily entails bodily affect and the 
methodology allows an accounting of ‘multiple instances’ (MacLure, 2013, p. 660). The 
central theme throughout this thesis is tracing how entanglements between entities, as affect, 
regulate agency; in this case, schoolgirl agency. 

The filmic methodology employed is a critical and productive engagement with 
interdisciplinary practices concerning more than a visual projection. This research practically 

                                                      
1 Empirical here is understood not in the positivist or phenomenologist stance but as a post-structuralist account 
of exploring possible connections as opposed to binaries, where nothing is sedimentary and everything is 
entangled and of consequence (St. Pierre, 2013a).  
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applies Barad’s (2007, p. 88) argument that representations do not reflect reality and 
undertakes a productive model of thinking. It engages a non-representationalist process in 
performative mode where the practices we enact as researchers are productive and ‘practices 
of knowing are specific material engagements that participate in (re)configuring the world’ 
(Barad, 2007, p. 91) and where ‘thinking enables rather than represents being’ (St. Pierre, 
2013b, p. 652). ‘This calls into question what will count as ‘data’ and of our relation to those 
data’ (MacLure, 2013, p. 660). It encompasses what is felt by the researcher (and participants 
and phantom audience) in relation to the data rather than what is deciphered through a 
hierarchical organisation that is qualitative coding and thematic analysis based on words as 
‘quasi-numbers’ (St. Pierre, 2013a, p. 224). This is the rationale for including hyperlinks 
within the written thesis to allow the reader to engage in non-linguistic (affective) and non-
prescriptive ways with the data. The research data originated from an initial and substantial 
qualitative survey (Appendix 4) that was intended as a diffractive mapping of the field of 
female experience in secondary education within the target group. Its open-ended questioning 
allowed participants’ thinking to emerge and informed the development of in-depth interview 
questions (Appendix 5). The wide-ranging survey data was also used to support qualitative 
data identified in both the in-depth interviews and the focus group. The focus group allowed 
the participants to reflect on their earlier individual interviews in context with other 
participants, and to discuss the affective experience of undergoing the research and 
interrogate ways they had not always been able to truthfully (freely and autonomously) 
express themselves in these interviews. The three-way manoeuvre of producing data allowed 
for a variation and multi-contextual response by participants. Although all data generated was 
initially coded to identify significant or novel threads, the data selected for discussion in this 
thesis was that which appeared puzzling, contradictory and disturbing (affectively), not just to 
me the researcher but to the participants themselves. The data discussed emerged from the 
ambiguous ‘in-between’ and, through the film clips, illustrates a visible, meaning-making 
process in action. 

  This research developed as a ‘non-technique and non-method that is always in a 
process of becoming as theories interlink, intensify, and increase territory’ (St. Pierre & 
Jackson, 2014, p. 717). At times, I was unsure where the research was heading and what the 
methods would achieve but I allowed questions to emerge from the process itself. In this way, 
my work aims, as does the work of French sociologist filmmaker Alexandra Tilman (2014), 
to extend ‘sociology by confronting it with another way of thinking, [utilising] other grids 
that aid to analyse the world’ (p. 18). Thus, thought processes may be destabilised and open 
up to other ways of knowing. By being able to risk ‘not knowing what I was doing’, other 
ways of doing and other data emerged and became visible. Filmic methodology allows for the 
valuing of participant knowledge, experiences and expertise in alternate ways as it engages 
with ‘intra-subjectivity and the more sensory ways that people engage in, describe and 
explore their social worlds’ (O'Neill, 2012, p. 155). This filmic research allows examination 
of particular experiences of secondary schooling (by participants and audience), as intra-
actions in encounter during the research, in relation to ‘being’ in the present: it demonstrates 
an imminent ontoepistemology that cannot be predicted.  
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The encounters described by the female participants take place in secondary school 
and are interrogated within a framework of historically relational taxonomies that are 
considered reductive and bind participants affectively. The historic discourse is examined in 
Chapter 3 through a literature review that considers the contextual educational and political 
field that these encounters exist within. The encounters are everyday, common place, normal 
and banal and this work attempts ‘making visible [that] which was previously unseen’ 
(Foucault, 1980, p. 50), not just for the phantom audience but for participants. It demonstrates 
Michel Foucault’s thinking that  

one of the first things that has to be understood is that power isn’t localised in the 
State apparatus and that nothing in society will be changed if the mechanisms of 
power that function outside, below and alongside the State apparatuses, on a 
much more minute and everyday level, are not also changed. (ibid. p. 60)  

Barad’s (2007) ontological theorising (explored in Chapter 2) is that there actually is no 
outside to research and encompasses both my own and Foucault’s approach. This is 
illustrated visually by the series of advertising images4 for girl schools that I included 
throughout this thesis that were not ‘sought out’ but encountered on billboards on my usual 
route to work every day over the course of completing this thesis and illustrate ways 
schoolgirls are re/constructed with the ordinariness of the world. 

This research project could be described as ethnographic because it entails aesthetic 
and affective narratives from particular gendered/classed/raced viewpoints. It also includes a 
productive recount of memories that shape and are shaped by particular bodies through 
affective experiences. However, the category of ethnography would, I argue, frustrate and 
encroach on the aims of the thesis, which prioritise production as an educational encounter in 
the present (where the past and future are fluid). The imminent encounter between the micro 
and the macro, the local and the global, in the present as it perpetually arrives is given utmost 
priority. This is significant as affect in this encounter is positioned as central to materiality 
and meaning-making and is co-created in the intra-action of researcher. Further, it is 
researched with the world and where ontological bias is reclaimed as political and understood 
as making a difference in the world (Ringrose & Renold, 2014, p. 772). The filmic 
methodology developed here allows for a productive visibility and opening up of ‘the 
encounter’ which can be understood through the application in process of Barad’s agential 
realism. Filmic methodology allows a contextual knowing of self as multiple, as a shaped, 
fluxing body, and allows a deliberation on the effect others may have on us and, in turn, we 
may have on others (Foucault, 1985). In this way, this thesis investigates, shares, generates 
and promotes an ethic to be understood as the material affect entities have on each other. This 
affect in the present alters the past and future. 

Debates naming education as an assemblage of transformation and emancipatory 
processes are complex and politically charged but, in this study, there is nothing 
revolutionary. Outcomes are produced and are understood as a slow leakage from 
assemblages, where an assemblage is not a thing but a process of making and unmaking 
                                                      
4 See List of images 
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(Mazzei & Jackson, 2012), perpetually re-engulfed; a deterritorialisation and 
reterritorialisation (Deleuze & Guattari, 1988) notwithstanding affirmative relations. These 
leakages allow for mistakes, accidents, mis/understandings, rethinking and 
reconceptualisation that are improvisation.  

Producing a self 

During my teenage years, I was pretty much stuck in an enduring state of confusion of 
misreading and misunderstandings due to how the world responded to my behaviour. There 
was a sense of repeated and self-inflicted injury; hitting my head up against an invisible, but 
no doubt damaging, brick wall. I found it difficult to pinpoint and understand what I was 
doing wrong, but there were clearly transgressions, as I felt ‘bad’. Sara Ahmed (2010a) also 
uses a brick wall analogy in discussing the struggle against racism as a ‘wall [that] keeps its 
place, so it is you who gets sore’ (p. 591). This pain is where the body is affectively shaped 
by undetected discursive practices and hurts until it improvises, by changing behaviour, to 
stop the hurt. I process this experience through the concept of ’splitting’. Splitting can be 
described as feeling divided through a relational imposition of dualisms (including the 
separation of body and mind) where one needs to establish what one is, or is not, as 
performed differentiation. This includes a negotiation of an appropriate gendered 
performance of belonging at school that ranges well beyond issues of sex and sexuality. 
Abstract reasoning, as intelligence (mind), is prioritised and put to work to identify and name 
unreason, as affect (body), producing a conflict of self as ‘negotiating the uncomfortable 
space of the in-between’ (Huffer, 2010, p. 4). This conflict is investigated in this thesis in an 
attempt to understand the production of particular bodies through a duress that is embraced by 
the body it shapes. My participants found this self-struggle difficult to talk about, as it had 
rarely been discussed before and possibly marks them as irrational. To survive in the 
relational world that is school, dualist splitting is overcome and young people adopt 
‘techniques of self’ (Foucault, 1985, p. 10) to survive as a rational body, as a negotiation of 
ontology and, mostly, adopt the appropriate norms offered. The in-between becomes an 
alternate way of being, of thinking, of doing, and conflicts with the norms of knowledge, as it 
is an unreason. Unreason is unthinkable and unspeakable. In-between thinking entails turning 
away from dualist thought to a diffractive way of thinking. This alerts me to the ambiguities 
of dualist thought, including references to gender and to the questionable material logic of 
sexual difference.  

It is this realisation that leads me to understand that girls can only ever exist in 
relation to boys. Girls and boys are forever entangled in their constructed difference.  Barad 
would explain this phenomenon as a cutting together apart, by employing Bohr’s 
complementarity framework as the ‘indeterminacy principle’ (Barad, 2007, p. 295) where 
what materialises is made determinate only through a particular given apparatus in intra-
action. This is fully explored in Chapter 2 where materialised entities cannot exist without the 
other and, to exist, they necessarily exclude other ways of being.  To extend this research, it is 
imperative to scrutinise the male experience negotiated at secondary school to fully 
understand how gender differences are made.  
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The experience of being girled is striking in my contemplation of self and I am 
ashamed by my wilful and ignorant collusion in the production of myself, not to mention 
others, in my gendering as successful schoolgirl, woman5, daughter, sister, mother and wife. 
Genine Hook’s (2015) disruption of the naturalised feminised link between female bodies and 
family care work aids me in understanding the formation of my own onto-epistemologically 
driven research into schoolgirl practices, where to ‘be named is thus to be inculcated into that 
law and to be formed, bodily, in accordance with that law’ (Butler, 1993, p. 41). I 
subliminally adapted to the understanding that ‘women as sexual objects are commonplace, 
women as sexual subjects or actors are controversial, or threatening’ (Duggan, 2003, p. 28) 
and thus modified my practice to belong. 

  Sex is a cultural concept that governs the materialisation of young bodies into a 
gender binary of either boy or girl and the ‘practices of these bodies are sexed, gendered and 
sexualised – the female body is already feminised, the feminine is already heterosexual, the 
hetero-feminine is already female’ (Youdell, 2006, p. 256). Bodies feel the effect of power 
and are inseparable from regulatory norms that govern their materialisation and signification 
into intelligible beings (Butler, 1993). I was named as girl and girl was produced in a process 
as my natural identity. I underwent a negotiation of femininity, endured as the previously 
mentioned head-butting wall, where  

Femininity is thus not the product of a choice, but the forcible citation of a norm, 
one whose complex historicity is indissociable from relations of discipline, 
regulation, punishment (Butler, 1993, p. 177).  

There was no choice offered, considered, or even visible to me as ‘cultures of power present 
themselves as the only alternative, so insistently visible everywhere that their version of the 
world becomes the only one’ (Bhattacharyya, 2002, p. 23). I dutifully followed common-
sense dictates, negotiating to fit in, attempting to avoid shame and aspiring to be 
appropriately girl most of the time. But, as Butler remarks, this girl can never be prescriptive 
and is, necessarily, a performative encounter, 

gender is the assignment, it is an assignment which is never quite carried out 
according to expectation, whose addressee never quite inhabits the ideal s/he is 
compelled to approximate (Butler, 1993, p. 176). 

It has been a long anticipated, psychologically and physically onerous journey which 
has brought me to this place; this moment in my life that I can look back with the sense of the 
experience of undergoing in the perpetual production of self or the ‘I’. It has been a journey 
of misunderstanding, negotiation and appropriation; a state of unknowing and, even now, 
from this place of unknowingly knowing, the doctrine of ‘learning to be a happy 
heterosexual’ (Bhattacharyya, 2002, p. 24) persists in haunting my very existence, my every 
thought, my every interaction, my every emotion; my very becoming. This thesis is a ‘project 

                                                      
5 Teresa De Lauretis (1984) makes the distinction between speaking of woman as referent, as image, and women 
as material subjects situated in history. These terms will be adopted in this paper. 
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of cognitive and affective mapping [that] seeks…to explore the contours of the prison we find 
ourselves in’ (Shaviro, 2010, p. 137) and where the prison (as a performative practice) has no 
outside but is perpetually rebuilt in collusion with the world. It has emerged from a 
perplexing and complex undergoing or, to use a Deleuzien expression, ‘folding’; thinking’s 
movement towards the outside and the outside moving in, over a life of productive 
encounters.  

Petulant childish fantasies have doggedly persisted in my thinking throughout the 
production of this thesis; echoes whispering in my ear, half remembered dreams, ghostly 
visions and intermittent imaginings of how this life, and indeed this world, could be 
affirmatively different for myself and my participants. This in-between thinking involves risk 
and I concur with Huffer as she contests notions of morality that promote the nonsensical, 
linear, cause and effect assumptions drawn between notions of unreason, affect and madness. 

a strange twist of morality that bind eros to error-or passion to free thought, love 
to unreason-sin and madness come to inhabit the same figure of alterity as the 
sexually deviant […] -a dangerously mad lover (Huffer, 2010, p. 61) 

In this way, friends, family and colleagues alike subtly pointed out the dangers of 
following a perceived self-indulgent and irrelevant (affective) trajectory in my research. They 
glanced sideways at each other and gently suggested, ‘why don’t you continue your PhD in 
creative pedagogies; your work there was very worthwhile?  Why do you want to involve 
gender, what’s to see?’   

The presumption, discussed by McRobbie et al., that gender equality has been 
achieved and is something belonging to the past (McRobbie, 2009; Ringrose, 2012; 
Walkerdine, Lucey, & Melody, 2001), which these comments also imply, is a major 
contention disputed in this thesis, even though to dispute this common-sense assumption is 
popularly understood as unscholarly, unwise and dangerous (shameful). Alternatively, this 
thesis demonstrates ways the link between gender, sex and sexuality persists incessantly and 
anchors all we do and think, creating boundaries and hierarchies, and is worthy of further 
educational research. By including target groups from different generations, this work 
illustrates how little progress has actually been achieved in educational equity, despite the 
rhetoric. Through my research, I have come to understand that ‘heterosexual logic that 
requires that identification and desire be mutually exclusive is one of the most reductive of 
heterosexism’s psychological instruments: if one identifies as a given gender, one must desire 
a different gender’ (Butler, 1993, p. 183). Likewise, to disturb this common-sense given is 
disruptive, shameful, and thus invokes unfathomable fear that is productive of all it names. 

Brief biography 

I was ‘dragged’ up by my long-suffering, ‘no-blame’6 divorced mother with my two 
elder sisters and younger brother on the outer fringes of Melbourne’s sprawling suburbs. The 
                                                      
6 The Family Law Act 1975 established the principle of no-fault divorce in Australian law. This means that a 
court does not consider which partner was at fault in the marriage breakdown. The only ground for divorce is the 
irretrievable breakdown of the relationship, demonstrated by 12 months of separation. 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/cth/consol_act/fla1975114/s48.html
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‘no-blame’, in reality, meant that she received a rundown, two-bedroom house on a quarter of 
an acre block as compensation for having to support four primary school-aged children as a 
single parent. My mother worked relentlessly, six days a week including Friday nights, as a 
sales assistant in a local shoe store in order to keep us clothed and fed. My eccentric and 
recalcitrant father, a rebel with many a cause, was a shadow on the distant horizon, who 
intermittently and usually unexpectedly appeared to whisk me off on wild adventures for 
months on end. My mother did eventually re-partner (intentionally never re-marrying) and, 
with this, we moved to a small farm in the same area, gaining four stepsiblings and two half 
siblings in the process. This eased the economic, but not physical, burden on her life and she 
was able to work part-time while running the extended household and small holding. 

During my teenage years, 1976-1981, I attended a low socioeconomic status (SES), 
government, secondary school which was considered semi-rural. It was made up of a diverse 
demographic that included the children of potato and flower farmers, orchardists, sales 
assistants, small rural holders and the occasional teacher and professional. We were bussed in 
from a wide catchment area that covered rural expanses, suburban holdings and small towns: 
we were an eclectic hodgepodge of children.  

As a girl at secondary school, I had an overall negative encounter with school, with 
limited opportunities, particularly in the academic field, but also negative affective 
experiences which altered perceptions of self and my own accountability as a female. It is this 
wanting experience that planted the seed of this thesis: why this was my secondary school 
experience and what were the experiences of other females? Was this negativity really closely 
related to my gendered identity formation or just an anomaly of my particular government, 
co-educational school?  What happened to my identity, and my material body, during my 
secondary school years?  In this temporal and spatial location, I was academically 
unchallenged and uninspired, encountered sexual harassment, sexual assault and bullying 
(physical as well as mental) between and from both teachers and other students. Ironically, 
despite the resulting negative and, at times, horrific reflection, I really loved going to school. 
Is this recollection, where happiness ‘involve[s] a project of social description: to see happily 
is not to see violence, asymmetry, or force…a happy history’ (Ahmed, 2010b, p. 132)? My 
first group of survey respondents and filmed interview participants all attended secondary 
school in the same era but attended various types of schools. As explicated in this thesis, their 
experiences were actually similar to my own. 

The personal experiences I encountered at secondary school were further confounded 
as I embarked on a teaching career spanning almost two decades. A substantial amount of this 
time was spent teaching in elite, private, girls’ secondary schools. I understood my own 
position within a disadvantage framework but the girls I was teaching were privileged with 
abundant resources. The enigma that confounded me was how/why these intelligent, well-
resourced, young females perceived themselves, paradoxically, as both lacking and powerful 
in a way that delimited their possible life trajectories. My second group of survey respondents 
and filmed participants all came from the next generation of schoolgirls, those that had 

                                                                                                                                                                     
http://www.familylawcourts.gov.au/wps/wcm/connect/FLC/Home/Family+Law+Principles/No+fault+divorce/ 

http://www.familylawcourts.gov.au/wps/wcm/connect/FLC/Home/Family+Law+Principles/No+fault+divorce/
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recently graduated from secondary school. Surprisingly, their experiences, further explored in 
this thesis, again were similar to both my own and others in this study despite an 
approximately thirty-year time lapse. My own affective responses to these findings was/is one 
of anxiety, sadness and, at times, despair. 

Research questions 

During this study, the following research questions emerged. Question one began as an 
account of participant experience while at secondary school and was posed openly to allow for 
emerging discourses to flow. These recalled experiences were troubled by how participants had come 
to understand the encounter itself, including the outcome. Through the production of this data, 
feelings of unspoken shame emerged, particularly regarding performing a particular identity, as a 
recurring self-infliction and, thus, the second question was posed. The final and major question 
evolved as I began to see how difference is produced negatively as normal practice through these 
recounted experiences. Thus, this thesis aims to make this normalised practice visible to enable an 
alternate difference, productive of affirmation. 

1. What everyday material discursive practices did participants encounter at secondary school, 
and what were the material consequences of this intra-action? 

2. What is the role of affect, in particular, the affects of interest and its auxiliary negative affect 
shame, in the production of inequality? 

3. How do educational assemblages (as linking and fluxing sets of discursive practices) enable 
agential cuts of difference (difference which produces pedagogies of inequality) that extend, 
through the assemblages, to everyday life? 

 

Structure of the thesis 

A thesis in two parts 

The product of this doctoral study is three, thirty-minute episodes of a performative 
documentary film and a written thesis that engages with filmic dialogues embedded through 
hyperlinks in the written thesis. Both parts are distinct and separable but they speak to one 
another. However, the written thesis is not an explanation of the film nor the film an 
illustration of the text. The two works sit conjointly in a complementary movement and the 
research is the method as process. The written thesis was developed simultaneously with the 
film production but both are situated as texts of alternate languages. The film production is a 
research apparatus like any other that selects, excludes and measures and the written text 
diffractively clarifies this process of ‘mattering’ (Barad, 2007) although neither is 
sedimentary. 

The two parts evolved together, but apart, as a process from the same emergent point. 
The two parts are distinct but entangled and together and/or separately they form a dialogue. 
The written thesis investigates a field of study while the film is an affective encounter with 
this field that enables an expanded understanding referenced in the text. The written text is 
envisaged to converse with an academic audience while the film enables a much broader 
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conversation within the wider educational community and its stakeholders. The intention was 
for the film to be used in pre-service teacher education as a conversation starter regarding 
consequences of pedagogical encounters. The film enacts the unspoken as felt encounter and 
allows for concepts of affect that are not considered prescriptive or fundamental to the 
individual, or as a purely exterior force, but are assumed as the productive effects of the 
encounters between bodies (organic and non-organic). This intra-action is ontologically 
productive and material and not purely linguistic. Robert Seyfert asserts that  

[t]he transmission of affect is no simple influence or impingement of an external 
force upon a human body, but rather describes the different affective frequencies 
modulating the diverse ways in which various types of bodies interact (through 
tactile, olfactory, gustatory, electrical, etc., modes) (2012, p. 30) . 

This description presents a continuous fluxing environment of reception, inception and 
affectivity between all bodies within an encounter: this is the film. 

Thought processes developed and felt in the doing of the film are elaborated on in the 
written work, including the processes undertaken that led to the film’s final form. For this 
reason, I suggest that the film is watched before the thesis is read. The written text’ analysis 
includes hyperlinks to filmic data to ensure a non-prescriptive encounter for the reader that 
enacts the new materialist theories engaged with and it is noted this filmic data is not 
necessarily from the film. For the film itself to stand-alone as intended as a pre-service 
teacher resource, it is structured to follow a narrative documentary format (explained in 
Chapter 4). The filmic methodology draws from education, sociology and the creative arts. It 
is perpetual synthesis and has become my major contribution to knowledge. The films and 
embedded film clips explicitly enact Barad’s agential realism by refusing representation and 
enacting reality in encounter of the present. 

Synopsis of film 

Girls’ tales: Experiences of schooling consists of three, thirty-minute episodes. This 
performative documentary (Nichols, 2011) compiles a series of interviews regarding 
recollections of experiences and opportunities of two intergenerational groups of Australian 
schoolgirls while at secondary school.  

Episode One recounts instances of happiness and belonging at secondary school alongside 
incidences of non-belonging. Experiences retold include negotiations surrounding the 
requirements of wearing school uniforms that inform a conception of desirable bodies. 

Episode Two recounts student interactions with teachers and others involving injurious 
speech acts entangled with educational participation. It also recounts the impact of school 
spaces and illustrates the dynamism of matter. This episode discusses subject/activity 
participation and elucidates a particular troubled relationship for these female bodies with 
mathematics. 

Episode Three considers affective interactions encountered that include experiences 
connected to sex education and sex talk at school. These accounts inform how exclusions 
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were explicitly made through the reductive production of difference and retell intra-active 
experiences of bullying. 

Written thesis 

The thesis is structured as a work in progress, as an undergoing or enfolding of itself 
and does not seek to make generalisations about its participants7 or their secondary schools. It 
is theory in praxis. The filmic methodology undertaken is integral to the productive outcomes 
and is a unique contribution to educational research. 

The introductory chapter to the thesis situates me ontologically within the research 
and outlines to the reader my rationale for the thesis, including reference to participants, 
methodology and findings. In Chapter 2, I further embed myself within the research as an 
apparatus of observation (Barad, 2007) and my actioning of research is a mutual undergoing 
of material practice as  ‘knowing, thinking, measuring, theorising, and observing’ (Barad, 
2007, p. 90) within the world. I am also a participant in the film. The research process is a 
boundary-making practice and is productive of phenomena that it studies. In this research, the 
apparatus of observation is not/cannot be separated from the subject of observation. This 
chapter outlines the feminist, new materialist, ontoepistemological framework that diffuses 
both the filmic and written components of this thesis. 

Chapter 3 outlines the unique, filmic, methodological approach taken in this thesis 
that intrinsically shapes the outcomes as a process and is a distinctive contribution to 
knowledge. Methods utilised are outlined in this chapter and linked to the theoretical 
underpinnings and to non-linguistic ways of knowing. The methodology draws on 
sociological, communication and creative arts theory to explain an ongoing formation of 
encounter by explicitly articulating the production of an ontological becoming that is the film 
and film clips. Entanglements with the world of the researcher and the researched are 
extricated in a creative approach as a means to deconstruct the research encounter, the 
aesthetic, affect: an attempt is made to illustrate how matter comes to matter through the 
apparatus of observation. 

Chapter 4 provides an overview of the literature pertaining to discourses surrounding 
gender and education, and schoolgirls in particular, including a contextual, historical overlay 
for the data sets. It places a context for the data produced in this thesis by exploring the field 
of gender equity discourse, including research, policy and practice within Australia and other, 
closely aligned, influential countries (such as the United States and United Kingdom). 

The following analysis chapters develop an argument or, rather, an exploration of how 
these participants performatively improvise their becoming in relation to the research by 
actively performing agential cuts of difference and how this affective relation impacts on 
delimiting opportunities for these schoolgirls.  

Chapter 5: Schoolgirl shame investigates the affect of shame, and its auxiliary affect 
of interest, in relation to the participants in this study. Shame is an inhibitor to interest that 
                                                      
7 pseudonyms have been used  
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mostly stultifies but, it is argued, it can, when recognised as discursive, alternatively result in 
a repositioning and be productive of agency. This agentic notion is what Chapter 5 aims to 
review to show how these participants affectively intra-act with the everyday, material world 
of secondary school in ways that are productive of different becomings. In this way, it is 
possible to illuminate the discursive practices that escape interrogation as ‘cause’ and enable 
different understandings that allow for alternative ways of intra-acting to productively create 
a pedagogy based on equal capacity. I argue that particular schoolgirl experiences, as 
distinctly gendered, productively shape the schoolgirl body in its capacity for action and 
create not only inequity but a fundamental inequality. In this chapter, I discuss recounted 
pedagogical intra-actions as performative speech acts that were productive of affect; 
specifically of shame or unbelonging experienced in secondary school. These discursive 
intra-actions resulted in cuts of distinction that, predominantly, affectively re/produced 
inequality, marking the participants as shamed.  

Chapter 6, Assemblages of bullying, examines dominant discourses of bullying that 
emerged alongside participants’ recounted direct experiences of bullying (often unnamed, 
unrecognised and misrecognised) while attending secondary school. I explore how the 
participants remember, understand and negotiate what I name bullying affect as a normalised, 
everyday practice of hetero-gendering encountered at school, ‘as nothing too serious’ (survey 
data). Bullying affect is intrinsically linked to shame and unbelonging in ways that 
essentialise these schoolgirls as autonomously shameful. I focus on two entangled discursive 
practices that emerged from this data relating to shameful performance. First, the intrinsic 
self-deficit voiced in the past/present by the female participants that bore no relation to any 
reality of success/failure (at school) and, secondly, the perpetual policing of visible, 
embodied femininities. These perceptions are examined via an appropriation of Gilson’s take 
on the concept of ‘wilful ignorance’ (2011, p. 313).  This concept is seen as an aspiration to a 
master subject in the context of schooling illustrating how determinates of gender, class and 
race intersect to produce inequality, not just for schoolgirls generically but for particularly 
marked schoolgirls. I explore processes of how ‘potentiality [is] socially constituted and 
materially distributed’ (Povinelli, 2011, p. 128) and results in the production of privileging of 
some bodies at the expense of others. These differential outcomes are explored in micro in the 
final section of this chapter, utilising the data produced with the two youngest participants 
who are marked in their difference.  

Chapter 7: Traversing assemblages of gender and class in senior school mathematics 
examines the recounted perceptions and experiences of the participants in relation to subject 
selection in the later years of secondary school which focus on mathematics. This chapter 
builds on the accounts of pedagogical shame discussed in Chapter 5 and how this shame is 
relationally refractive, through a bullying affect in Chapter 6, to illustrate ways discursive 
practices influence participation and drive success in particular subjects. Building on the 
previous chapters that explore shame, identity and embodiment, I now discuss ways that 
phenomena is experienced, felt and negotiated in encounter. Mathematics became the focus 
of this chapter purely because it arose, unsolicited, as problematic for the majority of these 
schoolgirls. Mathematics was understood as a major defining measure of identity while at 
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school. My analysis focuses on how attending to affective processes in intra-action, in this 
case shame, can challenge what participants tell us about ‘choice’ in subject selection. This is 
an important contribution to knowledge because misunderstandings about choice can result in 
post-schooling trajectories that severely limit what girls can do in their careers.  

Chapter 8: Educative assemblages affectively binding dreams of hope is the final 
analysis chapter. It utilises the aspirations and dreams held and recounted by participants to 
advance claims made in the previous three chapters regarding a detrimental affect produced 
as a result of a desired attachment. This analysis builds on educational research reporting that 
dreams allow ‘girls to exist as active agents and objects of desire at the same time’ (Ringrose 
& Renold, 2012, p. 474). Berlant’s (2011) complex theory of the double bind of cruel 
optimism is engaged with to account for mediations of the present that is productive of both 
past and future. The dream is thought about here as a virtual performative that requires an 
actor to become actual and where desire is entangled with subjectification. This performative 
is intrinsically linked to the future potential of students. The desired dream, produced in intra-
action in the relational present, appears in this research as appropriately aspirational as 
opposed to an affective desire. As such, it may be detrimental to the potential flourishing of 
the subject that is a material entity. The process is the making of ongoing agential cuts of 
improvisation to create difference, where ‘differences are made, not found… [and] 
dichotomies derive from particular cuts’ (Barad & Kleinman, 2014, p. 77). In this chapter, the 
incited performances of aspiration are considered as a performance of unromantic agency and 
as an everyday performance to exist by; for the participants, as a site of mediated shame. 

Chapter 9 draws together the major contribution to empirical and theoretical research 
of this thesis. I reiterate ways this thesis has embarked on a unique and diffractive, filmic, 
research methodology that examines the process of sedimentation of material discursive 
structural impediments to gender equity in secondary schooling. This attempted manoeuvre is 
facilitated by articulating the paradigm shift of Barad’s (2007) quantum leap into new 
materialism and by an experimental, filmic, research method which effectively draws 
attention to material impacts on precarious bodies as alternate to moral concerns. I reiterate, 
with trepidation, the fact that entrenched gendered pathways for schoolgirls have not 
significantly shifted since the implementation of inaugural gender equity programs, despite 
the investment of much money, research and policy change. It appears that a new approach is 
sorely needed. I return to the notion of promoting an alternative ethics in education - one that 
foregrounds awareness of the impact entities have on each other from negative differentiation 
and which replaces such negative differentiation with endorsement of affirmative difference.  
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Chapter 2: Ontoepistemology 
 

…there are other ways, besides the linguistic one, of 
prehending the world 

                            (Shaviro, 2009, p. 151) 

Barad’s agential realism, entanglements and intra-action 

I establish an ontoepistemological (Barad, 2007) framework in this research that 
concedes, upfront, that the selected apparatus of measurement will impact on the material 
outcomes of the research. This framework allows me to productively interpret my world from 
the filmic assemblages generated in the research that is Girls’ Tales and also claims non-
objectivity as a reasonable research stance. 

Barad’s (2007) applications of quantum physics outlined in her agential realism has 
given me ways to acknowledge and understand how the somatic, the affective and the 
performative interprets (cognitively) the aesthetic through affective and emotive stylisations 
without privileging reason. My ethical concerns are pragmatic as I ask how material bodies 
are affected/materialised differentially in the world (Barad, 2007; Spinoza, 1994); how they 
affect each other; and how entities co-constitute each other in intra-action (Barad, 2007). 
How is inequity produced in practice in secondary schools so that it differentially creates an 
underestimation of human capacity in a myriad of ways?  Inequity is the erasure of what has 
not been imagined; that is, the violence that is inflicted on the body by the self and the world 
as co-extensive. Ahmed (2010) succinctly puts this ethical concern as, 

We have to work and struggle not so much to feel hurt but to notice what causes 
hurt, which means unlearning what we have learned not to notice. We have to do 
this work if we are to produce critical understandings of how violence, as a 
relation of force and harm, is directed toward some bodies and not others (2010b, 
pp. 215-216) 

and it is this concern that I return to, again and again, in this research. 

I adopt Barad’s contestation of the distinction drawn between ontology and 
epistemology and implement her ‘ontoepistemological’ (2007, p. 44) research framework 
where  

apparatuses are material-discursive practices that are inextricable from the bodies 
that are produced and through which power works its productive effects. (ibid. p. 
230)  

As the researcher, I am never separate from the entangled assemblages that I am speaking 
through and the research outcomes materialise from the measurements conducted within the 
research. There are data patterns in the research that remain unseen and beyond my 
measuring apparatus. I, as the researcher, am of the world that I explore and I am limited by 
my own research’s horizons. I am only able to perform a self, establishing my research 
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credentials, through an academic language and knowledge that I have available. The material 
discursive practices I undertake in this experimental research not only interfere in the world 
but are productive, deterministic and, therefore, of consequence.  

The framing of my research reads Baruch Spinoza’s Ethics; with Gilles Deleuze 
(1988), as a philosophy of action where what passes between bodies as epistemic is not 
information but somatic affect and where context is not a neutral notion but a field of forces. 
This concept is revisited in Barad’s (2007) relational ontology as the core of her theory of 
agential realism that  

investigates the material discursive boundary-making practices that produce 
‘objects’ and ‘subjects’ and other differences out of , and in terms of , a changing 
relationality (2007,  p. 93) 

and that I take up in this thesis. 

The encounter that produces these determined but forever entangled entities is named 
by Barad (2007) as intra-action (p.33). Intra-action is different from interaction where entities 
are considered distinct prior to the encounter: intra-action reminds us of the ontological 
inseparable nature of all entities in the world. The encounter as an intra-action is productive 
as a boundary-making process and determines the materialisation of objects and subjects. The 
participants in this study are a product of encounter with an education system that is a field of 
forces where entities remain forever entangled. Thus, schoolgirls are materialised in a 
complementarity framework. An entanglement is to be understood as always a single entity 
(the idea of quantum indeterminacy), only separable through agential cuts of distinction, that 
is, the encounter.  In this case, schoolgirls are forever entangled with schoolboys, as what 
they are not, which excludes other possibilities. The point is that one cannot be without the 
other. 

In this research, it this perpetual phenomenon of entanglement that is the focus of 
study, not the properties of schoolgirls or schoolboys. This entanglement has become visible 
through the creation of a filmic methodology that allows for a non-prescriptive critique in 
ongoing productive encounters. This theorising allows me to ask what practices produce 
agential cuts that produce the schoolgirl as distinct from the schoolboy and what are the 
implications of these practices?  

I apply Barad’s argument using Bohr’s complementarity framework as the 
‘indeterminacy principle’ (Barad, 2007, p. 295) where he is interested in blurred edges that 
are only pulled into focus and made determinate through a particular given apparatus in intra-
action. Bohr’s claim is that once variables are defined then other variables are, necessarily, 
excluded. I apply this in my research to understand how, once the schoolgirl is named, she 
can only become as the performed schoolgirl that is not the schoolboy (which is also brought 
into existence). This is alternate to Werner Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle where the 
emphasis is only on the disturbance caused by the measuring instrument and does not account 
for ‘the very possibility of definition of the concepts and the determinateness of the properties 
and boundaries of the ‘object’’(Barad, 2007, p. 302). That is, by measuring girls we are, in 
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fact, making girls in reductive difference.  Bohr is offering an ‘ontic-semantic interpretation 
of reciprocity relations’ (ibid.) rather than a purely epistemic interpretation. This emphasises 
the importance of the conditions of possibility of definition, as context, rather than simply the 
determination as measurement itself. Phenomena (intra-actions) are the ontological 
entanglements of objects and agencies of observation and, for Bohr, this constitutes physical 
reality (Barad, 2007, p. 309).  

The ontoepistemological framework utilised in this thesis posits the production and 
reception of aesthetic and affective qualities as a shift of paradigm in educational research 
methodology to embracing entanglement with the world where all bodies are dynamic. In this 
way, theories of affect (and, specifically, the affect of shame) can be understood as powerful 
and fluid improvisations on the material body productive of the schoolgirl in relation. The 
aesthetic data produced is a performative practice in dialogue and what is vital is how the 
participant stories are encountered rather than described (Jackson & Mazzei, 2012), both 
during the research and by the audience of the film.  

In this chapter, I will outline my entanglement with theories pertaining to bodily 
affect, firstly through the monistic work of Spinoza and, also, Deleuze’s interpretations of 
Spinoza. Spinoza’s bodies firmly ground affect and cognition as non-separable and monistic 
as his notion of parallelism denies any real causality between the mind and body and 
‘disallows any primacy of the one over the other’ (1988, p. 18). The body is forefront and 
central to this research and I concur with Elizabeth Grosz’s (2010) assertion that the concepts 
of autonomy, agency and freedom have previously been conceived as moral ideas linked to a 
paradigm of recognition. This work is significant in its attempt to rethink these terms as a 
bodily performance of relational ontological conditions, as an unromantic version of agency. 
The entangled and simultaneous affects of interest and shame on my participants, in relation 
to gendered formations in schools, engage with Silvan Tomkins’ (Sedgwick & Frank, 1995; 
Tomkins, 1995a, 1995b) seminal work. Tomkins’ work allows me to theorise a socially 
improvised desire unaligned to the taxonomy of the drive system. Affect is, then, read 
through the sociologist aesthetic theories of Jean-Marie Guyau (1947) as fluid, social, 
situational, contextually produced and linked to embodied performative theories of Judith 
Butler (1993, 2008, 2004b). Butler’s gender performativity unsettles gender categories and 
explores how performativity constitutes entities and, importantly, considers notions of 
liveability or what I discuss as belonging (Jackson & Mazzei, 2012) that is so deeply felt by 
my participants. Finally, and central to my concern with bodily affect, performative mode and 
notions of agency, I engage throughout this thesis with the material implications of Barad’s 
agential realism (2007).  

Barad’s new materialist insights build on Butler’s performative work that she 
recognises as accounting for how discourse comes to matter. Barad stipulates, though, that 
Butler does not address how matter comes to matter and that this results in Butler only 
reinscribing dualism by installing materiality as a passive entity (2007, p. 191). She is critical 
of Butler for a humanist and non-contextual stance where we are situated in the world rather 
than of the world. Barad, informed by Bohr, insists that there is nothing passive about 
materiality and she considers an explicit account of material constraints, the material 
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dimensions of agency and the material dimensions of regulatory practices. I agree with 
Barad’s precise account of dynamic mattering but resist the critique of Butler’s performativity 
that I have always understood as material and contextual and not in substantial conflict with 
Barad’s insights. Butler’s (2015) recent work clarifies her unwilled character of dependency 
in relation to the world where ‘nothing determines me in advance’ (p. 6) and she explains that 
the ‘task is to think of being acted on and acting as simultaneous, and not only as a sequence’ 
(p. 7). 

Affect 

To accompany this kind of thinking, you have to be open to the possibility of 
rethinking the world as literally made of feelings, of prehensive events. 
(Massumi, 2011, p. 85)  

Theorising bodily affect is crucial in this study as it is considered underutilised in 
educational research where, I purport, relationality should be prioritised. This work attempts 
to offer an alternative to a quantitative and qualitative research entrenched in representational 
thinking that claims to reflect what is (understood as re/inscribing) by revealing how is comes 
to be and, in this way, materially effects through affects what may be.  

The concept of affect, in this study, is differentiated from the many educational 
studies that utilise affect and emotion as interchangeable terms (Wetherell, 2012). Affect is 
not emotion, although both are what Alfred Whitehead called eternal objects, meaning they 
are real but not actual (Shaviro, 2009, p. 40). Affect is the somatic shadow of another entity 
on the body where the body is affected, it is scarred, shaped or marked (consciously or 
unconsciously). Bodies respond differentially to this marking as intra-action and emotion is 
the expression of this marking. Emotion is an individual (conscious or unconscious) response 
to others based on contextual histories as an improvised, stylised, appropriate, social response 
to affect (for example, boys don’t cry). As Whitehead’s eternal objects, both affect and 
emotion ‘always imply alternatives, contingencies, situations that could have been otherwise’ 
(Shaviro, 2009, p. 41). Lawrence Grossberg (2010) offers up a useful explanation of the 
difference as 

 I have always held that emotion is the articulation of affect and ideology. 
Emotion is the ideological attempt to make sense of some affective productions.  
(p. 316)  

Spinoza’s bodies 

Deleuze (1988) claims that the moral law that requires obedience has supplanted 
ontological knowledge and this moral law is what I call sensible, making sense, even 
common-sense and what I attempt to trouble in this thesis. Spinoza (1994), states how ‘just 
and unjust, sin and merit, are extrinsic notions, not attributes which explain the nature of the 
mind’ (p. 221). With this in mind, I critique and unsettle the rules of recognition and question 
how representational thinking is bounded and creates what Lauren Berlant (2011) calls an 
impasse. This concept is discussed later in this chapter and applied to data in Chapter 8.  
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Ontological knowledge constitutes ethics of a relational capacity for being affected as 
enabling of bodily action or inversely being acted on where power of acting is reduced.  It is 
accounting for a qualitative mode of living. This is an alternate ethic to dominant moral laws 
referencing and representing abstract values. Spinoza’s ethics is concerned with the 
qualitative mode of existence for all bodies and, I argue, worth applying to educational 
practices if we are serious about the production of equity in schools. Foucault (1980) states 
‘the episteme is a specifically discursive apparatus’ (p. 197) where the superior rationalist 
subject discards passion (feeling) and promotes truth as only what she abstractly knows and 
in this way the subject is produced through a circumscribed measured performance. Brian 
Massumi (2011) names this as non-sensory affect or abstract living where the subject resides 
in impasse (Berlant, 2011). The alternate mode of production is the sensory and the 
recognition of relational affect that involves understanding alteration through material 
experience, as an event, where bodies are co-constituted with the world’s becoming. It is this 
powerful, affective mode of becoming that I am attempting to make visible in this thesis.  

Material discursive practices, as forces, privilege particular shaped bodies (due to 
agential cuts during intra-action) that may be considered as ‘ease’. The male body is a 
measure that is privileged over the female body. Creating an ease of movement and action 
understood as inherent to a particular shaped entity creates a power relation of inequity. 
Privilege is bestowed, in this way, as a productive bodily encounter of mattering and impacts 
on agency. Spinoza (1994) contends that the capacity for being affected, within an entity, 
remains constant but it is the power of acting or being acted upon that is contingent and sits 
in an inverse relationship to whether the body is in a state of ease (power) or not. Barad 
(2007) rejects causality understood as interaction between distinct entities. She, alternatively, 
purports that there are no separate entities prior to phenomena. I agree with Barad’s claims 
that the agencies of observation are inseparable from its cause, as the agencies of observation 
constitute the specific features of the object. It is causal intra-actions of measurements that 
produce bodies as separate, but entangled with difference, and results in inequity.  

The link between causal effects as modes of living in Spinoza’s model (1994) is key 
to understanding his concept as applied here. Spinoza contends that the order of causes is 
simply an order of composition and/or decomposition of relations where entities are either 
enhanced or reduced by their relation to each other. Deleuze contends that ‘as conscious 
beings, we never apprehend anything but the effects of these compositions and 
decompositions’ (1988, p. 19), that is we only feel good or bad without making a link 
between the affective body and the feeling of affect. The feeling good or bad by the ‘once 
were schoolgirls’ in this study is filtered through a system of moral judgement (of God as a 
system of judgement), creating ambiguous feelings that cause participants to have 
‘inadequate, or confused, ideas’ (Spinoza, 1994, p. 197). They confuse cause and effect.  
They identify their valued femaleness as cause for their material positioning as lack, to be 
natural.  
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Silvan Tomkins and the affect system 

Silvan Tomkins’ affect system allows for fluctuations in choice or, rather, allows 
variations of freedom in response. The apparent urgency of the drive system is borrowed by 
the affects system but the consequences of choice (conscious and unconscious) are not life 
threatening, rather, they are related to a sense of development or becoming. This proposition 
by Tomkins differentiates between types of human motivation including need (as essential), 
desire (as non-essential want, in the form of preference) and urge (as a physical compulsion-
either essential or a want). The need and desire cause an urge and a sense of urgency. The 
drive system is the need that sustains the life force, while the affect system is a moderator. 
The affect is the differentiation. 

Tomkins differentiated between the drive and affect systems, claiming that ‘from 
Plato through Freud man has been conceived to be motivated by his biological drives’ 
(1995b, p. 33) and he insisted that the  

classical problem of the freedom of the will has arisen not only from confusion of 
the drives, a motivational system of little freedom, with the affects, a motivational 
system of great freedom. (1995b, p. 34)  

According to Tomkins, the drive system can be conceived as, more or less, an on or off 
switch; you need to breath, eat, drink; it is essential to life. The co-assembly drive of affect 
operates as a feed-back system. The drive has a specific need but the affect system, unlike the 
drive system, is not aligned to specific objects and can attach itself to any object. The drive 
system wants food (any food) but it is the affect system that differentiates and wants ice-
cream, or an apple, or pizza, due to affect; it feels good or not good. These preferences are not 
linked to survival but to cognitive interpretations of affects (sensations and feeling) on our 
bodies.  

Shame 

In education, the  

naming of sex is an act of domination and compulsion, an institutionalised 
performative that both creates and legislates social reality by requiring the 
discursive perceptual construction of bodies in accord with principles of sexual 
difference.  (Butler, 1997a, p. 157)  

To disturb this common-sense principle within the educational research paradigm is 
disruptive, shameful and invokes fear. It is the discursive material practices of the measuring 
apparatus (educational practices that are productive of difference) that need interrogating, not 
the fundamentally conceived, inferior, schoolgirl subject herself. In this research, I interrogate 
what I consider problematic educational measures for schoolgirls, including desirable 
feminine attributes as embodied behaviours and gendered notions of success that are 
productive of shame.  
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  It is contended that the distinct and problematic schoolgirl subject is the effect (of 
material discursive practices) that produces the schoolgirl as distinct from the schoolboy in 
education. Her abstract desire for embodied femininity is scrutinised as an affective agential 
cut that validates more than her sex, where deviation initiates a negotiation of the affect of 
shame in order to maintain relational belonging that adversely creates inequity. The cause of 
being, identified as a schoolgirl, actually becomes the effect of the materialisation of the 
schoolgirl. Barad’s (2007) intra-action is a complex process that has no prior entities (only 
matter and forces ‘playing’). This process of measurement and identification makes an 
agential cut excluding other possibilities and is a cause of the production of being (the 
schoolgirl effect). But it is also where the effect (it is through our own shadow that we know 
ourselves), paradoxically, becomes its own ‘cause’ where what ‘exists’ prevents another 
reality coming into being. Prior to measurement, there are only ‘shadows’ or, as Barad (2007) 
would argue, indeterminate entities.  

I argue that these agential cuts of distinction, as a process, and their relationship to 
feelings of shame and felt shame are misunderstood and assumed as a linear cause and effect. 
Shame is falsely attached to ‘things’ that forcefully direct and distinguish bodies and is 
productive of inequity. Spinoza asserted that ‘we are guided most by love of esteem and can 
hardly bear a life in disgrace’ (1994, p. 227). Educational research has found girls to be 
ashamed of academic success/failure, of enjoying particular masculine activities and of their 
material bodies (Lucey, Melody, & Walkerdine, 2003; Renold & Allan, 2006; Ringrose & 
Renold, 2012; Walkerdine & Ringrose, 2006). They are ashamed to speak loudly, act 
aggressively or, simply, not be nice. They are ashamed because they are girls attempting to 
perform girl, attempting ‘to solicit a becoming’ (Butler, 2004a, p. 44) where that becoming is 
negotiated through others. 

The relational intra-active practice that activates the affect of shame makes an agential 
cut to the body where ‘shame, like disgust and contempt, is activated by drawing a boundary 
line or barrier’ (Sedgwick & Frank, 1995, p. 520) as differentiation. Practices interfere to cast 
shadows of shame on the bodies discussed here that become productive of being schoolgirls. 
This shadow force that affects entities as they intra-act with each other is only made 
sedimentary through a measuring process, as if it were and always was, permanent and prior 
to the process. Barad’s (2007) quantum understanding of superposition or diffraction 
(interference) of waves is where waves are disturbances (forces of matter) not determinable 
things (matter) that interfere with matter (form). Diffraction, as research, is specifically 
‘accounting for how practices matter’ (Barad, 2007, p. 90). Practices in education require 
scrutiny and interference in order to allow other possibilities not yet thought of. 

It is shame as an affect that Sedgwick contends ‘most defines the space wherein a 
sense of self will develop’ (1995, p. 501). What makes shame so important in pedagogical 
practice is the assertion in Tomkins’ (1995b) theory that outlines how ‘shame is an innate 
auxiliary affect and a specific inhibitor of continuing interest and enjoyment’ (p. 134). 
Sedgewick also acknowledges that ‘[w]ithout positive affect, there can be no shame; only a 
scene that offers you enjoyment or engages your interest can make you blush’ (1995, p. 520). 
And, in this way, I suspect shame can be explored as having some culpability for perpetual 
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immobility and inaction, denial of responsibility and stagnation in relation to agency and 
becoming in educational settings. Elspeth Probyn (2005, p. x) claims that ‘[s]hame goes to 
the heart of who we think we are...shame puts one’s self-esteem on the line and questions our 
value system’. She further suggests that feeling ashamed is intrinsically linked to being 
known as a ‘good’ person. I add to this with the idea that this good person is someone who 
belongs and who others want to know. Shame ‘compels an involuntary and immediate 
reassessment of ourselves’ (Probyn, 2005, p. xii) that coercively invites a material 
improvisation of self. 

Shame, due to its very nature, is nearly always unspoken and, as a purported silent 
inhibitor of interest, deserves to be interrogated in relation to education as it circumscribes 
agency (Turner, 2014). Sedgwick notes ‘motivation itself…is the business of the affect 
system’ (2003, p. 20). Motivation, we already know, is highly prized and well established as a 
crucial element of productive teaching and learning in educational research (Ames, 1992; 
Eccles & Roeser, 2011; Meyer & Turner, 2006; Pintrich, 2003; Schunk, Pintrich, & Meece, 
2008; Watt et al., 2012; Wentzel, 1997, 1999). 

The importance of shame in pedagogy (linked to interest) is as a performative 
(Tomkins, 1995b; Werry & O'Gorman, 2007), that, although productive, cannot be thought of 
as fundamental to identity as it is always relational and contextual. The issue is that shame is 
often understood as fundamental to the self. Tomkins explains that shame is ‘feelings of 
inferiority [rather] than of guilt’ (1995a, p. 397). Shame results in inactivity, as the perceived 
transgression is given no specific attribute since it is sensed as inherent to self. In this study, I 
understand shame as productive of Berlant’s (2011) impasse. It is shame that silently assumes 
inferiority that is a supposition of essentialised difference and creates boundaries of those that 
matter in education and those that do not. This differentiation is the agential cut, that girls are 
always ‘insufficiently masculine to be ‘ideal students’’ (Francis & Skelton, 2008, p. 315), that 
immediately establishes a problematic for the schoolgirl.  

Performativity 

What is specifically sought in this research is an understanding of how the enacted 
agential cuts experienced by these schoolgirls while at secondary school (that are affective 
and aesthetic) differentiate and matter and how they may come to matter differently. The 
material world of the participants has implicit ontological implications as ‘[p]henomena are 
not mere laboratory creations but basic units of reality’ (Barad, 2007, p. 33). What Barad 
proposes is not analogies but actuality that signifies the mutual constitution of entangled 
agencies rather than an autonomous, prior object/subject dichotomy with distinct agencies. 
The schoolgirl is produced through intra-actions that produce distinctions in relation. Crucial 
to this is the material nature of practices as felt, productively actioned as an improvised 
performance. 

[T]he words of the master sound different when they are spoken by one who is, in 
the speaking, in the recitation, undermining the obliterating effects of his claim.  
(Butler, 2004b, p. 201)   
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Butler clearly elucidates, here, how discourse is material and performative and that 
there is much more in speech than the utterance itself. Speaking always does something 
where words sound different as there is differentiation in the speaking, in the recitation, in the 
aesthetic performance and, indeed, also in the differential affective reception of these words. 
Barad (2003, 2007) critiques the representationalist belief that the power of words reflects a 
pre-given phenomenon and, instead, posits that  a ‘performative understanding of discursive 
practices challenges the re-presentationalist belief in the power of words to represent pre-
existing things’(Barad, 2003, p. 802). This process of citation is how aesthetic dispositions 
may become productively agentic in phenomena, where phenomena are, as in Barad’s 
agential realist elaboration, ‘the ontological inseparability of agentially intra-acting 
components… [the] basic units of reality’(2007, p. 33). The force of bodies intra-acting is 
material and where  

linguistic injury appears to be the effect not only of the words by which one is 
addressed but the mode of address itself, a mode-a disposition or conventional 
bearing-that interpellates and constitutes a subject.   (Butler, 1997a, p. 2) 

Butler ‘recast performativity as a specific modality of power as discourse’ (1993, p. 
139) rather than ‘an efficacious expression of a human will in language’ (ibid.). As such, for a 
discourse to cause an effect, this effect or effects must be seen as the source of power and it is 
the material action of this discourse which is reiterated and, as such, this materialisation of 
action from discourse needs to be intelligible to be reiterated. This is why Butler is derisive at 
the suggestion of performativity as a wilful choice. It is the historicity that makes materialised 
actions recognisable and enacts what it names where ‘the subject is produced in language 
through an act of foreclosure’ (ibid. p. 141) and what is refused by the subject is what 
actually determines the subject. A performed production of the ‘unsymbolizable’ (ibid. p. 
142) always requires a strategy of social abjection (as aesthetically abject8). 

The everyday, educational undergoing by my participants as aesthetic performance of 
relationality was often, but not always, traumatic. The significance, though, is not in the 
trauma but in the unquestioned acceptance of these behaviours as normal, as a matter of 
course, as common-sense. As participants undergo pedagogical processes, an allowance is 
enabled in ‘the production of dispositions which generate ‘correct’ responses to the symbolic 
stimuli emanating from agencies endowed with pedagogic authority’ (Jenkins, 1992, p. 107). 
These emerging dispositions, implicit and explicit, productive of rational and unconscious 
learning, become performatively embodied. The schoolgirls learn preferred deportment, the 
appropriate tone and pitch of voice, the ideal speed of movements and gestures and so on. 
This mostly unquestioned and continual differentiation impacts materially in restrictive ways 
to shape bodies performatively to a path of naturalised womanhood discussed in the analysis 
chapters.  

The performative is discussed here as necessarily material and aesthetic and utilises 
the work of both Butler and Barad by considering the practices of projecting aesthetic 
dispositions in encounter during these research interviews. I aim to disentangle how the 
                                                      
8 Further discussed on page 39. 
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aesthetic performance given by participants ultimately constitutes the subject, rather than 
them being an essentialised subject who naturally performs an identity. This is a negotiation 
in an event as phenomena. The appropriation and application of Butler’s theory of 
performativity and Barad, by extension, into physicality, explores how gendered identities are 
produced via reiterative and citational practices within discourse, power relations, historical 
and cultural practices and material conditions. Paradoxically, agency is produced through 
citational reproduction of an ambivalent mastery as mistakes are made through an unintended 
mis/recognition.  

Judith Butler and girling 

The participants in this study are considered, aesthetically and affectively, in relation 
to inherently entangled discourses and practices emerging from the bounded binary systems 
of sex (male/female) gender (masculine/feminine) and sexuality (hetero/homo) that assign 
every person a ‘binarized identity’ (Sedgwick, 1990, p. 2) and where everyday, embodied 
‘[a]esthetics posits emotions and affects as social, collective and exterior’ (Highmore, 2010a, 
p. 9). Within the compulsory heterosexual binary, there is no body born who proceeds 
ungendered, unmarked. ‘[G]ender is part of what decides the subject’ (Butler, 1993, p. ix): 
the body is engendered with an identity of either girl or boy, coerced into embracing 
signifying practices that this demands. This relational improvisation is an attempt at a 
performance of norms.  

My thesis draws heavily on the work of Judith Butler (1993, 2004b, 2008, 2012) and 
takes seriously the task  

to probe the unmentionable presuppositions of everyday life. [As w]e have known 
for a long time that there are sexual undercurrents in institutions, culture and 
everyday human relations…it [queer theory] can be applied to problems in 
education that aren’t, on the face of it, close to sexuality.  (Rasmussen, Gowlett & 
Connell, 2014, p. 10)  

Butler troubles the normative assumption that the identification of gender signifies specific 
sex and sexuality. Her work, Bodies that Matter (Butler, 2003), deliberates on discourses of 
sexuality as derived as fundamental to gender and sex (fixed) and, alternatively, the notion of 
sexuality as a choice (constructed). Her diagnosis is a multifaceted situation where restraint 
‘impels and sustains performativity’ (1993, p. 60). Restraint is active performance of a 
destructive manner, referred to as ‘constitutive antagonism’ (ibid. p. 145), presenting as the 
impression (or depression) of lack, as what we are not. The perceived projection of femininity 
I explore is an embodied refusal of the performance of perceived manliness and/or 
masculinity that is understood as only appropriate when attached to the male body and is 
productive of how sex, gender and sexuality constellations are constituted in secondary 
school (Youdell, 2006). This thesis attempts to illustrate how the active denial of what the 
female is not is exhausting work (as discussed in the analysis chapters) and is reductive of 
individual capacity. It is a denial of Foucault’s (1978) thesis promoting an ethics of ‘bodies 
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and pleasures’ (p. 157) and proposes that resistance to acknowledging an ethics of bodily 
affect reinstates an abstract link between gender-sex-sexuality as a powerful truth discourse.  

Butler (1993) asserts that performative, ritualised repetition produces social norms 
which stabilise the effects of gender and, indeed, the materiality of sex and that these sexed 
positions are ‘citational practices instituted within a juridical domain-a domain of constitutive 
constraints’ (Butler, 1993, p. 71). She challenges us to think about the concept of construction 
where the materiality of sex is forcibly produced through ‘constraints’ (1993, p. x). She posits 
that it is only by being constructed and identified within the binary of sex that we can be 
intelligible as a human, that ‘materiality of bodies is not to be taken for granted, for in some 
sense it is acquired, constituted, through the development of morphology’ (Butler, 1993, pp. 
38, 39). 

By considering Foucault’s genealogical inquiry, Butler proposes that the regulatory 
idea of sex incites regulatory practice that re/produces sexed bodies ‘by postulating ‘sex’ as 
‘a cause’ of [normalised] sexual experience, behaviour, and desire’ (2008, p. 32) and 
concealing it as ‘an effect’ of regulation or as a product of itself. It is Butler’s reconfiguration 
of desire as choice ‘subsequently theorised as being driven by the need for recognition and 
the conferral of existence’ (Gowlett, 2015, p. 163) that troubles essentialist beliefs and brings 
exteriority to the interiority of self. The dichotomy of sex (male/female) is the norm that is 
understood and continually reiterated in the production of bodies gendered as either 
masculine or feminine; where performativity is ‘the reiterative and citational practice by 
which discourse produces the effects that it names’ (Butler, 1993, p. xii). Butler claims that 
gender, as the performative, which enacts the regulatory norms of sex, materialises the body 
as having specific sexual differences in order to promote the heterosexual binary. For both 
Butler and Foucault, materiality is the effect of power and gender is not imposed on the 
surface of the body or imposed as an exterior force on matter or a given sex; it is the 
production of the feminine and masculine developed and reiterated through process; through 
an ‘art of self’(Foucault, 1985, p. 139). We identify as a boy or a girl and ‘the speaking ‘I’, is 
formed by virtue of having gone through such a process of assuming a sex’ (Butler, 1993, p. 
xiii).  

The production of bodies is the effect of power and is inseparable from regulatory 
norms that govern their materialisation and signification into intelligible beings. To inhabit an 
unliveable and uninhabitable life without social status is to not belong and stimulates fear; 
fear of becoming shamed and outcaste. The forming of the subject requires identification as a 
‘sex’, as an automatic denial of certain ways of being that incites a performance of an erasure 
of potentiality. There must be a material denial for the sexed subject to emerge. Importantly, 
Butler (1993) also recognises that it is this very denial that creates possibility for a 
rearticulation of the terms of symbolic legitimacy and intelligibility to emerge and move 
boundaries in the production of bodies. Performances of gender as boy/girl are extended, 
highlighted, enforced and policed, ensuring that denial is maintained, reinforcing power 
relations and retarding potentiality.  
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Karen Barad’s performative mode as an agential cut 

In this study, I attempt to account for the material, discursive practices productive of 
inequity in schools. This take-up of Barad’s performative mode is ‘a way of thinking about 
social life that gives a grip on the dynamics of change’ (Rasmussen et al., 2014, p. 4). Barad 
offers an alternative to the notion that representation takes priority over things in encounter as 
a performative of ‘natural cultural practices’ (Barad, 2007, p. 49), where knowing comes 
from direct experience of the world. She contests the representational thinking that posits a 
non-relation between entities. Relational ontology is the core of agential realism that 
‘investigates the material discursive boundary-making practices that produce ‘objects’ and 
‘subjects’ and other differences out of, and in terms of, a changing relationality’ (Barad, 
2007, p. 93). The agential cut distinguishes between boys and girls in action as a performative 
of masculine and feminine. Neither masculine nor feminine exist until they are performed as 
distinguishing the student and, with this distinction, other possibilities are erased. 

Barad (2007, p. 55) takes up Bohr’s insights into embodied practice to assert that 
gender is not a theory but a dynamic practice that is measured and, by that measure, it is, 
therefore, a productive apparatus. Any measurement is an interference that makes a 
productive difference and is not simply a reflection of what is. A reflective account of reality 
(that is representation) can only ever act as a mirror and does not account for production. 
Barad’s use of diffraction serves as a productive model of thinking in a non-
representationalist, methodological approach, in performative mode, and accounts for how 
practices matter (ibid. p. 90). She highlights how Bohr was concerned with the indeterminacy 
rather than uncertainty as not what is knowable but rather what can be said to ‘simultaneously 
exist’ (ibid. p. 118). Thus, by making a determination through an agential cut using a 
particular measuring apparatus, other possibilities are erased since an ‘agential cut enacts a 
resolution within the phenomenon of the inherent ontological (and semantic) indeterminacy’ 
(Barad, 2007, p. 140)   

Barad argues that phenomena are diffractive and show differing patterns of mattering 
produced by multiple intra-actions. It is phenomena that are constitutive of reality where 
phenomena materialises meanings in things and makes itself intelligible to other parts of the 
world. So the primary ontological units are phenomena not things. The primary semantic 
units are not words but material discursive practices through which (ontic and semantic) 
boundaries are constituted. This dynamism is where agency is not an attribute but the ongoing 
configuration of the world (ibid. p. 141) where ‘matter and meaning are mutually articulated’ 
(ibid. p .152) and ‘matter is a dynamic and shifting entanglement of relations, rather than a 
property of things’ (ibid. p. 224). Barad insists that agency and accountability are tied 
together and that ‘agency is not about choice in the liberal human sense’ (p. 218) but, rather, 
about possibility and accountability in reconfiguring the material discursive practices.  

The aesthetic as a framework for social sympathy 

The recorded, intra-active testimonio (Beverley, 2004) of participants filmed in this 
thesis provides more than a linguistic, visual and auditory insight to the narratives told. I 
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apply an aesthetic lens to the research. The aesthetic is not restricted to the visual/aural or to 
an abstract idea of beauty. I discuss sociological understandings of aesthetics that are 
assumed as a serious social communication of cognitive and affective transmission through 
and by bodies (animate and inanimate). This is an appropriation of the aesthetic theories of 
nineteenth century French sociologist and aesthetician Jean-Marie Guyau whose ‘emphasis 
on the sympathetic character of aesthetic phenomena coincided with the development of a 
science of sociology’ (Lanzoni, 2009, p. 282).  

The term aesthetic is used in this project as a framework of how sensory receivers 
create meaning through somatic and cognitive ambivalence in encounter in context. This 
research defines the aesthetic as sensory, as relational and intrinsically infused with notions of 
desire and is indebted to the work of Guyau (1947) who insists ‘on an absolute homology 
between aesthetic response and the experience of being part of a social whole’ (Rosenblatt, 
2001, pp. 83-84). He, against Immanuel Kant, linked the aesthetic with the useful and 
perceived that physiological aspects of life are necessarily aesthetic and serve as a nexus for 
collective experiences and understandings or norms. Kant had used the notion of ‘disinterest 
to argue that aesthetic judgements result in a form of subjective objectivity’ (Highmore, 
2010a, p. 35). This notion is discounted by Guyau (1947), as it does not account for interests 
fluxing movement between outward and inward orientations associated to context. Norms are 
not understood as exterior or as a cause of infliction on the body (Butler, 2015) but, rather, 
are formed as aesthetic phenomena in co-constitution with the world. Understanding this 
process is a focus in this study.  

Guyau (1947) aligns both desire and need as fluid, social, situational and contextually 
produced. Guyau’s  (1947) belief in moral anomie is connected to his fascination with 
processes of encounter within the social which allowed him to understand relations as mimic 
interactions ‘between spontaneous instinct and deliberate consciousness and the movement 
from a morality of impulse to a morality of insight - a psychology of habits to a sociology of 
ceremonies’ (Fidler, 1994, p. 88). The perceiving subject feels the need (sensation of urge) 
then translates the need to a particular contextual desire; the desire is always fluid and 
productive in the relational encounter rather than based on actual functionality per se. 
Highmore (2010a) also suggests that ‘[t]aste and discernment presuppose the passions and the 
materialism of our response to the world’ (p. 26). Guyau (1947) implicates feelings of 
aesthetic pleasure in the abstract (that are necessarily material) with the moral and questions 
how a perceived immoral sentiment, as alternate to a Spinozian ethics, could ever be 
aesthetically appreciated. This is how I understand Spinoza’s thesis on confused ideas that 
render the abject and disgusting into existence. 

Guyau (1947) pragmatically posits aesthetics and ethics as the core of everyday life 
and this infusion ensures that the aesthetic is not objective but, alternatively, socially 
subjective and collectively constructed. His theories establish that what is good is beautiful 
but everything/anything can be beautiful (and thus good), depending on your ontological 
conditions. Thus, aesthetics are always contextual and relational and this reverberates in 
Barad’s concept of ontoepistemology as ‘knowing in being’ (Jackson & Mazzei, 2012, p. 
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119) where knowledge is not thought of as the sole domain of epistemology but as a knowing 
of the world by being part of it and not just looking into it from the outside. 

Transmissions as movements of affection and sympathy 

The relevance of material affect as transmission to schooling, as places and spaces of 
enacted productive learning, as intra-action, is worth thinking through. This research 
explicitly accounts for participant embodiment of the aesthetic where ‘[r]ight or wrong, we 
are in the habit of establishing everywhere a harmony between the physical and the moral’ 
(Guyau, 1947, p. 46)  and, in doing so, questions how we present ourselves aesthetically to 
create material incarnations in relation to the slippery concepts of moral/good. Guyau placed 
emphasis on how the force of repetition manifests itself and creates a persistent dynamism 
where what is, the status quo, flows easily where we can only recognise what we know: 
‘perception is not at all as contemplative as it seemed at first’ (Guyau, 1947, p. 58) and can be 
unreceptive to the unknown. I consider the productive reception of both participants and 
phantom audience that resonates in Butler’s notion of citational performativity. Guyau 
explains that forms felt are only movements felt in an encounter and these movements are 
only felt as movements executed through somatic reception. Meaning is not only in the 
performance but the reception of other bodies that are encountered as reciprocal relationality. 
Bodies are, simultaneously, both actor and spectator and if we do not execute movements to 
receive movements then we are blind to them. This is applicable to an active conversation as 
a receiver. In this way, Guyau understands aesthetic interactions that produce affects as not 
predominantly linguistic or symbolic but determined by affective receptivity of all 
encountering bodies.  Such receptivity is explicitly felt by engaging in the filmic research.  

Creatures of flesh, blood, skin and bone; the vulnerable body 

Human beings are born, intrinsically, as material bodies. In this research, the body and 
the mind are not split. The essentialist assumption that we are born with any individual 
hardwiring of sex, sexuality, gender and intelligence which is unique to each self-unique is 
rejected: we are born to this world as a differentially affective, material body with discursive 
senses which allow for ‘the developmental presumption and prescription of a core self’ 
(Sedgwick & Frank, 1995, p. 503). The self ‘has a totally external and relational reality’ 
(Cavarero, 2000, p. 63). The human baby is born as a total dependent and Deborah Britzman, 
informed by Melanie Klein, explicates that ‘it is absolutely beholden to the other’s love’ 
(2009, p. 13).  

She (this body) does not know, as yet, reason, truth or happiness. She is yet to have a 
unique story, a narrated history of being. She has not learned how to behave or how to action 
life. She has yet to learn the operation of norms in the constitution of the subject and the 
‘stylization of its ontology’ (Butler, 2005, p. 9). Butler (2005) states, ‘one invariably struggles 
with conditions of one’s own life that one could not have chosen’ (p. 19) and often we are not 
even aware other alternatives exist. Cultural conditioning through social norms, as 
demonstrated in the data here, can be thought of as ‘become[ing] morally accountable as a 
consequence of fear and terror’ (Butler, 2005, p. 11). Participants give a performative 
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account, narrating stories of themselves and others, and also hear how others narrate their 
story back to them. In this way, they give an account of themselves where 

 the very terms by which we give an account, by which we make ourselves 
intelligible to ourselves and to others, are not of our making. They are social in 
character, and they establish social norms, a domain of unfreedom and 
substitutability within which our ‘singular’ stories are told. (Butler, 2005, pp. 20-
21) 

It is only when we appear as unknowable to others, as berated, excluded or shamed 
for our actions (who we are), that we are able to see outside of the situation or, perhaps, 
question how we came to be.  Participants and audience alike, in this filmic research, become 
undone through affective relationships in encounter and this disorientation is an opening for 
potentiality and enables them to ask the question, ‘What are these norms, to which my very 
being is given over?’(Butler, 2005, p. 23). 

Agency 

It is precisely because a human body is born dependent that autonomy is marginalised. 
Butler (1993) notes that somatic vulnerability, although a constituent to all humans, is 
differentially influenced by context and this bodily vulnerability differential needs to be 
recognised (although she questions if it can be recognised). Ontological norms regulate what 
a legitimate body is, as outlined in Butler’s Bodies that Matter (1993). Butler’s (2004a) 
theorisation expands into imperative questions:  

It is not a matter of a simple entry of the excluded into an established ontology, 
but an insurrection at the level of ontology, a critical opening up of the questions, 
What is real? Whose lives are real? How might reality be remade?  (p. 33) 

Barad (2007) takes up these questions in her performative mode of agential realism that 
claims all bodies are constituted along with the world. She cites Haraway’s argument that ‘the 
insistence that there is an obvious bodily boundary that ends at the skin fails to recognise the 
body’s specific situatedness in the world’ (p. 159) where bodies are always in the making of 
the world. 

Barad purports that ‘agency is not a binary proposition, either on or off’ (2007, p. 172) 
and is not aligned with human intention or subjectivity. Barad’s agency is a different way of 
thinking through determinism, temporality, spatiality and also possibility. She builds on 
Butler’s performative account by explicitly including matter as ‘an agentive factor in its 
materialisation’ (Barad, 2007). She explains that, as intra-actions always contain exclusions, 
determinism is always open. Possibility is constrained but not fixed and is reliant on the intra-
action at hand where causality and agency are ongoing. Agency is the intra-action, the 
enactment of the materialisation. 

Cuts are agentially enacted not by wilful individuals but by the larger material 
arrangement of which ‘we’ are a ‘part.’  The cuts that we participate in enacting 
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matter. Indeed, ethics cannot be about responding to the other as if the other is the 
radical outside to the self. Ethics is not a geometrical calculation; ‘others’ are 
never very far from ‘us’; ‘they’ and ‘we’ are co-constituted and entangled through 
the very cuts ‘we’ help to enact. Intra-actions cut ‘things’ together and apart. Cuts 
are not enacted from the outside, nor are they ever enacted once and for all.   
(Barad, 2007, pp. 178-179) 

Barad reconfigures a different theory of dynamics in her agential realism. Her 
dynamics are not marked by an exterior parameter called time and do not take place in a 
container called space. Time and space are actually produced in the intra-action movement. It 
is the exclusions that constitute an open space of agency: ‘change is not a continuous 
mutation of what was’ (ibid. p. 179) rather it is ‘the iterative differentiations of 
spacetimemattering’ (ibid.) where  

the dynamics of mattering are non-linear… [and m]atter is the sedimenting 
historicality of practices/agencies and an agentive force in the world’s differential 
becoming. Becoming is not an unfolding in time but the inexhaustible dynamism 
of the enfolding of mattering (ibid. p. 180)  

In Barad’s account, matter is not situated in the world but it actually constitutes the world 
and, thus, space is not pre-existing. It is the intra-actions that create boundaries within matter. 
These boundaries shift and, therefore, are constitutive exclusions which open this space up. 

Barad is quite clear that ‘the boundaries that are enacted are not abstract delineations 
but specific material demarcations not in space but of space’ (ibid. p. 181) where space is 
defined by boundaries and exclusions. Time is the marking of sediment, as historically 
commemorative. It is the differential patterns of mattering as denoting of practices, where 
time has a history but is not an external parameter. As discussed in Chapter 7, what comes to 
matter is reconfigured in the very marking or rather making of time. Marking time is the 
process of becoming as materialisation, the process of enfolding, where the past and the 
future are enfolded in the present becoming. This non-romantic agency is why pedagogical 
encounters matter so much. 

Cruel optimism as impasse 

Cruel optimism involves a ‘lived imminence’ and Berlant (2010, 2011) appears to put 
forward a salient, although depressing, reasoning for why people go with the flow, following 
stylisations of behaviour and refusing notions of precarity. Participants in this study consider 
they are living a fulfilled life, in the absence of deconstruction, and ‘move to normative form 
to get [or become] numb with the consensual promise and to misrecognise that promise as an 
achievement’ (Berlant, 2010, p. 97). Ahmed (2010, p. 29) furthers this understanding with her 
take that ‘happiness functions as a promise that directs us toward certain objects, which then 
circulate as social goods’ (p. 29) and explains how ‘objects are attributed as the cause of 
happiness, which means they already circulate as social goods before we ‘happen’ upon them, 
which is why we might happen upon them in the first place’ (ibid. p. 41). Berlant (2010) 
refers to this process as attachment to a cluster of promises projected as possible by a familiar 
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diegesis of understanding of the ‘good life’ (‘which is for so many a bad life that wears out 
the subjects who nonetheless, and at the same time, find their conditions of possibility within 
it’ (2010, p. 97).  

  Berlant’s (2011) Cruel Optimism clarifies that optimism is an ambitious relation, a 
social aspiration involving attachments, and her theorising centres on the concept of attaining 
‘the good life’ that remains forever in the future. The present is shaped by aesthetics of 
attachment to the fantasised good life to come and is what makes the present relations, as 
affectively felt, not only bearable but rationalised away and bodies live in the abstract, or 
virtual. They become affectively numb to actuality. Berlant describes this as an impasse 
where bodies negotiate present bodily affect in relation in everyday encounters with ‘things’ 
that are entrenched, aesthetically, with historical meanings. Identity is formed through 
engagement and encounters with these attachments and, thus, not only is maintaining 
attachment damaging but the cutting of this attachment may destroy the subject due to the 
relational investment in the thing. The attachment prominent in this study is the construct of 
binary femininity as a significantly problematic object for my participants where 
‘[f]emininity becomes, therefore, that from which women are always in danger of deviating. 
Unless of course femininity is judged a liability, in which case it is that into which women are 
always in danger of falling’ (Johnson, 1998, p. 102).  

I use Berlant’s consideration of the relations between the pragmatic life-making 
activity and the accumulative life-building activity and the relation to the attrition of 
participant bodies. Berlant argues that this is a ‘scene of slow death, a condition of being 
worn out by the activity of reproducing life, agency can be an activity of maintenance, not 
making’ (Berlant, 2011, p. 100) and this appears evident in the data produced here. Berlant’s 
assertion differs from more optimistic research accounts that situate reproducing life as 
possible empowerment (Ringrose, 2012; Ringrose & Renold, 2012). Thus, this persistence to 
exist in ordinariness, as opposed to admitting somatic trauma, becomes a living of 
ordinariness in systematic crises that requires agency. The encounters of my participants are 
everyday: they consider them ‘normal’ and not dramatic but just how the world works. They 
continually negotiate in novel and creative ways to survive and become in relation to their 
world. This non-heroic agency is linked by Berlant to the affect of precarity as a condition of 
being and belonging where “[w]hen a situation unfolds, people try to maintain themselves in 
it until they figure out how to adjust’ (2011, p. 195). Adjusting is a bodily refraction, an 
improvisation that occurs in the present. Berlant uses the analogy of dogpaddling around a 
space where the boundaries are obscured. This requires energetic activity to remain above the 
waterline and is the refraction productive of composure, that is, the investment of political 
and social mutuality of affective binding or, alternatively, radical negation (ibid. p. 199). It is 
this point that once more reinforces my thinking, with Barad, how the present is the future we 
are making and that the focus needs to shift from a ‘potentiality within the political [emphasis 
in original]’ (Berlant, 2011, p. 262), as encounters that simple re-establish binary difference, 
to understanding present affective relations on all bodies. Or, as Ahmed’s (2010) citation on 
the first page of this chapter articulates, ‘what hurts’.  
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Chapter 3: Schooling assemblages as assemblages of truth  

Introduction 

The contention in this thesis is to consider that there is no prior, only what is made 
actual through material discursive intra-actions (Barad, 2007). This includes research in the 
ontological present that repeatedly remakes the past and future. It is with this in mind that I 
review current research pertaining to my own study into educational assemblages of 
measurement, not ‘from the outside looking in’ (Quinlivan, 2014, p. 10) but from the inside 
where I have ‘a’ perspective. I firstly outline this perspective of exteriority within (Taylor & 
Ivinson, 2013) in relation to educational research assemblages.  I then conventionally 
summarise the historical mapping and emergence of educational policy concerning gender in 
Australia.  Finally, I review educational discourses implicit and enmeshed in this study as part 
of the educational assemblage that is productive. 

Ringrose & Renold (2012), taking up Butler’s theories of performativity, have 
investigated issues concerning schoolgirl agency in their empirical research. They consider 
disruption of the referential feminine, at the same time questioning if educational research 
encounters are actually resistant and transformative or just more reiteration of binary norms. 
Rasmussen (2015) also questions, convincingly, the value of critical theory with pretensions 
to the educative and enlightened. She argues that a focus on emancipatory education is purely 
optimistic (referencing Berlant’s cruel optimism) and only overshadows a focus on 
‘important ethical, social and political issues’ (p. 193). And Skeggs (2004), also drawing on 
Butler, discusses how research itself is performative as making class and attributing value. In 
consideration of these perspectives and informed by Karen Barad’s (2007) work, I attempt to 
understand how thinking with representation in educational research is productive of binaries 
in education as always opposite and of different and negative value and actually reduces 
options for all students rather than expands them.  

In this literature review, I attempt to map out ‘the dominant discourses informing [and 
thus making] the social terrain’ (Ringrose, 2012, p. 61) and explore a qualitative mode of 
negotiation, as material practices on research/ed bodies. At the outset of this analysis of 
contextual topography, there are inherent, essentialist, conceptual problems with the frames 
of reference as 

the only way in which gender can be analysed in this classificatory system is by 
using a descriptive term relating to boys or girls, men or women, so that the larger 
relational dynamic associated with gender is lost to the policy frame (Unterhalter, 
2012, p. 256).  

This naming in discourse productively categorises students as ‘is’ - two different and distinct 
species (Lahelma, 2014). I consider how a richer framing of gender in education can be more 
than counting girls and boys at school (Monkman & Hoffman, 2013). Technologies of 
measurement by gender (understood as sex) produces what it names (Ivinson, 2014). 
Research that begins from the premise of indeterminacy may present other ways, yet 
unthought, of being. Gowlett  (2015) refers to this alternate, ontological research positioning 
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as ‘[c]arving out space for ‘thinking otherwise’ (p. 161), where thinking otherwise ‘unsettles 
ideas that have seemingly become obvious’ (ibid.). This is no easy task as, in educational 
research, there appears to be ‘a reluctance to give up on embedded normativities’ (Ball, 
2015). 

Naming the girl  

Over two decades ago, Butler suggested that gender was a site of contested meaning 
where the ‘definitional incompleteness of the category might then serve as a normative ideal 
relieved of coercive force [added emphasis]’ (2008, p. 21). This is, therefore, not a new idea 
(Butler, 2008; Diller, 1996) and, since then, educational researchers have continued to 
explore, focus and support ‘multiple ways of practising masculinity and femininity within a 
more equal gender order’ (Lingard, 1998) of the schooling system. However, this conception 
remains within a nominated, inclusive framework where inclusive does not work as it 
reproduces negative dualisms. This leads me to ask if researchers are able to consider that 
there is no exterior or outside to include. A shift of focus to what may be an ethical 
relationality between entities, rather than on what ‘is’, creates a positive notion of difference. 
Notions and constructions of gender are political and economic but, above all else, are about 
power.   

Gowlett claims that  

Butler’s work is radically deconstructive because it focuses on questioning the 
motives underpinning the inscription of people into particular categories and 
attempts to free up our understanding of often taken-for-granted assumptions. 
(Gowlett, 2012, p. 888) 

Christine Skelton and Becky Francis’ (2012) research illustrates how gendered performances 
are centrally linked to ways in which girls and boys understand success at school. They are 
concerned, as am I, at ‘how constructions of femininity [may] impede even the highest 
achieving girls’ (pp.441-442). They assert that female students  

are coerced into performances and presentations of themselves as hyper-feminine 
and submissive in order to engage and be successful in pursuits associated with 
masculinity and, at the same time, retain their ‘heterosexual desirability’. (ibid.  p. 
455)  

Using gender terms reinforces assumptions of cultural processes and the utilisation of, 
and reinforcement of, the male/female (as masculine/feminine) binary with historic links to 
biologically identified sex, gender and sexuality. Youdell (2006) explains sex-gender-
sexuality as not causally related but as existing in ‘abiding constellations in which to name 
one category of the constellation is to silently infer further categories’(p. 256). The body ‘is’ 
biologically constituted by science, perpetrated in making meaning of matter. Can we not 
consider gender in education as not boys and not girls but  
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as a shifting and contextual phenomenon, [where] gender does not denote a 
substantive being, but a relative point of convergence among culturally and 
historically specific sets of relations (Butler, 2008, p. 14)?  

Building on Butler’s performativity, new materialist theorists are pushing dualisms to the 
limit by asserting that  

[f]eminist theory will produce a revolution in dualist thought not by overcoming 
sexual difference (conceptualizing emancipation as a striving for equal gender 
relations or as the overthrow of discourse that is gendered masculine) but by 
traversing it (allowing for sexual differing). Feminist theory has to push sexual 
difference as an ordinary dualism to an extreme precisely so as to push sexual 
difference to the limit. (Dolphijn & Van der Tuin, 2011, p. 389)  

They are focused on workings of power that concern social production rather than social 
construction (Fox & Alldred, 2014) and are concerned with ‘feminist generation’ (Van der 
Tuin, 2008, p. 415). 

The Australian education policies outlined in this chapter are seen as problematic due 
to limitations of embodied language from which they evolve. The use of exclusionary terms 
reinforces essentialist dualist linking of sex, gender and sexuality, culminating in a ‘natural’ 
heterosexual identity: a female must be feminine (a girl) and a male masculine (a boy) with 
assigned distinctive performative and expressive attributes and particular expectations linked 
specifically with the material body.  This distinguishes them from each other and ‘gender, 
naively (rather than critically) confused with sex, serves as a unifying principle of the 
embodied self and maintains that unity over and against an ‘opposite sex’ (Butler, 2008). This 
refuses alternate views (Monkman & Hoffman, 2013) and is reductive. This gendered identity 
includes constructions of academically successful students (often linked to high-value 
subjects such as maths and science) as in conflict with performance of femininity of a socially 
successful girl (Pomerantz & Raby, 2011; Raby & Pomerantz, 2013; Ringrose, 2007; 
Walkerdine, 1998; Walkerdine, Lucey, & Melody, 2001).                                                                                                      

 My research troubles the promotion of difference as a difference between two which 
is often put forward as the solution to gender equity issues. Equity was nominated in the 
Melbourne Declaration (Ministerial Council on Education Employment Training and Youth 
Affairs, 2008, p. 7) as a central goal for Australian schooling. I argue that the unethical 
construction of bodies as binary and fixed is foundational to educational policy and a practice 
that stultifies the progress of all bodies. It is where everything is reduced to an ‘exchange 
value’. These assemblages of value attribution position groups socially and spatially. 
Therefore, they produce conditions of possibility of not just exchange value but use value 
(Skeggs, 2004, p. 22). For intricate power relations to remain stable, difference is re/produced 
as the opposite and where ‘different’ equals less. The negative relationship with ‘different’ 
needs examining as a power relationship that is productive of hierarchical and economic 
power (Skeggs, 2004). I consider an alternative affirmative relation where ‘different’ is 
valued. This is not the same as differentiation that attends to diversity (Mills et al., 2014) but 
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it is difference that attends to sameness, as understanding difference in itself, as Deleuze’s 
(1994) pure difference or where ‘difference is understood as a practice rather than defining 
identity in relation to another’ (Taguchi, 2013, p. 712).  

In this chapter, I consider how dominant discourses, including a call to focus on boys’ 
education, continue to be grounded in a politics of exclusion and negation of female and 
minority voices in education (Martino & Rezai-Rashti, 2012). I reiterate that this is not about 
inclusion but understanding that female voices are constructs, also productive of inequity. 
Telling voices are often framed through gendered identity that ignore gender-class resources 
that are necessary to make identity and capacity possible in the first place (Skeggs, 2004). 
Raewyn Connell (in Rasmussen et el., 2014) states it is important to recognise  

gender as a power structure. It’s not natural difference that’s at stake - it’s power 
and inequality, oppression and violence, exploitation (p. 2).  

The woman/girl, as the feminine construction of man, is always of lesser value and 
femininity is a ‘form of regulation rather than domination’ (Skeggs, 2004, p. 16). This power 
relation making and marking boundaries of difference is falsely, but convincingly, placed as 
historically-produced, biological, material differences between the sexes in education policy. 
Skeggs (2004) states ‘research methods themselves constitute class difference’ (p. 134) and 
this stifles equity by producing and reproducing privilege. Sexism is any attempt to 
understand, explain or predict social behaviour or capacity as ‘natural’ to the sex of the 
individual and or related to the value or activities as determined by sex (Diller, 1996, p. 16). 
Gender equity policy and much educational research, in this way, may be seen to reinforce 
and essentialise dominant understanding of gender as difference and opposition that enacts a 
process of regulation (Connell, 2010). 

Gender mainstreaming in global education organisations has often transpired as a 
mere technical exercise rather than a political contestation. It also privileges a narrow 
interpretation of gender (North, 2010). I consider how bodies are produced by power, in co-
extension, through the social divisions re/produced in policy and research and invested in the 
institutional practices within the classroom. I attempt to reveal how ‘gendered inequalities in 
education are complex, multifaceted and situated rather than a series of barriers to be 
overcome through linear input-output processes focused on isolated dimensions of quality’ 
(Aikman & Rao, 2012, p. 213). I take up Gowlett’s notion, informed by Butler, of 
‘convergent interpellations’ (2015, p. 164) as a messy subject formation that reworks how 
accountability in education can be performatively agentic as a performative resignification.  
Gowlett (2015) has noted that Butler is criticised for not delving into the detail of how 
‘convergences’ interact to become productive of agency. This notion is taken up and can be 
explained by employing Barad’s (2007) theory of intra-action and quantum indeterminacy as 
discussed in the previous chapter.  

Education gender policy and research in Australia                           

Lyn Yates (1993) comprehensively outlines a history of government policy, which has 
attempted to address issues of gender-based inequality in Australian schools. In her review, 
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which I summarise here, she deliberates on concerns surrounding female disadvantage such 
as a female inclusive curriculum and the assessment of girls as a heterogeneous group. She is 
suspicious and raises the possibility that these sporadically implemented and apparently non-
sexist policies have actually had little impact on equity for girls in mainstream education. I 
push her statement further with the proposition that these policies may inadvertently reduce 
potentiality for both girls and boys. Yates reiterates the paradox of post-feminist discourse 
where ‘research shows that not being ‘deficit’ in their capacities is not the same as not being 
disadvantaged’ (Yates & Australian Council for Educational Research., 1993, p. 109).  

This chapter is a subjective, visual mapping of the material discursive research terrain 
(Australian), which is ‘distinguished from a technical and instrumental approach embedded in 
discourses of parity by insisting on the need to uncover the workings of power and structured 
social divisions and institutional practices’ (Aikman & Rao, 2012, p. 212).  

The newly elected Whitlam Labor government of 1972 ‘fully systematised the 
Commonwealth’s role in schooling’ (Lingard, 2000) by establishing funding practices and 
commissioning the Karmel Report (1973) which investigated schools and gender inequality 
in Australia. This report enabled funding changes that were designed to assist educational 
disadvantage in the Catholic sector (Kenway, 2013). The report gave birth to the 
Commonwealth Schools Commission that, in turn, released the first report in the area of 
gender and education, Girls, School and Society (1975). The inaugural report clearly stated 
that issues of inequality for girls in schools was a problem, not just a natural phenomenon, 
and that educational outcomes for girls could not be assumed as natural due to their identified 
material sex (Yates & Australian Council for Educational Research., 1993).  

Lingard (2000) calls this historic period the ‘mark of modernist hope…[where] 
education was to be the engine for achieving a more socially just Australia’ (p. 26). Yates 
(1993) also comments on the economic conditions, which allowed for shifts in ideologies to 
evolve. The booming 1970s economy and the shortage of skilled labour was tied into a 
productive utility discourse which promoted women’s participation in the workforce and 
paved the way for ‘[f]eminist educational reforms and research in the 1970’s…[which] 
focused on questions related to equality of opportunities and the politics of representation and 
recognition’(Dillabough, McLeod & Mills, 2008, p. 301). 

Girls, School and Society’s (1975) terms of reference were: 

1. To examine the extent of underachievement by women and girls in education and 
its contribution to the inferior status of women; 

2. To examine the reasons for this, including community attitudes and implicit and 
explicit discrimination against girls in schools; 

3. To study the ramifications of the increasing participation by women in the labour 
force on Australian education and schools; 

4. To recommend any programme projects and the necessary funding to assist girls 
so that they have as many careers and life choices open to them as do boys. 
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(Yates & Australian Council for Educational Research., 1993, p. 7) 

The report concluded that,  

the observed outcomes of inequality were the result of structural factors, and of 
processes of schooling…[where] girls are constantly presented with messages that 
they are of inferior status…which…not only represented clear patterns of 
inequality and discriminatory treatment, but that, in content, they are contrary to 
what good educational programs should be (Yates & Australian Council for 
Educational Research., 1993, pp. 10-11) 

Yates (1993) noted that despite these findings, the Commonwealth, having no direct 
policy control of the state education system, had little power to dictate philosophies to the 
state governments. However, it did create financial incentives in the form of grants in an 
effort to encourage affirmative action programs for girls. The Transition Education Advisory 
Committee (TEAC) (1982) was established to provide funding to schools for projects 
designed to improve retention and post-school experiences of students and this included 
Guideline 19 which made the effect on girls a mandatory concern for receiving funding. 
TEAC was replaced by The Participation and Equity Program (1984) which focused concerns 
on girls’ subject participation and a gender inclusive curriculum and teaching practices and 
which, significantly, made specific reference to particular girls (indigenous, poor and those 
from non-English speaking backgrounds). Educational research concerns had shifted to 
include concepts of ‘difference and inter-sectionality’ (Dillabough, McLeod & Mills, 2008, p. 
301)) within the bounded term girl. 

In 1984, the Schools Commission working party report, Girls and Tomorrow was 
released which concluded   

girls continue to be afforded far less opportunity than boys to realise their 
potential...There are still fewer resources for girls’ schooling...Teachers continue 
to allocate less of their time to girls...Teacher interaction with girls does not 
encourage creativity and inquiry...Teacher education courses...do not give 
detailed attention to non-sexist curriculum development and non-sexist teacher 
behaviour. School hierarchies are providing even fewer role models for girls than 
in 1975. (Commonwealth Schools Commission Working Party on the Education 
of Girls 1984, p.2, quoted in Yates & Australian Council for Educational 
Research., 1993, p. 14) 

Ten years of government gender equity policy, naming girls’ in education as disadvantaged, 
had been sporadically implemented with apparent little gain in opportunities for female 
students. 

In 1987, the Schools Commission released its revised National Policy for the Education of 
Girls in Australian Schools. This policy, released under the Hawke Labor Government, was 
endorsed by the Australian Education Council (meeting of the State Ministers of Education) 
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in September 1987 and was thus the first truly national policy for implementation in 
Australia. The policy framework set out four objectives: 

1. Raising awareness of the educational needs of girls 

2. Equal access to and participation in appropriate curriculum 

3. Supportive school environment 

4. Equitable resource allocation  

In this policy statement  

the inclusion ‘supportive school environment’ was a new emphasis...[as] for 
many girls, sexual harassment was an issue, as was the problem of feeling unable 
to speak in a hostile environment (Yates & Australian Council for Educational 
Research., 1993, p. 15)   

This new concern naming sexual harassment of female students as apparent within girls’ 
material experiences of schooling is one that lies at the very heart of power relations 
enmeshed in gender issues. The production of the female body, categorised as essentially 
feminine, passive, soft and vulnerable, is based on assumed power relations mentioned above 
where notions of difference between concepts of ideal homogenised boys and homogenised 
girls is productive of what it names. This argument is taken up in Chapter 6. 

Yates’ assessment of the national policy (1987) is that  

in relation to the first objective, raising awareness of the educational needs of 
girls....the emphasis to date has been far more on making activities and support 
available to those interested in the area rather than ensuring that such awareness is 
raised in all teachers and schools...[A]s a result of legislative action, there has 
been greater progress in promoting understanding of non-discrimination (Yates & 
Australian Council for Educational Research., 1993, p. 21).  

Many gender researchers today suggest that researchers, teachers and teacher educators 
actually find it difficult to grasp the complex issues surrounding gender equality (Lahelma, 
2014; Rasmussen, 2015).  

The promotion and implementation of what I will call notions of care (Noddings, 
2012, p. 54) should be critically interrogated in the context of schooling (Burke, 2015). This 
is because the relation in school is not equal, is never equal. A misguided teacher, in so-called 
caring for the student, imposes a moral limitation on the cared for student in good faith. The 
student, in order to reciprocate the care, follows institutionalised instructions that may be to 
their detriment. As Rasmussen argues, ‘many teachers are unwilling or unable to recognise 
that what they perceive as transformation is another form of reproduction’ (2015, p. 198). The 
micro power of relations comes into play on the minute level and ‘the differences between the 
teacher and the student are never neutral but rather are in conflict’ (Britzman, 2009, p. 83) as 
the teacher imposes their own emotional experiences of education and the world on the 
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student. Students’ adherence to stylised behaviours are recognised and rewarded and a 
diversion from them may result in shame, in negative differentiation.  

Despite a modest, measured improvement in girls’ educational achievement in the 
following five years after the implementation of the national policy (Keddie, 2009), the 
emphasis remained on access rather than the troubling of gendering structures and processes 
in education. Gowlett (2012) posits that  

[h]ow schools are preparing students to enter the workforce is…a crucial point of 
interest given the increase in pressure on schools to make students workplace 
ready (p. 886).  

The links between gender and stereotypical occupations has been well established where 
skewed gender values become attached to particular occupations (Forgasz, 2014; Weisgram, 
Dinella & Fulcher, 2011) and, in turn, skew remuneration. In effect, this is a limiter on equity 
in participation. The discourse of promoting what I call a faux female success is highlighted 
by Yates (1993) where she notes that  

despite the continuation of very strong differentials in the average wages of 
women and men, many young women feel that they have equality, and are 
impatient with attempts to examine gender any further (p. 62).  

What my research undertakes is to consider where the girls participating in this study are 
getting their perspectives from, what do they equate with success, and how does this so-called 
success feel.  

New priority areas were outlined in The National Action Plan for the Education of Girls 
(1993-97) with inclusion of: the deconstruction and interrogation of the social construction of 
gender; the aim of eliminating sex-based harassment; focus on improving outcomes for 
disadvantaged girls; and reforming curriculum and teacher practice in line with these aims 
(Keddie, 2009). However, this policy framework was quickly rendered benign with the 
impositions of economic rationalism, which reduced funding for these programs and shifted 
public discourse to focus on measurements of standardised test scores and how to improve 
them (Keddie, 2009). 

The focus on girls was noticeably absent from the Sticks and Stones; Report on Violence 
in Australian Schools (Crawford & Standing Committee on Employment Education and 
Training, 1994) which included a mere two pages on ‘Violence based on Gender’ in the 
second chapter. This was despite an acknowledgement that ‘one of the biggest unrecognised 
aspects of violence in schools was gender harassment…and it was largely unrecognised as a 
violent act’ (ibid. p 13-14). It states that in ‘the majority of cases men and boys were the 
perpetrators of violence based on gender and girls, women and boys their victims’. It also 
explicitly recognises that ‘this use by boys of aggression to gain power and dominate … was 
intimidating and threatening to girls and undermined their whole experience of school’ and 
recommends that ‘It is essential to deal with the issues of power and control in any attempt to 
eliminate violence based on gender’ (ibid.). These statements are productive of attributes of 
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males and females that set up binary understandings of essentialised gender and re/ produce 
more of the same.  In this way, a fixed gender inequity is recognised in policy that cannot be 
easily enacted any other way as few school-based programmes actually engage in gender 
reconstruction (Harrison & Ollis, 2015). In this document, there is a specific articulation that 
‘the program is not about turning ‘boys into girls’ (Crawford & Standing Committee on 
Employment Education and Training, 1994, p. 37).  These words speak volumes on the 
dominant concerns contrasting and contesting femininities and masculinities in general 
society in relation to power and the existence of ‘a great deal of gender anxiety particularly 
about and from boys and men’ (Kenway, 2000, p. 29) who are the dominant power holders. 

The implementation of gender equity policy in schools appears to be confusingly 
futile. The evidence of sex-based harassment was chronically evident and was one of the 
major findings in Gender and School Education (Collins & Australian Council for 
Educational Research., 1996, p. x). Sex-based harassment (both physical and verbal) was 
reported as rife in schools and the most common perpetrators were boys (more than 60%) (p. 
164). This document asserts that greater research into these patterns of behaviour in schools is 
urgently needed. This government-funded research was counteracted by the emerging policy 
discourse of boys as victims of apparent girls’ success (Keddie, 2010; Lingard, 1998; Raby & 
Pomerantz, 2013). Further, ‘this view was fuelled by anti-feminist discourses, particularly 
prevalent in the media’ (Keddie, 2009, p. 27) and the claim, also made, that ‘some boys’ 
lobbies have silenced debate for girls in schools’ (Ailwood, 2003, p. 26).  

The ‘turn’ to focus on boys and ‘the concept of recuperative masculinity politics’ 
(Lingard, Mills & Weaver-Hightower, 2012) is considered a politically motivated backlash 
against feminism and a powerful limitation to gender reform and equity for all bodies 
undergoing education (Lahelma, 2014). The pivotal concern here though is, as Yates (1993, 
p. 58) states, that there is a need for researchers to focus on and attempt to ‘understand why 
[and how] different girls take up identities in particular ways’ and how this may illuminate 
the political power relations at work. I reiterate that by making claims on boys and girls they, 
as entities, are brought into being in particular ways and may be  

why education policy or curricular changes that may (or may not) have improved 
girls’ educational achievement have not simultaneously simply freed-up or 
expanded who or how girls [and boys] can be. (Youdell, 2006, p. 268)  

The focus again shifted from girls to issues of ‘gender equity’ in Gender Equity: A 
Framework for Australian Schools (Gender Equity Taskforce, 1997, pp. 4-5). Here, equity is 
understood for girls and boys rather than equity for girls in relation to boys and signalled the 
end to specific, national policies for girls, proposing ‘that boys have needs that are not being 
met effectively by schools’ and that ‘girls are often disadvantaged by their school 
experience’. This document was based on an understanding of ‘presumptive equality’ 
(Ailwood, 2003; Ailwood & Lingard, 2001; Keddie, 2006) as opposed to presumptive 
capacity (Biesta, 2005, 2010). Power relations of context were ignored and realigned to 
promote the discourse of the failing boy which espoused ‘recuperative masculinity accounts 
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which assume the success of feminism and thus see no further need for a focus on girls’ 
(Lingard, 1998, p. 28).  

 This policy document removed any direct challenge to dominant practices in schools, 
even while some contemporary research shows it remains the case that, despite moral panic 
over the sexualisation of girls in the media and other societal domains, ‘representations of 
girls as sexual victims has been notably absent in educational discourses which continue to 
focus on gendered achievement and gender gap-busting initiatives’ (Ringrose & Renold, 
2012, p. 462).  Being a girl is constructed, in this domain, in limited and particular ways that 
encourage a silencing of debate.  In particular, girls are coerced, or I argue affectively bullied, 
into taking responsibility for enacting a particular demeanour that constructs sexuality in a 
particular way; as feminine. Recent research in the United Kingdom on sexting has shown 
that, even with the advent of new technologies, sexual harassment is predominantly boys 
harassing girls and ‘sexually active boys are to be admired and ‘rated’, while sexually active 
girls are denigrated and despised as ‘sluts’’(Ringrose, Gill, Livingstone & Harvey, 2012).  In 
this way, girls are kept busy ensuring they remain within regulatory boundaries rather than 
moving into marked masculine spaces. 

In 2000, the government commissioned a research report entitled Factors influencing 
the educational performances of males and females in school and their initial destinations 
after leaving school (Collins, Kenway & McLeod, 2000). This report centred on ways of 
redressing ‘the social arrangements that impede parity of participation for women and girls’ 
(Keddie, 2009, p. 30). It reiterated the important intersectional question of ‘which boys’ and 
‘which girls’ and recognised that ‘girls’ overall higher average performance in most subjects 
in Year Twelve does not translate into better labour market outcomes for all girls’ (Kenway, 
2000, p. 27). 

Counter to this report, in 2002, the Boys: Getting it Right report was produced by the 
House of Representatives Standing Committee on Education and Training. This focused on 
boys’ underachievement in literacy. It was based on essentialist understanding of gender and 
reiterated specific behaviours and learning styles that were deemed fundamentally ‘boy’ and 
ignored masculine cultural privilege (Keddie, 2009). This discourse is ‘both repressive and 
productive’ (Lingard, 1998, p. 27). It is founded on an active/passive gender binary and is 
counter to gender equity with its perpetuation of masculine and feminine ideals and 
accentuations of the difference of two which, as a reductive discourse, prominently prevails 
today in educational settings. One well-known, elite, Melbourne, girls’ school adopted the 
promotional slogan, ‘She is not a boy’9  and another ‘Fact: Girls learn their way’10, 
promoting, evidencing and selling gender/sex difference. The recent Gonski Report (2011) on 
funding for Australian schools does not mention gender in relation to equity. It refers only to 
‘disadvantaged students’ and the ‘key dimensions’ of disadvantage do not include reference 
to gender or sex.  It appears that gender issues are often invisible and irrelevant in discussions 
of education and disadvantage. 

                                                      
9 refer to Image 6, page 95 
10 refer to Image 1, page 8 
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Julie McLeod’s and Lyn Yates’ (2006, p. 2) longitudinal study of adolescents 
elucidates ‘the profound influence of school community and culture on the shaping of 
subjectivity’ and their key concern with ‘the interaction between dominant and normative 
social discourses and practices of the self - including narratives of the self and self-
descriptions, memories, and dreams’(McLeod & Yates, 2006, p. 86). They argue that these 
‘non-rational’ (ibid. p. 87) aspects of subjectivity are often poorly captured in educational 
research. My work also endeavours to extend these non-rational conceptions and further 
extract new understandings in creative dialogue of how subjectivities are produced by 
bounding gendered lives.  

Assemblages of post-feminism within an Australian field 

Post-feminism is situated as  

a set of defensive gender discourses and politics in our contemporary era, that 
position feminism as having achieved its aims and is therefore now not only 
obsolete but regressive and backward, which suggests that women have unlimited 
choice and options to ‘succeed’. (Ringrose, 2012, p. 65)  

The discourse of choice espouses that the production of self is a responsibility of the 
individual and where choosing badly becomes an irresponsible production of self (Skeggs, 
2005). The choosing, as a performative enactment, is beholden to relational affective 
consequence and, as such, has implications for all students in a myriad of ways. Students 
make an investment in their correct choices. Post-feminist discourse creates ‘a present in 
which feminism is passé’ (Van der Tuin, 2008, p. 412) and irrelevent.   

In 2010, the sitting Labor Prime Minister, Kevin Rudd, was replaced, by his own 
political party, with a new prime minister, Julia Gillard. Australia’s first female prime 
minister promptly called an election and, despite failing to receive an outright majority, 
managed to form a minority government. Our inaugural female prime minister was 
unmarried, without children, and lived ‘in sin’, as an atheist, with her boyfriend in The 
Lodge11. This milestone one would think represents a pinnacle for gender equality in 
Australia where Julia Gillard can be identified as a positive female role model in her 
successful alterity.  

What it actually did, though, was feed into and make apparent a misogyny that is 
widespread in Australian society. It also polarised thinking on gender issues which has given 
rise to a so-called media frenzied ‘gender war’ (Peatling & Tomazin, 2012; Ricci, 2012). To 
my way of thinking, it could be considered a negative effect for feminism, as what girl wants 
to undergo the ‘sexist and discriminatory treatment’ (Summers, 2012, p. 1) meted out to Julia 
Gillard while assuming this eminent position. The general acceptance of overt misogyny that 
surfaced during this time threatened females and sent out a clear message that transgressing 
the boundaries of femininity is productive of a precarious life. Anne Summers (2012) stated 
that derogatory statements are normal in politics ‘what is NOT normal is the way in which the 

                                                      
11 The Lodge is the Prime Minister of Australia’s formal residence. 
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prime minister is attacked, vilified or demeaned in ways that are specifically related to her sex 
(or, if you like, her gender)’(p. 2). Summers goes on to explain, with examples ranging from 
viral cartoons to doctored photographs, how sexist contempt spilled out of parliament and 
into the lives of ordinary society. She claimed that the Sex Discrimination Act 1984 had been 
breached. What I found most astounding in Summers’ examination was the description of the 
sexist, obscene, email campaign by cartoonist Larry Pickering; not the fact that he had created 
the emails, but the fact that nobody exposed him. The deathly silence of both the media and 
parliamentary colleagues to these emails is what Summers calls ‘a conspiracy of silence’ 
(ibid. p. 8). Examining this political context helps in understanding the ‘policy vacuum, and 
‘silence’ around sexism and sexual harassment evident within the educational sector, named 
as the ‘boy turn’ (Ringrose & Renold, 2012, p. 462) articulated in the previous section of this 
chapter.  

Educational researchers (Collins et al., 2000; Gowlett, 2012; Keddie, 2010; Lingard et 
al., 2012; McRobbie, 2009; Ringrose, 2007, among numerous others) have continued to 
question the discourse espousing how girls are not only outshining boys’ educational success 
but possibly the cause of boys’ demise. These researchers also continue to ask which 
particular girls are so successful against which particular boys, what are they actually 
successful in and how do we measure this success? I add to this questioning and ask what is 
the material outcome of these measurements or ‘quasi-numbers’ (St. Pierre, 2013)? These 
researchers interrogate issues regarding the intersecting factors of class, race and ethnicity 
and, overwhelmingly, reject the reductionist notions that all girls are successful over all boys, 
a notion which is ‘patently absurd’ (Lingard, 1998, p. 2).  

Girls’ increased retention rate within secondary school is noted, including increasing 
access and participation in university courses. However,  

these gains [even] for this select group of girls do not convert into equal life 
chances beyond schooling. And working class, poor and Aboriginal boys continue 
to do badly, but this is not new news, while girls from similar backgrounds do 
little better. (Lingard, 1998, p. 3) 

Changing economic structures and recuperative masculinity have stimulated perceptions that 
super girls were taking boys’ jobs, schools were overly feminised and teachers’ (feminine) 
pedagogy was harmful (Ivinson, 2014; Raby & Pomerantz, 2013) and responsible for the 
demise of boys’ success. The political agenda which reinscribes boys as victims negates the 
‘significance of the intersecting influences of gender, race, class and sexuality in the lives of 
students’ (Martino & Rezai-Rashti, 2012, p. 355). What is clear to those who choose to 
enquire is that, despite girls’ alleged and actual improved achievement in school, it continues 
to lead them to a weaker position in the labour market (Equal Opportunity for Women in the 
Workplace Agency, 2013; Lahelma, 2014). 

The most telling fact is the economic exchange value that differentiates morally 
(Skeggs, 2004) between male as opposed to female labour.  This is inequity in action that 
appears as invisible and as common-sense. It is the power relation operating within schools 
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and society where assumptions are made that gender inequalities are actually deficits or 
barriers within girls (Fine, 2010; Rasmussen et al., 2014). The girl, in her femininity, is 
inherently deficit (too passive or thinks differently with a female brain (Fine, 2010)) and sits 
in opposition to the active, rational, intellectual student who is, naturally, male. She is not 
considered of equal capacity or, rather, equal exchange value. 

 The material consequence of this is that, in Australia, the gender pay gap has been 
steadily increasing over a twenty year period, reaching a low in 2004 of 14.5% and in 
November 2013 was sitting at 17.1% (Workplace Gender Equality Agency, 2014, p. 2). 
While this remains ignored and unchallenged, equity in education and beyond will be 
impeded as  

gender inequalities in education are enmeshed in issues of power and identity and 
how educational processes are influenced by social, cultural and historical 
contexts…how forms of educational discrimination for girls are enacted, 
perpetuated and experienced [emphasis added](Aikman & Rao, 2012, p. 212).  

We had a female prime minister who failed at being a woman (she was not a wife, not 
a mother, not passive). Her so-called masculine actions evoked negative associations as they 
threatened the power system by having the phallus rather than being the phallus (Butler, 
1993, p. 67) which is understood as the (symbolic) castration of man by appropriating his 
power.  Her choices were moralised and scrutinised as bad choices for a woman.  In the same 
way, and as Gowlett (2012) notes, students are enrolled into named categories where they are 
expected to perform moral actions and choices at secondary school in regard to their named 
self, as boy or girl. This demonstrates a post-structuralist notion of constrained choice where 
choice is a ‘management of freedom’ (Ball, 2015, p. 5) where freedom is bounded with 
limitations and coercion reliant on threats of unbelonging.  

The education measuring assemblage 

The site of schooling is always a contested one and the causes of inequality in 
Australia’s schooling system form a longstanding debate (Kenway, 2013) in both research 
and policy assemblages. The school as an institution is an essential nexus of society and as 
such, in simplistic terms, represents the dominant laws and cultural norms of the state that are 
assumed and arguably maintained by sovereign citizens (Foucault, 1980). Formal secondary 
education remains a site for critical observation in the sense that it is compulsory, is viewed 
as an essential right in order to live a fulfilled and good life and is considered necessary to 
fulfil a perceived desirable utility for the individual within society. Every body participates in 
the enforced education system and ‘our sense of self and our sense of the world are 
profoundly affected by having to grow up in school’ (Britzman, 2009, p. 28).  

This mass participation makes education a public and political domain where every 
body has an experience of schooling where a sense of personal investment creates a collective 
social interest in what education ‘is’ and should ‘be’. Education assemblages have always 
been explicitly implicated in a role of orientating that ‘involves being directed not only by 
being turned around but by being turned ‘the right way’ round’ (Ahmed, 2010, p. 54). 
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Notions and imaginings that, through education, this right direction, lead to a good life, a 
successful life and a life worth living, are uncritically appropriated as a linear model. 

Education is overtly understood, and promoted, as desirable by the neoliberal state, 
the media and the general public, first in economic terms and secondly as an uncritical social 
good ‘in itself’ which is understood as gender-neutral (Connell, 2010). Education’s utility 
function as a market tool is framed and advanced as central to national and individual success 
in the modern and postmodern, neoliberal, global marketplace that relies on measurement. 
These measurements are made public through the media and the ‘bardic function [of the 
media which sings] back to society lullabies about what a large cross section and hegemonic 
part of it ‘already knows’ (Lingard, 1998, p. 9.), thus re/inforcing beliefs. 

This is largely problematic in mobilising alternate discourse as  

the media has a massive impact on how gender and educational issues will be 
discursively understood and addressed as a contemporary social phenomenon, and 
which issues will be prioritised and given resources (Ringrose, 2012, p. 13).   

The omnipresent economic pressure presented in the media impinges on all facets of 
education, as increasingly new procedures of accountability are presenting education as a 
commodity. This research questions what is actually being measured and what the effects of 
this measurement are. Ringrose (2012) purports that ‘[e]fforts to improve school 
‘effectiveness’ by setting quantifiable goals and measuring performance are consonant with 
‘neo-liberal’ governments’ (p. 23) and she problematises the use of quantifiable data as 
‘comparative evidence showing that girls outperform boys on standard tests can be used for 
‘proof’ (or not) of gender equality’(ibid. p. 24). Concepts of race and class have faded by 
focusing on the apparent identity politics of a gender war that overshadows the relationship 
between the less advantaged and the advantaged. Males have often been identified as victims 
and masculinity (that belongs to men) is portrayed as under siege. This overshadows ‘social 
differentiation in the form of class [which] is often denied or invisible, particularly for those 
who most benefit’ (McLeod & Yates, 2006, p. 186). Despite the consensus that education 
should be a place of equity, this appears to be supported by the dominant power holders only 
if they, as privileged, are able to retain the advantage. This power relation can only ever 
continue to exist at the expense of the disadvantaged, therefore the status quo prevails.  

Governments utilise quantitative measures to justify the ways the government is 
functioning as a positive and progressive force in education; ‘The Gonski legislation will 
contain aspirational targets for the Australian schools system - having it in the top five in 
reading, maths and science by 2025 and giving every Australian student access to high 
quality, high equity education’ (Grattan, 2012). This, in turn, leads to the economic rationalist 
argument of a globalised economic market, infusing schools with a discourse of competition 
which then advocates the need for individual discipline and measurement through testing 
systems of measurements, selection procedures, teacher education and research (Mills et al., 
2014; Robinson, 2001). It was even suggested recently, in Victoria, that business managers 
should help run schools to ensure ‘more corporate approaches to governance’ and where 
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‘business leaders would be head-hunted to drive reform at campuses under the biggest 
changes to the Victorian education system in decades’ (Ferguson, 2012). Individual economic 
independence is the identifying sign in neoliberal society of being of worth and the 
prevalence of ‘neoliberalism transforms our very idea of democracy, making it only an 
economic concept, not a political one’ (Apple, 2006, p. 15). Gowlett (2015) explains that the 
term ‘new schooling accountabilities’ (p. 160) are used to describe managerial and audit 
measures in schools that have demanded public accountability since the 1970’s, using what 
she calls ‘pseudo-business practices’ to justify a so-called improving education. Jane 
Kenway, however, points out how the recent Gonski Report (2011) reminds us that ‘Australia 
is seen to provide neither high quality nor high equity education’ (2013, p. 288). 

In Australia, the education system is driven by measures of global comparison as 
assessed by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).  Skeggs 
(2004) asserts that globalisation ‘is a form of ‘rhetoric’ invoked by governments in order to 
justify a voluntary surrender to the financial market’ (p. 83) that justifies measurement 
assemblages and other neoliberal policy implementations. Considerable political anxiety 
exists in Australia (Donnelly & Wiltshire, 2014, p. 35) over Programme for International 
Student Assessment (PISA) results (Kennedy, Lyons, & Quinn, 2014; Thomson, De Bortoli, 
& Buckley, 2013) that have shown Australian students’ achievements in Mathematics (and 
English) have fallen significantly over recent years. Common-sense notions of a measurable, 
successful and appropriate education are numerically abstracted and, if the number is not high 
enough, blame is placed squarely on schools and teachers.  It is questionable, though, what 
these numbers actually mean.  Schools and teachers carry the responsibility for promoting 
undesirable ‘social orientations of citizenry’ (McLeod & Yates, 2006, p. 218) when quasi-
numbers do not stack up in an attempt to shift the cause of an inequitable mode of living to 
access to resources relating to ‘being’ class, race, gender and sexuality (Skelton & Francis, 
2012). A policy espousing the possibility of creative pedagogies which may encourage new 
understandings of gender, pushing dualism to the limit (Dolphijn & van der Tuin, 2011), is 
not probable as it would sit in opposition to the dominant, neoliberal values espoused by the 
state which mandate an ongoing, ‘complete’, quantitative measuring of student outcomes 
within the privileged subject domains which continue re/producing a status quo.  

Social structures and frameworks productive of schooling entities are seemingly 
invisible, or just how it is, in the schema of individual measured success in named ‘academic’ 
subjects that include productive markers such as gender. ‘Girls’ achievement in mathematics 
and science has been one of the most prolific areas of contemporary educational research’ 
(Yates & Australian Council for Educational Research., 1993, p. 35) as the girl is identified 
and categorised in a particular problematic relation to the high status subjects of mathematics 
and science. Explanations for this problem include: biological difference, lack of academic 
preparation, poor attitude towards science and lack of positive experience, absence of role 
models, curricula as irrelevant, pedagogy favours males, there exists a chilly climate towards 
females in these classes, cultural pressures to conform to tradition and an inherent masculine 
worldview in scientific epistemology (Blickenstaff, 2005). In my research, mathematics (and 
science) continually surfaced unsolicited as problematic for my participants, that is, they 
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understood that these subjects were important (they were meaningful in particular ways) and 
that they, as girls, had a fundamental problematic relationship with the subject that they 
needed to negotiate, justify and manage.  The cause of the problem is understood as their lack 
because of gender/sex. 

Aspiration-focused policy creates students, schools, suburbs ‘who aspire appropriately 
and those who do not’ (Sellar, 2013, p. 248); they productively differentiate. Students’ 
individual failings are measured12 and publically reported and the State declines 
responsibility for these results (lack of resources or bad resources) by alternatively naming 
and blaming bad students, bad teachers and even bad schools for measured outcomes that, it 
is suggested here, the measurement itself has arguably produced. In other words, the 
‘technologies of measurement’ (Ivinson, 2014, p. 155) create these good/bad constructs of 
what ‘is’. The cause of bad measured outcomes is often cited as family background, race, 
socioeconomic status or medical pathology (Gowlett, 2012), causes that are understood as 
autonomous, sedimented and unchangeable. These ‘assumptions about gender and class …sit 
uneasily alongside attempts to change or improve the educational experiences and futures for 
young women’ (Kenway & McLeod, 2004, p. 539) and, in my view, impede a widening of 
female experience.  Governments use the measured outcomes, in a non-nuanced way, as 
benchmarks to support the notion that gender equity has been achieved (among other things) 
in educational institutions. Also neglected are the entangled constructs of gender, race and 
class (Lingard et al., 2012) and other reductive differences.  

The publically desired and incessant testing of quantitative measures by successive 
neoliberal governments and the media is cited as proof of academic and social progress 
within education, which is seriously problematic and fatally flawed (Kenway, 2013). Any 
linear conception of equity as a simple screening of educational encounters ‘neglects the 
deeply gendered nature of the everyday, mundane school life…[and] forecloses debate over a 
broad range of more formal school activities’ (Ailwood, 2003, p. 29). Yates (1993) attests 
that retention rates are more a product of class inequality rather than gender inequality where 
‘class is both a concept, an explanatory schema or way of marking difference used by 
researchers and theorists’ (McLeod & Yates, 2006, p. 162) and is, I argue, performatively 
productive. This astute assessment is one that I take on board and explore in this thesis 
whereby I scrutinise participants’ varying conception of how it is to be a good schoolgirl and 
how this differential conception refracts particular bodies to materialise in particular ways. 

A popular discourse has also emerged outlining the cultural capital gained through the 
preferential individual gain of private over public and how education is a lynch pin for 
advantage in the job market. This has allowed an intensification and opening up of 
‘competitive attention to education’ (McLeod & Yates, 2006, p. 163) that promotes the 
prevalence of testing, including self-management strategies. The ideal ‘girl citizen’ (Burns, 
2008, p. 352), or ‘Renaissance Child’ (Skelton & Francis, 2012, p. 443), emerges where the 
desirable successful schoolgirl is a leader, responsible and self-sufficient. She maintains her 
                                                      
12 ‘My School is a unique and innovative online resource provided by the Australian Curriculum, Assessment 
and Reporting Authority (ACARA). It provides up-to-date quality data on more than 9,500 Australian 
schools’(ACARA, 2015) 
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material health and well-being, ensuring not only economic independence but the ability to 
‘perform’ and ‘contribute’ (ibid. p. 443) to the state, displaying notions of success. Skelton & 
Francis claim that the students of late modernity are ‘inscribed by gender’ (ibid. p. 444) and, 
by its ‘very nature, girls’ gendered positioning [actually] debar[s] them from ‘having it all’’ 
(ibid. p. 453).  I may not agree with the term ‘inscribe’ but I certainly agree with and outline 
in this thesis ways that girls co-construct themselves with their worlds in a lose-lose scenario. 

The present discourse debates the thinking that 

despite the beliefs that women ‘have it all’, that ground gender equality 
mythologies, women are still subject to deeply sexist, widespread cultural mores 
that their bodies are the bearers of sexual (and other forms of) morality (Ringrose, 
2012, p. 6).   

My research, along with McLeod & Wright (2009, p. 125), explores ways ‘the discursive 
repertoires and cultural tropes’, are drawn upon to negotiate, understand and retell narratives 
of educational experiences by both participant and researcher. This includes the notion of 
‘getting it right’ (Quinlivan, 2014) in conduct and content, for the interviewer and the 
participants in this study, that is discussed later in this thesis. In their study of mothers and 
daughters, McLeod and Wright interrogated what they named as ‘therapeutic ethos’ (2009, 
pp. 126). They argue that the utilisation of therapeutic ethos such as self-help treatments 
increase confidence and can produce productive possibilities for females identified as within 
socially difficult circumstances.  I, alternatively, understand the cultivation of what they have 
named as ‘therapeutic ethos’ as a more probable cultivation of an exhausting optimism, as an 
inciting of appropriate desires that may lead to Berlant’s (2010, 2011) notion of cruel 
optimism further explored in Chapter 8.  

In my research, I am particularly concerned with the material body. The notion 
Lingard (1998) raises remains, where ‘it is doubtful if girls and women feel any safer now as 
they go about their everyday and every night activities than they did in the past’ ( p. 2). And it 
also remains that ‘evidence on schooling also indicates a considerable amount of harassment 
of girls by boys (and of boys by boys and of female teachers by boys)’ (ibid. pp. 2-3) and, I 
would add, male teachers harassing female and male students.  

The existence of fear is evidenced in this study; the production of the entitled 
masculine over feminine roles in line with the notion of sex; a boy or a girl (Burke, 2015). 
The boy is valued as masculine and active while the girl is valued as feminine and passive 
and human bodies turn in order to be valued and refract to fit. The gender order is placed in 
crisis when bodies do not sit in line and fail  

to perform the tightrope balancing act of performing masculine productivity and 
success on one hand and feminine passivity and sexual desirability on the other 
(with mean-ness a problematic but normalised by-product). (Ringrose, 2012, p. 
40)   
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This enacted violence and erasure in education is on the named female body simply as girl. 
The feminine bodies invest in practices of aspiration that are incessantly policed with the fear 
of unbelonging and girls who perform difference are abject; a lose-lose position. This 
research has come to understand schools as ‘places of [affective silencing that enable] abuse 
and violence for girls’ (Aikman & Rao, 2012, p. 214) and boys alike. 

Assemblages of inequity 

Gender inequality exists as  

processes through which educational inequalities between boys and girls are 
embedded in structural hierarchies and social, cultural and economic power 
differentials that perpetuate disadvantage and discrimination. (Aikman & Rao, 
2012, p. 214)  

Kenway describes the Australian schooling system as, broadly, where ‘social advantage 
currently equates with educational success and social disadvantage currently equates with 
educational failure’ (2013, p. 306). She asserts that such reviews as Gonski ignore the 
relationship between social advantage and disadvantage by just focusing on disadvantage and 
where this disadvantage ‘is’ understood as fundamental and not in relation. To rectify this 
requires an exploration of the processes re/producing how entities are co-constructed with 
measurements of advantage and disadvantage as intersecting with constructs of gender, class 
and race. Social advantage and disadvantage are co-created and sit not as a binary but as an 
entanglement where one does not exist without the other. Thus, by just researching one 
aspect, nothing can be understood. 

Knowledge and power are integrated with one another, and there is no point in 
dreaming of a time when knowledge will cease to depend on power; this is just a 
way of reviving humanism in a utopian guise. It is not possible for power to be 
exercised without knowledge, it is impossible for knowledge not to engender 
power. (Foucault, 1980, pp. 51-52)  

Thinking with Barad’s extension of Foucault’s understanding of power above, I understand 
that the constitution of the particular individual entity is the articulation of power. 
Appropriating an orientation gives the subject power in this particular space. Foucault attests 
that we all have power but this distribution of power is not democratic. This is reaffirmed to 
me through Judith Butler’s (2004) understandings of vulnerable bodies and the grievable life 
(2009). Foucault (1980) reiterates that what we need to conduct is an ‘ascending analysis of 
power’, (p. 99). From the micro to the macro, non-linear links can be made between states or 
modes of existence. How do the forces of power, including economic interests, engage with 
technologies, in a seemingly autonomous fashion, but ‘act as its infinitesimal elements’ 
(1980, p. 99) in a becoming assemblage? 

To become educated is to become legitimate within a society and to understand and be 
anointed within cultural norms. To become educated is to have a legitimate voice, an ability 
to communicate and to be understood within a particular culture or set of norms. To become 
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educated (with knowledge) is understood as the possibility to become powerful for particular 
bodies. Dominant social norms are materially embodied and are not devised or borne in 
schools; they are co-constructed with them, as much as the bricks and mortar of the classroom 
and the students that fill them. Social norms are assemblages of inclusion infused with, not 
separate from, the becoming subjects who embody them. Researchers and academics are 
integral to the apparatus of truth in society - of not what society is but what it can be – the 
challenge being to unlink truth from assemblages. To achieve this, researchers must take 
account of orientation as the body’s intra-action (Barad, 2007) within the world; as 
ontological.  

The problems with continuing to reference bodies uncritically as girls and boys are 
profound. The rethinking or resignification of these terms within educational equity discourse 
is required (Taguchi, 2013) if educationalists are to displace the dogmatic image of thought 
(Deleuze & Guattari, 1988) that re/produces itself. Gowlett states,  

the homogenisation of all boys and all girls into two completely separate and 
distinct categories with clearly defined parameters is potentially limiting and 
constraining. In order to be ‘recognised’, students must conform to these ideals or 
face abjection’ (2012, p. 894).  

The work embarked on here attempts to remap a different way of doing research by ‘breaking 
apart gender’ (Ringrose, 2015, p. 394).  By attempting to break apart educational 
assemblages, I enact research that calls into question the making of gender, subjectivity and 
identity at school. I explore how educational practices are felt, negotiated and re/produced by 
differentiated bodies. As Skeggs (2004) has noted, access to an identity itself is a disposition 
of entitlement; to ‘be part of a system of exchange in which difference is materialised as 
culture’ (p. 152) and exchange value is always ‘the relationship of entitlement [emphasis in 
original] to others’ (ibid. p. 153). This research considers not only the interference of the 
research assemblage but also (applying Barad’s theories) that there is no pre-determinacy 
prior to measurement. Importantly, and often overlooked, is that this concept is not an 
abstraction or analogy but Barad’s application of Neil Bohr’s quantum theories of how 
reality is produced where ‘in Bohr’s account theoretical concepts are not mere ideations but 
are materially embodied in apparatuses that produce the phenomena being described’ (Barad, 
2007, p. 129). The point being that differentiation assemblages, as productive processes, are 
embedded thoughout the education system, including research, policy and classrooms (Mills 
et al., 2014), and are productive, material, discursive practices producing texts, events, 
artefacts and actions. This research attempts ‘a breaking apart’ (Ringrose, 2015)  and a 
‘noticing’ to produce something different. 
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Chapter 4: Methodology 

Any theory of the cultural constructed body, however, ought to question ‘the 
body’ as a construct of suspect generality when it is figured as passive and prior 
to discourse (Butler, 1999, pp. 175-176) 

Introduction: ontological becomings  

An attempt is made in this filmic research to communicate with the phantom audience 
members individually. This allows the audience to become empathetically engaged with the 
research participants (on screen) in a way that may disrupt their unconscious reference to the 
historical world but it is neither prescriptive nor definitive. The ethics as common-sense 
beliefs of the viewer are the target. The audience is invited to enter a discussion and reflect, 
through thinking on sameness and difference and the differing in difference as fuelled by their 
ontological positioning. This filmic study is primarily concerned with the intra-action of daily 
lives of the participants in dialogue; watching, listening and interrogating the micro 
actualities of the participants’ intrinsic life lines, including interrogation by the 
participants/audience of the ‘self’. The participants in this study discuss inanimate and 
animate objects in affective and aesthetic relationality, as matter with meaning: uniforms, 
classrooms, furniture, places and activities are inflicted with force, as much as other human 
bodies. It is this affection that is the focus of the study. All bodies, in their intra-acting, affect 
each other and result in the materialisation of difference; difference which is structured by 
affirmation not based on predetermined relations (Dolphijn & van der Tuin, 2011). How 
bodies’ intra-act affectively is integral to creating this research itself as situated ontology. As 
all bodies/entities have sensory involvement in the affective/aesthetic intra-action of 
meaning-making. Considerations of bodies are infinite and include the camera, editing 
software, tripod, lights, microphone, chair, cushions, weather, clothes, building, other bodies 
in the room or ‘out-of-field’ (Mazzei & Jackson 2012, 748) that contextualise indirect voice 
and non-linguistic communication. This includes interruptions and disturbances to the 
research, such as the telephone ringing or a dog barking.  

Dialogue is a materially aesthetic performance that is reciprocal and productive in an 
encounter of bodies in this research. The aesthetic dialogical encounter (that is this research) 
is inhabited by the ghosts of aesthetic dispositions referenced by Bourdieu but, importantly, 
this research actions a capacity to shift and create new, unpredictable, non-prescriptive 
understandings of and inclusions to what is considered significant (Rancière & Corcoran, 
2010).  

Research design 

This study has evolved through an ethical and non-prescriptive methodology that 
prioritises method, as phenomenon, over outcome and where the continuous process of 
research, as dialogue, is considered infinite and unpredictable as ‘invention is continuous’ 
(Rouch & Feld, 2003, p. 187). I argue all research invokes an affective aesthetic image 
through symbolisation so in this study we simply begin with the filmic image. What is 
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attempted here is to trace the affect of the aesthetic that Guyau (1947) named aesthetic 
emotions. Guyau, significantly, did not privilege the visual but alternatively suggested that 
the other senses may, in fact, inform what the eye sees. An aesthetic response is not just 
visual, it calls ‘explicitly for correlation between quality of an object and 
experience…[where] all of our senses are capable of furnishing us with aesthetic emotions’ 
(Harding, 1973, p. 15).  

To achieve my political goal, the film (produced as part of this research) must find 
and engage in dialogue with an audience beyond academic circles. Jean Rouch’s (2003) 
response to why he makes films resonates with my own explanation as ‘[f]ilm is the only 
means I have to show someone else how I see [her]him’ (p. 43) and  I add how she may even 
see herself. The text of the thesis with its filmic dialogues is intended for an academic 
audience to illustrate the process of doing aesthetic and affective interactions as a twofold 
meld of theory-entangled practice, ‘through a sustained entanglement and interference with 
its [filmic] objects’ (MacLure, 2011, p. 998). This research design provides an additional way 
of understanding sociological becoming and belonging, attempting deconstruction in an 
affective undergoing where ‘[f]ilm-making is an intense relationship between a myriad of 
human and non-human actants’ (Barrett & Bolt, 2013, p. 5). 

Filmic methodology 

In Girls’ Tales a problem is not identified and a solution is not offered but there is 
performative force. The strength of filmic methodology in research is that it opens up a 
dialectic production as an opening up of possibility. Understanding that filmic works are 
multisensory is integral to accepting, in both production and reception, that ‘visual practices 
involve much more than simply looking at images’ (Pink, 2011, p. 6). It is the actual, active, 
material undergoing of the methodology that produces the new knowledge. This cannot be 
predicted as method, as an event, as happening, and thus cannot be extracted from the 
outcomes of the study. Film production is, overtly, a constructed presentation where traces of 
reality are made as a specific, formatted product but the (re)interpretation of this product is 
variable. It is understood, in this study, that the sensory body is accounted for through 
(sometimes simulated) tactile material affect. Steven Shaviro (2010) describes the 
contemporary relationship between reality and film as one where all activity is  

under surveillance…moving images and synthesized sounds, are dispersed pretty 
much everywhere…all phenomena pass through a stage of being processed in the 
form of digital code, [and as such] we cannot meaningfully distinguish between 
‘reality’ and its multiple simulations (p. 6-7)  

He claims that we [First world inhabitants] live in an ‘audiofilmic continuum’ (Shaviro, 
2010).  

Codes and conventions of technologies have an evolved language and, accordingly, in 
‘semiotics, a ‘code’ must be shared by senders and receivers of messages for signification to 
occur’ (Corrigan, White & Mazaj, 2011, p. 77). This is the dominant way codes are 
understood within context as spoken by the producer and read by an audience. A more 
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contemporary understanding of audience, as explained by Ien Ang, problematises this 
simplistic communication model.  

The audience no longer represents simply an ‘object of study’, a reality ‘out there’ 
constitutive of and reserved for the discipline which claims ownership of it, but 
has to be defined first and foremost as a discursive trope signifying the constantly 
shifting and radically heterogeneous ways in which meaning is constructed and 
contested in multiple everyday contexts of media use and consumption (1996, p. 
4). 

Communication is not a simple, linear process but, rather, a complex, fluxing, rhizomic 
(Deleuze & Guattari, 1988), relational flow of the interaction of denotative and connotative 
signs, symbols and meanings, flowing as assemblages of relations and practices, of 
production and distribution. In this research, I engage the language of film to construct a 
consumable narrative to be read by my audience, as the event ‘must become a story before it 
can become a communicative event’ (Hall, 2011, p. 79). I understand that there can be ‘no 
intelligible discourse without the operation of a code’ (ibid. p. 81) and the interpretation and 
reception of the ‘real’ is only the result or ‘effect’ of a certain discursive practice. There is no 
guarantee that the viewer will read meaning as it was constructed.  

Cinematic language includes production techniques such as use of camera, lighting, 
editing, sound and film quality or type. Narrative elements of cinematic language include the 
mise-en-scène (found or constructed), the temporal length of shots, editing sequencing, the 
opening and closing scenes and character (real or fictional). There is no ‘film that can escape 
from the obligatory law of the ‘cinematic lie’ (Sardan, 1999, p. 15) in its mimicry of reality. 
Girls’ Tales explicitly uses the codes and conventions of the documentary genre, which elicit 
the real. This signals to the audience that the film production is objective and not subjective 
and is dominantly understood, incorrectly, as a representation of ‘reality’. There is no other 
possibility of eliminating these intrinsic problems of filmic productions except by examining 
‘an epistemology of the realist pact’ (Sardan, 1999, p. 18). These production specifications 
communicate to an audience, symbolically, through codes and conventions in a variety of 
ways. But reception is differential as 

Hermeneutics notes that language is shared by community, therefore it possesses 
universality; … that language is [also] used by an individual according to its own 
historical contingency, therefore is also particular. [and] Particularity is also the 
sphere of poetics, by contrast to instrumental or scientific language, which, 
through uniformity, measurement and rationality, strives to efface ambiguity and 
heterogeneity             (Fisher, 2011, p. 35) 

It is the poetic notion of the particularity and, therefore, the multiplicity in a language (in this 
case film) that is of significance here as it relates to affect associated with pre-hension and the 
encounter with the viewer. Consideration must also be given to the way it connects with the 
reception context of the audience and the multiplicity of factors that impact on the ‘reading’ 
of this research.  
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The filmic methodology developed is collaborative, participatory, interpretive and 
creative and is envisaged to be able to incite inspired insights into what Massumi (2011) 
terms lived abstraction. This occurs through encounters of experiences for each of the 
participants, researcher and viewer where there is  

the possibility of giving figuration to a social subjectivity that joins the abstract to 
the concrete, the general to the particular, the individual to the collective, and the 
political to the personal, in a dialectical, transformative mode  (Nichols, 2011, p. 
673). 

Filmic methodology as a theory and practice is an interlaced structure, necessarily without 
pre-eminence, a doing and thinking in intra-activity (Barad, 2007). Clive Myer (2011) asserts 
that there is an ‘important relationship [which] surely exists between the imaginary potential 
of the filmic discourse and the social imaginary of the viewer’ (pp. 2-3) which are not 
currently being addressed by the majority of filmmakers. This is also articulated by Vivian 
Sobchack who, in appropriating Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology (Elsaesser & 
Hagener, 2010),  has developed a film theory which includes a strong bodily component  
where she emphasises that all players in the film event are active, rather than passive, in 
myriad ways;  

engaged as participants in dynamically and directionally reversible acts that 
reflexively and reflectively constitute the perception of expression and the 
expression of perception (Sobchack, 1992).  

Shaviro (2009, p. 147) describes the process of thinking as an act of collage but I 
prefer the filmic term montage; where an understanding of ‘being in the world’ is constructed 
from shattered fragments of productive movements in the present. The projection that is 
Girls’ Tales is never stable, final or complete but, rather, provides an opening up and 
expansion of possibilities where the aim is not to prove a thesis but to ‘expand and stimulate 
thought’ (Shaviro, 2009, p. 149). It affectively and aesthetically attempts to promote the 
creation of new ‘meaning’ (as knowledge and matter) of phenomena. Meaning can only ‘be 
political when it does not let itself be easily stabilized, and when it does not rely on any single 
source of authority, but, rather, empties or decentralizes it’ (Minh-Ha, 2011, p. 698).  

This research project is intended to investigate phenomena, to articulate multiple 
‘viewpoints’ of participants, including the researcher (where the ‘overt acceptance of 
authorial responsibility’ (Ruby, 1992, p. 47) ultimately remains), and to engage with an 
audience.  

The researcher/filmmaker’s stance is seen to sit unproblematically in a fractal relation 
with the participants’ multifaceted beliefs and experiences in creating a ‘semblance is[as] a 
form of inclusion of what exceeds the artefact’s actuality’ (Massumi, 2011, p. 58). The aim in 
this approach is to engage participants/audience in a productive research experience. During 
the interview, ‘the two [or more] participants in the event share: differential involvement in 
the same event’ (ibid. p. 112) and this is repeated perpetually with the phantom viewer. This 
is not a grand transformative event but a micro, self-improvising pause which does not 
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necessarily appear on the constructed screen image: the pause is significant but may never be 
actually seen and is more likely to be felt. It may remain unseen, unspoken and outside the 
frame but is entangled within it. The relationship between inclusion and absence is the 
outside folding in as a fragmented totality of a moment colliding in an ‘event’ in the 
audience’s life. 

Filmic limitations 

This research deals explicitly with tangible people and their micro material lives; they 
are material and embodied. This can be viewed as problematic due to critical perceptions of 
the overt subjectivity of film as compared to the written word. The power of filmic 
methodology lies in its offer of individuation, recognition and interpretation inclusive of both 
participant and audience and, as such has potential to offer alternatives to dominant normative 
thinking. Film, with its sensual, tactile nature, is unpredictable and may open new ways of 
thinking about encounters, particularly in intra-action with a non-academic audience often 
presumed by researchers to embody an ‘absence of wisdom’ (Halberstam, 2011, p. 54). 
Alternatively, it may also simply reinscribe normative thinking.  

Filmic research is problematic and unpredictable as its signifying processes are 
‘impure’ (Minh-Ha, 1990, p. 69) and messy; it allows a disrespectful synthesis of theoretical, 
political, personal, aesthetic, affective, poetic and pragmatic research that is open-ended. 
Audiences and participants are assumed to be active in the communication process but it 
certainly does not follow that they are free. Audiences are bounded by histories, spatiality and 
temporality and what the viewer ‘watch [es] on the screen could and should be interpreted as 
bearing a latent, and partly hidden, meaning, reflecting the profound concerns of the culture it 
emerges from, thus eliciting emotions, pleasure and pain’ (Sassatelli, 2011, p. 123). The 
power relations of matter and meaning, between the producer, participants, researcher, 
distributer and audience are ever in flux. There is an ongoing conflict and struggle over 
meanings and the pleasures and pain of everyday life. 

Filmic methodology concerns more than the phenomena that it studies as, first, the 
technology utilised has its own genealogy of knowledge constructs within the society and, 
secondly, the subjective position of the researcher, participants and viewer are necessarily 
ingrained within the research process. It could be argued that these factors do actually apply 
to all modes of research where a thorough disclosure of perspective and ontoepistemological 
standpoint is also essential to understand the claims presented (St. Pierre, 2013a). An 
explanation, disclosure and understanding of the codes and conventions of technologies 
employed in production and distribution is helpful when using filmic methodologies to 
emphasise that the research is conducted from a necessarily constructed subjective stance 
although this does not assume a negative implication. The view is embraced, here, that  

It is nothing more than a moral prejudice that truth is worth more than semblance; 
it is, in fact, the worst proved supposition in the world. So much must be 
conceded: there could have been no life at all except upon the basis of perspective 
estimates and semblances (Nietzsche, 1997, p. 26). 
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This is an overtly un-objective process in numerous ways. In the next section, I offer an 
example of how the method was conducted as a way of illuminating inherent political 
subjectivism and bias and where the researcher is alert and unashamedly transparent to the 
inherent ‘motivated bias’ (Hammersley, 2011, p. 102) of being in the world. There is nothing 
to ‘prove’ here and there are no claims of truth to be made but an examination of the 
measuring apparatus is offered. This research is, primarily, a micro look at these individual 
perceptions and the production of gendering through assemblages of schooling. This 
approach does not separate the viewer (including researcher and participants) from the 
artefact but highlights the interplay of the event in a perpetual encounter within the world 
where there is no outside. 

Every technical and narrative choice made in the production is/has 
ontoepistemological consequences but these are not predictable. The act of looking through a 
camera immediately frames the world it projects from a specific viewpoint and structure and 
transforms the subjects of the camera’s gaze into objects for the filmic consumption of a 
phantom spectator but with bias. This is the previously referred to modern ‘idea of a 
photographic ‘gaze’ [which] relates to a specific way of looking, and being looked at through 
the camera and implies a certain psychological relationship of power and control’ (Finch, 
2011, p. 2) which privileges the camera as the controller. I would, alternatively, argue that 
what this subjugated image presents is also ‘seen’ and interpreted quite differently by 
selective phantom viewers. What is ‘seen’ by one viewer may not exist or register to another 
or may take on an alternative meaning. The subject, even as projected object or avatar, must 
be taken into account in terms of projections which is a possible empowered position. This is 
a much more complex situation where the researcher, apparatus, participants and phantom 
spectator merge in the encounter.  

Filmic testimonio 

Combining theoretical notions with aesthetic data and field notes, I examine how the 
participants construct themselves as subjects to be recognised and understood, with authority 
to speak, with particular doings and actions to cement their viability as sovereign subjects 
(Rancière & Corcoran, 2010). 

Filmic methods can reveal rich and accessible information that text-based methods 
cannot; in particular, the enabling of participants to perform identities, and be understood, 
through a multiplicity of aesthetic, linguistic and affective modes. Participants undertake the 
act of speaking and performing an account of themselves as subjects in relation to the world 
and this allows them a presence. This benefit is tempered with the understanding that all of us 
are constrained by intelligibility within the world and that notions of testimony as giving 
voice are simply romantic notions where ‘it has been assumed that voice can speak the truth 
of consciousness and experience’ (Mazzei & Jackson, 2012, p. 745). What is enabled here is 
to account for voice ‘as one data source among many’(St. Pierre, 2008, p. 221) and, in this 
data, I consider how voice is often contradicted by the body as ‘the many ways which voice 
falters’(MacLure, 2008, p. 97). 
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Testimonio (Beverley, 2004) is a narrative form or a testimonial narrative, the small 
voice as opposed to the grand narrative. Testimonio, as an account, has been criticised for its 
subjectivity and problematic relationship to the truth but this criticism is ideologically and 
epistemologically framed. According to John Beverley (2004) testimonio is not subaltern 
speak but a mediated narrative where the key issue is not representation of a victim but, 
rather, an aspiration to change the world through hailing an audience and asking it to respond. 
There are moments of audience discomfort, as testimonio demands a relationship with the 
speaker. Girls’ Tales demonstrates that ‘testimonio is always intentional and political’ (Reyes 
& Rodriguez, 2012, p. 525) and needs to be assessed in terms of the construction of 
testimonio as ‘narrative truth’ that is differentiated from ‘truth in the law’ (Trinch, 2010).  

Beverley also makes clear that ‘while testimonio certainly seeks to address the 
academy, we are only one of the audiences it addresses’ (2004, p. 6). I understand these 
filmic interviews in terms of what Beverley refers to as a ‘polyphonic testimonio’ (p. 34). 
Each ‘individual testimonio evokes an absent polyphony of other voices, other possible lives 
and experiences’ (p. 43), through intra-action with an audience who also attended secondary 
school and, in this abundant open movement, ‘all voices are ambiguous’ (Mazzei and 
Jackson, 2012, p. 747). 

Trish Luker (2008) draws on theories of ‘testimonio’ to build a case of alternative 
considerations ‘in law’ (p. 135) regarding Australia’s stolen generation13. She posits 
testimonio as a rhetorical structure, citing J. L. Austin’s (1962) framework of the 
performative speech act, as not a ‘transparent window on reality,’ but rather ‘in its power to 
destabilise dominant narratives and in the embodied truth of the survival [or non-survival] of 
the narrator’ (ibid). Testimonio is an alternative narrative to the epistemological tradition of 
objective evidence and has an alternative authority. Luker (2008) considers how it is in the 
listening or, I argue, the ongoing intra-action, to the retelling of an event that the true impact 
or subjective truth of the event (the present remaking the past) becomes known by the 
speaker. By placing selves overtly within discourse, there is an interference in the field of the 
sensible that may displace the norms and produce ‘the conditions of visibility for a different 
social subject’ (De Lauretis, 1984, p. 9). The value of testimonio depends on conferring a 
particular ontoepistemological authority where ontological difference is recognised and 
engendered with the notion of ‘equal worth’ (Beverley, 2004, p. 91). 

These narratives are experiences undergone at secondary school as productive stories 
which are consciously expressed to an other to create a meaning as a projection of identity. 
They have what Austin (1962) named ‘illocutionary force’ or ‘force of utterance’ (Felman, 
1983, p. 78). They are not an objective account of reality in secondary schools. They are what 
Massumi refers to as a ‘self-storied semblance’ where the narrative ‘re-frames the event for 
ready insertion in the larger operative envelope of socially regulated discourse’ (Massumi, 
2011, p. 66) today. Trinh Minh-Ha (2011, p.702), quoting Claire Johnston (1973), states 
                                                      
13  The forcible and systematic removal of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children from their families by 

the Australian Government as reported in the 1997 Bringing them Home report, 1997. These children 
became known as the Stolen Generation (Australian Government). 
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‘What the camera in fact grasps is the ‘natural’ world of the dominant ideology’[italics in 
original].  

Performative assemblages 

Bill Nichols has categorised different documentary modes by the way they engage 
reality. He names expository, observational, interactive, reflexive and performative modes 
and it is the performative that I utilise here as a scaffold for my research methodology. The 
performative ‘shifts from focusing on the referential as a dominant feature to emphasise 
instead a subjective ‘performance’ of that act of reference’ (Nichols, 2011, p. 637) and this 
reality is one of fluxing subjectivity. Nichols asks, ‘what do we know and how do we know 
it?  What counts as necessary and sufficient knowledge’ (2011, p. 677) and this disturbs the 
epistemology of ethnographic documentary with the creation of tension between a 
performance and a document. This understanding of documentary film sits in alterity with 
concepts of representation and realism that infuse the work of such pioneer filmmakers as 
Dziga Vertov, Sergei Eisenstein, and Jean Rouch (Nichols, 2011) 

The creators of documentary films hold assumptions and expectations of what they 
do, as does the audience and, in this sense, I would argue, along with Nichols, that the idea 
that a film is a documentary ‘lies in the mind of the beholder as much as it lies in the film’s 
context and structure’ (2001, p. 33). This itself is not a fixed notion and an earlier 
understanding of documentary as presenting fact has long passed. Nichols asserts that  

documentary has come to suggest incompleteness and uncertainty, recollection 
and impression, images of personal worlds and their subjective construction 
(1994, p. 1).  

As such, documentary is a discursive construction, a constructive discourse. In projecting 
objects and people, their actions and encounters, as reality, a historically understood 
authorisation of reality is produced. In a Foucauldian sense, this constructive discourse 
creates not a unified order of regulation but an actual opening up of a field of possibility 
within a discourse (Cowie, 2011).  

Nichols’ (2011) performative documentary offers an alternative epistemology to 
history, offering an epistemology of memory, moment and place due to an emphasis on social 
subjectivity and, I add, somatic affect. Within a performative documentary, such as the one 
constructed here, participants become social actors where their value lies in what their lives 
embody as individuals in the present where ‘both history and the future unfold from the 
now’(Dolphijn & Van der Tuin, 2011, p. 384). Nichols’ performative documentary category 
‘demonstrates how embodied knowledge provides entry into an understanding of the more 
general processes at work in society’ (2001, p. 201) and these types of documentaries 
emphasise visceral affect over cognitive common-sense and ‘restores a sense of magnitude to 
the local, specific and embodied. It animates the personal so that it may become our port of 
entry to the political’ (Nichols, 2001, p. 209). 
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Performative documentary can be considered within ‘a performance studies paradigm 
capable of moving…to the liminal in-between performance spaces of culture, politics and 
pedagogy’ (Denzin, 2010, p. 57), where performance is a form of inquiry, an activism that 
‘seeks a form of performative praxis’ (ibid.) to allow for ontoepistemological movement. This 
methodology is where the ‘speech act ‘says’ [and actually actions] more than it can ever 
intend to know’ (Butler, 2007, p. 143). ‘Performative documentary attempts to reorient us-
affectively, subjectively- toward the historical, poetic world it brings into being’ (Nichols, 
2011, p. 679) and is an invitation to the participant and viewer to enter a discussion and 
reflect on sameness and difference fuelled by individual-oriented situatedness.  

Nichols (2001) claims that the performative in documentary differs from Austin’s 
performative speech act where the nature of reality changes, suggesting this is not the case in 
performative documentaries. But I have an alternative understanding. Performative 
documentaries such as The Fog of War (Morris, 2003) and Paris is Burning (Livingston, 
1990) provide an alternative knowledge empathetic of self where it becomes possible to alter 
understood realities. Caryl Flinn (1998) purports that documentary films such as Paris is 
Burning, reveal the constructed and performative world that exists around us. Livingston’s 
film articulates, visually and in dialogue, how the roles and rules we live by are not timeless 
and natural but socially and historically derived. This is what is also attempted in my film 
Girls’ Tales.  

Girls’ Tales is not a simple construction of the filmmaker’s intent but a historic 
construction. Its performative force is never fixed as it is always becoming in interaction with 
the phantom audience. Nichols claims that the documentary image, as a reenactment, actually 
forfeits the original event and what remains is a ghost of ‘the absent subject’ (Nichols, 2008, 
p. 74). I insist that, in my interviews, the subject is very much present as a projection and it is 
the material presence and ability to speak as testimony that validates the experiences. This is 
not the view but a particular view that is not fixed. The participants are not what Vivian 
Sobchack (2004) refers to as ‘typical particulars’ – a form of generalisation in which a single 
entity is taken as exemplary of an entire class’ (2004, p. 281). They evidence nuances and 
differential affectability. These first person testimonials or testimonio (Beverley, 2004) are 
not confessions but a statement of intent that reveals an embodied force of the present on both 
the past and future (Barad, 2007). The documentary voice here is a performance assemblage 
of positive relation inclusive of intra-acting entities disallowing an object/subject binary 
where ‘the means with which we speak…can never be added to or subtracted from what is 
said by the embodied self’ (Nichols, 2008, p. 79).  

Producing the aesthetic 

The methods used in this research consider how the aesthetic is utilised, is productive 
and impacts on the research aims of this project. The apparatus of production, the measuring 
instrument, needs to be exposed to scrutiny if consequence is to be made from the research 
undertaken (Barad, 2007). Reading with and through a new materialist lens produces a 
different encounter with data, as here there is an interrogation of the positioning and intra-
actions of researchers. I attempt to expose ‘the occasion of data’s appearance…when, where, 
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why, how, and by whom data is called into being to do some work’ (St. Pierre, 2013a, p. 
223). There is no exteriority that concedes a scientific objectivism, empirical data is never a 
pre-given, and the researchers are conceived as an integral part the world of the research, not 
separate from it looking in. This research acknowledges that ‘identity knowledges are nothing 
without the haunting spectre and affective traction of we’ (Wiegman, 2012, p. 13), once more 
reiterating and exemplifying the researcher’s myriad of relations to the ‘object of desire’ in 
the research in its becoming selections and omissions.  

The enactments of agency and the co-production of these enactments are understood 
as not dominated by political intent but rather they are impacted by the materially productive 
intra-action, ‘happening’ now. There is no ‘doer behind the deed’: the ‘doer’ is variably 
constructed in and through the deed’ (Butler, 1999, p. 195) and ‘there can be no ‘being’ 
behind doing, acting, becoming; ‘the doer’ is merely a fiction imposed on the doing - the 
doing itself is everything’ (Nietzsche & Smith, 1996, p. 29). Agency is force of movement, it 
is a practice rather than something we can possess, the result (or not) of intra-action where the 
undergoing is everything. Barad (2007) insists that agency and accountability are tied 
together and that ‘agency is not about choice in the liberal human sense’ (p. 218) but about 
possibility and accountability in reconfiguring the material discursive apparatuses, as ‘what 
matters and what is excluded from mattering’ (ibid. p. 220).  

Guyau’s focus on the aesthetic of art highlights the capability of art (as signifying 
aesthetics) to ‘stimulate movement and action and by that to provoke in us sympathetic 
movements and germs of actions’ (Guyau, 1887, p. 20 cited in Seyfert, 2012, p. 36). The 
concept of aesthetic movement as transmission is transferred to the everyday aesthetic by 
Guyau who questions the nature of the transmission, conceptualising interactions as ‘multiple 
movements of affection and sympathies’ (Seyfert, 2012, p. 37) whereby a negotiated 
imitation produces sociability. Guyau designates that there are multiple bodies, in differential 
modes of reception, in intra-action that are productive of phenomena. 

In the process of this research, I was reviewing the film footage of participant Erin 
(Girls’ Tales, Part 3, 16.25). I was disturbed when playing back film footage for the first time 
and watched Erin retell her story; I received an affective response that I did not receive at the 
actual face-to-face interview. Erin is recounting a tale involving her feelings of alienation and 
anxiety at school. She smiles and responds confidently and is highly articulate throughout the 
interview, but now I notice variations of response in me as her voice changes and tremors. 
She is notably physically affected as she discusses the manifestation of anxiety at secondary 
school into an eating disorder. In returning to the memory her body involuntarily reacts; she 
looks away and coughs then apologises and pushes on with her story. I am not shocked at 
what she says or her actions but I am shocked that I did not pick up these signs of distress, 
these affective vibrations, and this transmission, at the actual interview.  

Guyau (1947) named aesthetic emotions or aesthetic feelings as the visual informed 
by the other senses and, indeed, suggested that the other senses may inform what the eye, in 
fact, sees and this encompasses more than affects of only the human body. In Erin’s case, 
according to my field notes, during our interview, Erin was ‘immaculately presented’ in her 
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‘bright, clean and uncluttered’ lounge room and she ‘impresses’ me with her ‘enthusiastic and 
buoyant’ manner. She serves tea in an exquisitely decorated, fine, bone china cup and saucer 
after asking me ‘what type of tea?’ Her aesthetic disposition has been clearly set up, in 
relation to me, well before our interview begins. This was the aesthetic transmission I 
received on the day although in brackets I have added ‘she appears a little nervous’.  

I consider this perplexing encounter with Guyau’s understanding of how the eyes and 
senses are deceived by social desire that is intrinsically linked to aesthetic dispositions and 
where ‘touch which, assisted by taste, smell, and all the vital senses, has most often taught the 
eyes that which they ought to admire, to seek out, and to love’ (Guyau, 1947, p. 26). Agential 
cuts are made and understood through aesthetic dispositions. Erin’s aesthetic disposition: her 
immaculate presentation, confident, successful and professional persona duped me and 
blinded me to her precariousness.  

Framing the participant 

In the production of Girls’ Tales, participants were invited to frame themselves in 
relation to the audience. How they chose to aesthetically produce themselves is of interest as 
is the researcher’s role in this process. What they wear, choice of location and selection of 
‘props’ all matter as much as what is said, how it is said and the tone it is said in. What is not 
in the frame?  What is excluded?  What remains unspoken?  How is the embodied self-
projected?   

I use two interviews to illustrate how these participants are not just linguistically but 
aesthetically constituted within a temporal and situational context through vacillating 
subjectivities. Butler (2004b, p. 198) theorises that ‘performativity is not just about speech 
acts. It is about bodily acts’ and, drawing on Shoshana Felman’s work that troubles the 
consciousness of bodily movements, claims ‘the significations of the body exceed the 
intentions of the subject’(Butler, 2004b, p. 199) where, before any words are spoken, 
aesthetic dispositions are re/created citationally and project a particular ontological becoming 
in intra-action.  

I use field notes and still images taken during the production of ‘the interview’ as an 
intra-action between bodies:  the researcher, the participant, the camera, the light, the 
microphone and other inanimate bodies. These notes and images are not evidence of anything 
but are part of an intra-action that produced ‘the interview’ as data. They are seen as enabling 
an understanding of inclusions and exclusions as the making of Baradian agential cuts of 
distinction to what matters in the production and projection of self for these participants at 
this particular time and place.  

Participants Anna (younger cohort) and Susie (older cohort) are used as examples. In 
Anna’s case, due to technical difficulties, I inadvertently created an abundance of still images 
before the interview began and this data is considered particularly useful here. Susie’s 
interview is used due to the precariousness felt by myself in intra-action before, during and 
after this interview. The ambivalence of the undoing or making of Susie, through the 
interpellation of the research, that was envisaged by me at the time is considered as my 
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failing, in my incapacity, to distinguish ‘between enabling violations and disabling 
ones’(Butler, 2004b, p. 214) that is still troubling and, as Butler stipulates, is always a risk. 
This in itself establishes the interviews as violations: they are productive as agential cuts of 
distinction that include and exclude. 

Summary of field notes from interview with Anna, 17/7/2013 (Independent Girls’ 
School, white, middle-class, mid-twenties) 

Anna lives in a modest house in a northern Australian, capital city where she rents a 
room. She shares this bright, unadorned, clean and airy house with the owner. The house has 
a magnificent tropical garden. The interview was conducted in the morning once the owner of 
the house had departed. As he left, he teased Anna in camaraderie regarding her starring role 
in the film production. It was 33 degrees Celsius. Anna made us tea and we chatted while I 
set up the equipment. She also helped me take some photographs. 

Anna was noticeably anxious before the interview, which surprised me as she is a 
confident young woman. She really had to focus, slowing her breathing and attempting to 
centre herself to remain calm. I spent considerable time reassuring her of her input and 
authority over the inclusions into the film production and research process. I explained that 
anything she did not like would not be used and any questions she did not like she did not 
have to answer. I also reiterated that the editing process could make any exclusion she saw fit.  

Anna asked for advice on what she should wear and if she should wear make-up. I 
explained to her that it was totally up to her. This call of others to Anna to account for herself 
through action motivated Anna to change into what she called her ‘teacher dress’ from a more 
casual outfit and apply some make-up. Anna remained barefoot for the interview. She held a 
rock crystal in her hand, hidden under the table. She stated that it was embarrassing what 
people would think if they saw she was holding a crystal and that it would undermine her 
authority to be heard and taken seriously. Anna wanted to shoot outside in the garden as, 
understanding that this was an environmental portrait, she wanted to be represented in an 
environment relating to nature. 
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Image 2: Location of interview with Anna 
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Entangled relationship:  Anna and me 

I first encountered Anna as a Year Eight schoolgirl and she initially encountered me 
as her demanding art teacher. I taught Anna Visual Art and Media until she completed 
secondary school and our relationship was further entangled as she was elected Art Captain in 
Year 12 and reported to/with me as Head of Visual Art at the school. After she completed 
university, she contacted me for references and to discuss her life trajectory as a mentor. Her 
involvement in this project was voluntary but she confided in me, post viewing her interview, 
that she only volunteered because I was running the project and she had felt some reluctance 
up until the viewing of the resulting production.  

Producing aesthetic data: Anna 

Reading over my brief field notes, I am struck by what I considered important at the 
interview; what was I actually noticing?  I have made a record of Anna’s attention to her 
physical appearance, her own distinctive cuts to her identity and her actual physicality, that is, 
her anxiety. What cuts of distinction was I making and am I still making? 

The photographs (see Image 2 above) first reveal a detailed image of the location that 
includes the setting outside of the frame shown in the interviews, although this is still 
exclusive, that is, we cannot hear the squeal of car tyres on the road only metres away in their 
drivers’ attempts at racing style driving or see the chains and huge lock on the high fence that 
surrounds the property and so on. These do conflict with the serene environment constructed 
in ‘interview of Anna’ and are excluded.  

The image reveals not only Anna’s bare feet, with anklet, strangely noted above in the 
field notes, but also my own. Why did I note Anna’s bare feet when I also had unclad feet?  
The recording equipment is revealed and shows how the artefact that is the interview was 
produced. The high definition SLR camera, secure on mounted tripod, and the soft lighting to 
ensure a clear picture, the microphone to elucidate sounds clearly, all make it easy for the 
phantom audience to receive the aesthetic production that is the film. The aesthetic is 
political. 
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Image 3: Anna stills 2A 
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Image 4: Anna Stills 2B 
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The sequencing of photographs (see Anna Stills 2A and 2B) included of Anna not 
only show Anna’s performative transformation from image 4419 but also show the researcher 
manipulating the camera, through shutter speed, aperture and angle in order to manipulate the 
image to create an exposure that would illuminate both Anna and the lush garden beyond. 
Composition is carefully considered from the first image 4419 where the background is 
unfocused and overexposed to image 4432 where the frame is subtly moved to enhance 
engagement with the image to allow the audience’s eyes to roam over the image and feel the 
image. Within the frame, consideration was given to the poles that cut up the background and 
the camera was positioned to enable the framing of Anna through these poles rather than as 
disturbances to aesthetics. Lighting was also moved due to an intrusion into the frame. The 
apparatus of construction (the filming equipment) was considered an aesthetic disruption in 
encouraging a conversation between Anna and the phantom audience.  

Anna changes her dress, applies make-up, and changes her hairstyle but her whole 
physical carriage changes as she repositions her body in the sequence of photographs. Her 
stance becomes more upright, her positioning very square, restrained and considered. The 
strap on her dress is straightened after consulting the test shot. She is now ready to give an 
account of herself.  

Butler states that  

[t]he very terms by which we give an account, by which we make ourselves 
intelligible to ourselves and others, are not of our making. They are social in 
character, and they establish social norms, a domain of unfreedom and 
substitutability within which our ‘singular’ stories are told’   
             (Butler, 2005, pp. 20-21).  

In this way, Anna inhabits her teacher persona as a citational practice of what, in her mind, a 
serious teacher is. She explains her schoolgirl self, later in the interview, as happy to wear 
school uniform although it felt ‘weird’ and ‘embarrassing’ and it was like ‘nothing that I 
would normally wear’. Anna’s aesthetic compliance is not evidence that she is fundamentally 
‘the conservative teacher’ she is performing. She is negotiating the context by conforming, by 
consenting and acknowledging the dominant power structure but, paradoxically, this enables 
her to take action in a space - the school and education - she refers to as ‘the most prehistoric 
places in the world’. Anna is enabled to name the structures of citational practice that beckon 
her, and she does, but through engaging in these citational practices she is able to disrupt 
them. When received as a ‘serious’ teacher, Anna can speak with authority and engage an 
audience and through her aesthetic disposition empathy is felt.   

Anna speaks (Girls’ Tales, Part 2, 1:27) of her lack of self-belief in her academic 
ability while at secondary school and on camera she is articulate and calm. The anxiety 
displayed previous to the interview is not apparent in the filmed interview of ‘the serious 
teacher’. The audience can identify with and engages in empathy with Anna. But the audience 
can also see, hear and feel her physical discomfort as she looks away, pauses, recalling the 
abject past experience of being ‘not smart enough’, trying to find the words to eloquently 
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express herself to be understood. In this moment, the voice has evaded capture but it is the 
loss of voice that is of interest as what ‘lie[s] on the boundaries of language itself’ (MacLure, 
2008, p. 98). The sunlight filters through the lush garden setting, the audience can hear the 
birds in this projected idyllic paradise and they can feel Anna’s pain breakthrough in this 
pause of ‘it didn’t feel very good’. Inanimate bodies of dynamic force infuse the intra-action 
(Somerville, 2004). This is aesthetic transmission through dialogues of aesthetic affect that 
allows for alternative and expansive openings of othering. 

The second example I wish to discuss is Susie. 

Summary of Field Notes from interview with Susie 22/5/2013 (Catholic irls’ School, 
white, middle-class, late forties) 

Susie greets me in the street outside her apartment. I have called ahead after finding a 
car park off a busy Victorian city street. It is evident that she has taken some time on her 
appearance with hair and make-up carefully applied. She nervously but cheerfully welcomes 
me; we touch cheeks in greeting; she helps carry my equipment. Her perfume engulfs me in 
the lift as we alight at the 6th floor on that cool autumn morning to the cosy but sparse one-
bedroom public housing apartment. The apartment is suffocatingly heated and I need to take 
off several layers. Susie seemingly does not feel this discomfort. I give her flowers in 
celebration of her new home. She has no vase. She has moved here after waiting three years 
in emergency accommodation living in a rooming house for women. She comments on the 
pleasure of leaving her things in the bathroom without fear that they will vanish. As her 
belongings are in storage and remain inaccessible, she apologises that it may be hard to 
supply me with the requested schoolgirl photograph for incorporation into the film. Susie has 
preselected a place for filming and is anxious that it is right. I reassure her that it is up to her 
to choose the location. As I set up, she does not offer me coffee or a drink and appears 
unsettled.  

Susie signs the required paper work, telling me she is nervous and that she has read 
the questions three times and thought really hard about them, but may not remember enough 
to be helpful. It is clear to me that she really wants to be helpful. Her small frame noticeably 
shakes with anxiety and she fusses, rearranging items in the background of the camera frame 
until she is satisfied with the resulting test photograph. I attempt to reassure her. I am 
unsettled in myself…am I asking too much of Susie?  Can I possibly comprehend her angst?  
What are the ramifications for Susie of undergoing this process? I am uneasy but, 
nevertheless, I proceed with setting up my equipment and conducting the interview.  

Susie is interested in my camera and lighting due to our shared passion for 
photography and this relieves some of my tension and I hope some of hers. I conduct the 
interview. 

Entangled relationship:  Susie and me 

Susie and I briefly attended one year of undergraduate studies together but lost contact 
over the subsequent twenty-five years. At university, I remember her as a feminine student 
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who I perceived to belong to a class above my own. She was a nice, slim, pretty girl who had 
graduated from a good, private, girls’ school, lived in an affluent inner suburb and belonged 
to a wealthy family. This was a space age away from my overall-wearing self, straight off the 
farm, with a dubious secondary education and no prospects. Our association was based on the 
limited female enrolment in the male-dominated course. Susie is a little older than me and, 
when I consider what I understood as Susie’s many material advantages, it perplexes me how 
different our lives have turned out to be. This intriguing paradox, along with her attendance at 
a Catholic girls’ school, prompted me to invite her into my research. I think about Susie as 
being cruelly dispossessed and, if dispossession marks the boundary of self-sufficiency 
(Butler & Athanasiou, 2013), then I wonder how much longer can she endure without 
becoming exhausted in a mostly hostile environment?  How did she become dispossessed in 
the first place and what was her violation?  

Image 5: Notebook entry May 22, 2013 

Producing aesthetic data: Susie 

Reading over my field notes, I am struck that underneath my summary of notes in my 
diary I wrote ‘I feel sad!’ yet that was omitted from my recollections. This statement sums up 
my feelings regarding my affective response during the interview and that continued to haunt 
me during the editing process and final production of the film. This sadness is my relation to 
and for Susie. Every inclusion of Susie’s interview is painstakingly scrutinised by me, cut and 
re-cut, felt over and over again. Susie’s precariousness has become my business. Even now, 
as I write, I carefully choose the descriptive words, tip-toeing around as if on eggshells. I 
continue to deliberate inclusions and exclusions and the ramifications of these distinctive cuts 
on Susie’s liveable life. There is the political motivation behind moving Susie into a space to 
be heard, to tell her story, but it is a minefield. The audience cannot feel the suffocating heat 
or the smallness and sparseness of Susie’s apartment that I encountered that day. The 
overpowering sweetness of Susie’s perfume is lost as is the physicality of her nervous 
disposition prior to the interview. Both Susie and I work hard at producing a voice of 
authority, although she is less confident than me. Susie’s interview is an attempt at re-
ordering of the ‘social sensorium’ (Highmore, 2010b, p. 48) through disruption in an attempt 
to make Susie’s dispossession felt and deemed worthy of attention by dispelling her 
categorisation that may enable a space for her voice in the social field. Susie’s disposition is 
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aesthetically felt in myriad ways and I try, in my assemblages, to construct her within the 
‘field of the sensible’ (Rancière & Corcoran, 2010) so that her voice is more than noise and is 
readily received. I attempt to do this with my mid-shot framing, compositional techniques, 
soft lighting and clarity of image. My overwhelming desire is to let Susie speak and disrupt 
the aesthetic to expose Susie’s cruel dispossession bluntly. To do this, though, risks Susie’s 
own viability as a speaking subject so I refrain. 

Susie’s appearance in the film was constructed and approved by her before we started 
the interview. Susie directed me to the location in her flat that she wanted the interview to 
take place. She had set up the day bed in the lounge with cushions and arranged items in the 
background. I closed the front blinds to prevent the bright sunlight from reflecting in Susie’s 
glasses. I also made the decision that I should close the blind in the background as it would 
distract the focus off Susie’s face. The important focus for me at this time was ensuring that 
the audience would engage in conversation with Susie. Other agential cuts were made by 
Susie regarding her objects, costume and so on and all of these decisions impact on what 
materialises in the film. 

I have already discussed what remains forever outside the frame. The audience is 
excluded from the knowledge that Susie lives in public housing and the affective encounters 
undergone as experienced by me (and Susie) on the day and every day. But what 
inadvertently seeps into the frame, that which cannot be erased, is conscious/unconscious 
recognition of the aesthetics of disposition. The aesthetic of objects within the frame 
communicate fragility or precarity that is superficially masked; the colourful scarfs and 
artificial flowers or even my attempts at changing the lighting cannot disguise the disposable 
unstable nature of the aluminium shelving. Magazines are temporary items, not printed for 
endurance but to throw away and the grey walls are bare while a mirror lies discarded on the 
floor. The day bed is rusting, scratched and worn and its exhaustion resonates even through 
the brightly covered sequined cushions that cover it. Susie’s bright lipstick, pearls and 
articulate enunciations can also not mask her own exhaustion from everyday encounters. 

Despite Susie physically shaking before the interview, she remains solid and 
unmoving once the interview commences. She is rigid to such an extreme that any frame can 
quite simply be an onionskin for the next. The telling is not what is important: what is 
important is the intra-action of experience and how this is material. And, in this way, Susie’s 
voice reveals a ‘poetics of insufficiency’ (MacLure, 2008, p. 98) that recognises the 
inseparability of the self and the broken voice it speaks with. This intra-action as a process 
needs to be affectively affirming for Susie and I am conscious that it risks her survival. 

Method (as limited) 

On the one hand it is usual to say that methods are techniques for describing 
reality. Alternatively, it is possible to say that they are practices that do not simply 
describe realities but also tend to enact these into being    
            (Law, 2009, p. 239).  
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In this research project, the subjective production of a filmic product, an artefact, is 
the creation of a productive reality as, indeed, is the written thesis. These artefacts are 
intrinsically and irrevocably derived from my body as a researcher and through the 
undergoing (Dewey, 2005), and this reality is enacted by me and other participants as 
method, that brings it into being. Laws goes on to explain that all method practices can be 
understood as performative and calls for researchers to articulate what our methods actually 
‘do’ and for what purpose. This is articulated here as how filmic methods used in this project 
are forever in-action and are open-ended. He additionally asks, do these performative 
methods ‘work’ by creating theories and data, and have they been able ‘to generate realities 
that are fit for that knowledge’ (2009, p. 240)? What is ‘happening’ in this research? 

Stages of research 

1. Online Survey - 153 target respondents 

2. Video Interview – 14 participants including researcher 

3. Focus Group – 11 participants including researcher 

 
These stages of research were designed to work together as an open movement, as a set of 

encounters that were unpredictably productive. The original mixed method online survey was 
primarily intended to source participants for the filmic data collection. Its secondary purpose 
was a means of creating a generalised map, what Ringrose (2015) might call ‘a cartographic 
experiment’ or a mapping of ‘gender territorialisations’ (p. 395) of qualitative perspectives 
from a wide range of people from the targeted groups. This did elucidate questions not 
previously considered relevant to this project as ‘maps are not static representations, but tools 
for negotiating, and intervening in, social space’ (Shaviro, 2010, p. 6) where an infliction on 
territory occurs. The third purpose was to collect demographic, qualitative data on 
respondents, allowing a picture to be formed on ‘who’ these participants are (see Tables 
below). The focus group was envisaged as a relational space for participants to produce 
ontoepistemological meaning as intra-actions within the research.  

Participant groups 

The accrued narratives in this thesis affectively produce experience, including 
productive assessments, from two groups of female bodies from two different generations. 
The older generation were selected because educational researchers have claimed that  ‘the 
1970’s to 1990’s was an era of significant and well documented social change for countries 
such as Australia, and gender reform in schools was one part of that’(McLeod & Yates, 2006, 
p. 30). Also, this was a time when I attended secondary school. The second generation chosen 
were recent graduates from secondary school. 

The two groups were selected to allow consideration of post-feminist assumptions that 
gender equity has been achieved over time in education and, perhaps, even exceeded, as often 
articulated in the contemporary media (McRobbie, 2009; Ringrose, 2012; Walkerdine et al., 
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2001). This is framed against the reality of ongoing gender inequity for females in everyday 
life. A comparison was sought regarding negotiations of feminine attributes as embraced by 
these two generational groups and ways this was re/productive of assemblages and a negative 
inequity.  

Group 1: Online Qualtrics Survey (Appendix 4) 

Sex, age range and attendance at an Australian secondary school were all criteria 
used to select participants.  

I am examining the female gendered experience in two groups of 
intergenerational women. This is to allow a direct comparison between 
experiences in secondary education of two generations of women.  

The target group is limited to attendance in an Australian secondary school. The 
two age ranges are 18-26 years (graduating secondary school around 2010) and 
42-50 years (graduating secondary school in the 1980s).  

This online survey group was the source for my interview groups and also 
provide a qualitative map of perceptions and experiences relating to gendered 
secondary school experiences. 

 

 
Table 1: Number of survey participants from each age group 
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Table 2: School type attended by survey respondents 

 

Table 3: Level of secondary school completion of survey participants 
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Table 4: Self-described demographic information of survey participants 

 

Group 2: 7 Filmed semi-structured interviews, younger cohort  

Sex, age range (18-26 years) and attendance at an Australian secondary school are 
criteria used to select participants in Group 2.  

This group has been selected as a contemporary group of young females who 
graduated from secondary school around or before 2010.  

In 2010, Australia elected its first female prime minister and appointed the first 
female Governor-General, among other, significant achievements for females. 
This age has been selected as participants are at an age where their professional 
and adult lives are evolving.  

Participants from this group were selected from volunteers (37) who completed 
the online survey. I attempted to include a diversity of schools attended (including 
single-sex, co-educational, religious, government, independent, rural and urban) 
when selecting participants in order to prevent the perception of a generalised and 
homogenised group. Some of the initially selected participants declined to be 
involved in the interviews.  Given the small group of interviewees, there is no 
assertion that this is a representative sample. 

Group 3: 7 Filmed semi-structured interviews, older cohort and included the researcher  

Sex, age range (42-50 years) and attendance at an Australian secondary school are 
criteria used in this study to select this group.  
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This group has been selected as they graduated secondary school around 1980. 
This group of females were the target group for inaugural, national, gender equity 
programmes in Australian schools in the mid-1970s.  

Participants from this group were selected from volunteers (12) who completed 
the online survey. I attempted to include a diversity of schools attended (including 
single-sex, co-educational, religious, government, independent, rural and urban) 
when selecting participants in order to prevent the perception of a generalised and 
homogenised group. Some of the initially selected participants declined to be 
involved in the interviews and there was far less enthusiasm for participation by 
this group of respondents than shown by the younger group.  I reiterate that, with 
such a small sample, no generalisations can be made that this is a representative 
sample. 

 

 
Table 5:  Secondary School completion of interview participants 
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Table 6: Type of schools attended by interview participants during their secondary education 

 

Table 7: Post-secondary participation of interviewed participants 
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Table 8: Self-declared gross income (AUD) (past year) of interviewed participants 

Online survey 

The online survey14 used in this research consisted of open-ended and descriptive 
questions to provide both quantitative and qualitative data. This online survey’s first purpose 
was to provide a source of participants for the in-depth filmic interviews by providing an opt-
in invitation to respondents to be part of the filmic study.  

The secondary purpose was to contextualise and create a scenographic understanding 
of what a sampled selection of my target group of people may perceive and think regarding 
their experiences of secondary schooling at this particular time and place.  

The survey responses revealed paradoxical data regarding experiences and 
perceptions of the target group that helped me design questions for further interrogation 
during the in-depth interviews.  Of particular interest to me was the voicing by female 
students that they faced little or no discrimination at school and beyond but this ‘voice’ 
conflicted with the educational experiences provided as examples.  Thus, I was able to 
structure questions in an attempt to reveal why this was so. The background data gathered 
through this survey informed the interview questions and was useful in clarifying interview 
data during analysis. For example, when I analysed particular interview data that I found 
confusing, I used the survey data to assess the prevalence of the disturbance. The survey data 
was entered into the data analysis system Nvivo and this allowed for multi-data linking and 
cross-checking of emerging questions within both interview data and focus group data, 
allowing multiple voices to become visible.  

                                                      
14 It is noted that only particular types of respondents had access to this survey and therefore my field was 
limited to people who were able to access and use online technologies such as Facebook. 
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Sampling and selecting sources: 

An invitation to complete the online survey and the link to the Qualtrics survey was 
created and embedded as ‘an event page’ on Facebook (Appendix 3). I chose Facebook as a 
useful distribution tool that I assessed could reach a wide audience.  However, in hindsight, I 
recognise that this may have restricted access to the older cohort (that had less respondents 
than the younger cohort) and also to the most disadvantaged in our society who may not have 
access to the technology required to use this tool. Given that, as a middle-class, white female, 
my Facebook contacts are also predominantly middle-class and white so I may have also 
restricted understandings of race and class in this study. Also, I excluded males from my 
research and I, again with hindsight, now believe this was a mistake as it is another way of 
reinscribing gendered measures and creating boundaries of knowledge. These are some of the 
explicit limitations in this research that I also understand as openings for future research. 

The Facebook invitation was sent out to all of my (the researcher’s) 170 contacts. I 
asked these contacts to invite their contacts and for their contacts to also pass the survey 
invitation on. The event page was made a ‘public event’ and thus allowed access to all 
comers. With this setting as the default, Facebook mechanisms also send the invitation to 
other unconnected people on Facebook and a snowballing effect15 was enacted. The point of 
the snowball method is to identify and connect with the target participant group. However, it 
is acknowledged that snowballing may yield a biased selection of participants and the 
limitations on this effect, in this case, are that people who do not use Facebook are excluded 
from the survey. I also sent this survey to email contacts and again requested for the survey to 
be passed on to others within the targeted group.  

The online Qualtrics survey (Appendix 4) was designed to only accept the ‘sample 
frame’ (Fowler, 1993, p. 12) of the population by using filtering. Non-targeted participants 
were able to start the survey but, if the sample criteria were not met, the survey skipped to a 
‘thank you’ page. The questions of this survey were a mixture of open and closed questions. 
Closed questions have been used in instances to allow simple classification and inclusion or 
exclusion for the respondent to the open descriptive questions. The open questions allow the 
respondents to articulate, qualitatively, their own diverse experiences and perceptions. The 
open questions are important here as they allowed for an individual recount of perceptions 
and it is this creation of a data set which led to the production of knowledge guiding the 
interview questions (Appendix 5).  

In-depth filmic interviews 

The purpose of conducting these filmic interviews with participants is to feel affect 
and attempt to interpret qualitative data as an event, as a conversation. Massumi states that 

                                                      
15 Snowball is a method of identifying interview subject-participants by which you ask each subject participant 
to recommend other subject participants (Ackerly & True, 2010, p. 157).  
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 Departing from representation means returning the semblance to the event of its 
native abstractness: the spontaneous, impersonal force of thinking-feeling that 
comes amodally to vision through the cracks in the artefact’s sensuous form…the 
semblance…on the surface of the paper or canvas        (2011, p. 135). 

It is the event as encounter of creating and feeling the affective rather than the tangible.  

The filmed interviews were a powerful method of producing data as a one-on-one 
interaction with participants and this dialogue is extended to that of the phantom viewers’ 
encounter with participants. It is acknowledged that the researcher and research apparatus 
influenced responses in these interviews in non-prescriptive ways as previously outlined in 
the examples of Anna and Susie. This is an indisputable, even unavoidable, consequence as 
dialogue is always a conversation and this conversation is always influenced by the spatial 
and temporal situatedness that is an encounter. I agree that ‘dialogues come closest to who we 
are: we gather, we share, we represent, we reflect’ (Anne Harris, 2011, p. 63) and it is this in 
particular which is assumed to be valuable and interesting, that is the notion of the 
production of knowledge. The subjective, descriptive data produced is linguistic, aesthetic 
and affective, and differentially digested, through a diegesis16 by/with the phantom viewer. 
Dialogue is spawned by a sense of the textual and tactile and it is always relational. Emphasis 
is on the body of the participants, including the researcher and the viewer, in relation as a 
happening in the moment of viewing as alternate to a representation. 

These one hour filmic interviews were mostly17 conducted in the participants’ 
domestic space; their ‘natural setting’ (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998, p. 35). This domestic 
location is viewed as integral to this study as it is believed this allowed the participant to relax 
during the interview process and perhaps more conversational than might occur than in an 
external environment. The questions were sent to the participants two weeks before the 
interview to allow them to feel at ease during the interview. The filmic environment is 
considered here as an extension of the participants’ projected and performative persona and 
how the participants move, relate and exist within their own domestically-organised space is 
of interest to this study as part of their aesthetic disposition. 

‘Active interviews’ (Mills & Mullany, 2011, p. 100) were employed in this study, 
where the researcher asked the same question of each participant (Appendix 5) but I used a 
semi-structured approach to allow unanticipated issues to emerge. A narrative, a story, an 
account, was sought from the participant. I consciously attempted to conduct the interviews in 

                                                      
16 ‘the diegetic is not a ‘thing’ it is a process…the diegetic is experienced when engaged in the act of viewing a 

film and it is the mental referent embedded in the myth and locked between the subject-being in 
(permanent) transition and the object of desire (which is both the filmed image and the image-in –the-
world) then its self-perpetuating culture expands from the frame and the mind simultaneously’ (Myer, 
2011, p. 17)  The diegesis creates meaning for us and we produce a meaning for it, both individually 
and collectively connecting with our beliefs and the viewer is vacillating between belief (through prior 
knowledge base) and disbelief; desire and fantasy (it is only a film). Myer (2011) convincingly argues 
here that ‘the diegesis resides primarily in the notion of context’ (p. 20) and this is not confined simply 
to the narrative 

 
17 Participant Veronica was interviewed at her work place at her request. 
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an unobtrusive manner, explaining to participants before commencing the interview that 
during the filming I may not react to their stories. I asked them not to equate this silence as 
disinterest, instead that I wanted to hear their uninterrupted accounts. Participants’ projected 
voices are apparent throughout the interview and participants had input into the editing 
process. Participants were asked to validate their filmic performance in both full and edited 
versions of the interview. In this way, the participants’ ‘views of themselves are recognised as 
having merit, something that must be acknowledged and represented’ (Ruby, 1992). All data 
was and continues to be co-created through engaging ontoepistemological relations in the 
present.  

This ontoepistemological relation includes the way these interviews were visually, 
aesthetically, affectively and linguistically scrutinised and transcribed. The transcripts were 
entered into Nvivo in order to linguistically cross-reference with survey data and the focus 
group data. During the aesthetic analysis, each interview produced affective data that 
impacted on me as I viewed it, again and again.  As I watched the interviews and the multiple 
interruptions, I took notes, considering how I felt and what I noticed as hurt and what in the 
interview really affected not only the participant but me.  I found watching the interviews, 
over and over again, very depressing and often found myself quite distraught and unable to 
continue.  I watched, I listened, I felt. I made decisions on what I felt was the most important 
revelation from each interview for that particular participant. I knew that I could not possibly 
report on everything my participants felt but hoped (considering ethics) to represent 
something from each interview. It was these ‘hotspots’ that became increasingly of interest as 
my participants struggled affectively, during their recounts, re/negotiating encounters they 
endured at secondary school. They spoke to me in the present (during viewing), entangling 
with my own present/past, to produce other possible encounters. Some clips were so 
harrowing that I could not ethically include them. The clips embedded in the analysis 
chapters will again speak afresh in the present when viewed. These recounts emerged as 
themes to cross-reference in Nvivo with other data sets and allowed a rich, although far from 
complete, reading of the data.  I acknowledge that there remains within the data other 
accounts that are not able to be included here. 

Focus group 

A focus group was conducted following the completion of the film to extricate shifts 
and determinations of ontoepistemological notions emerging from the research experience. 
The focus group was a collective brainstorming of the experiences of undergoing the research 
by the participants. It was framed around four questions (Appendix 6) to stay within a set 
timeframe and these questions were emailed to participants the week before the meeting, 
along with a copy of the film which they were asked to watch alone. The questions were 
framed to assist participants to analyse, and see what sense they made, of the filmic 
interviews of self and others: to identify what mattered to them. 

By undergoing this research, I understood that participants would be differentially 
shaped due to the interference of the research, ‘in making new mappings, 
ontoepistemological, ethical mappings’ (Davies, 2014, p. 734). Therefore it is appropriate to 
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enable dialogue on and through a focus group where the co-production of the film and the 
process of ‘undergoing’ the production of research using filmic methodology is heard and 
debated. This diffractive process is whereby ‘a difference is made and made to matter’ (ibid.). 

I also filmed the focus group and the transcript from this was imported into Nvivo. 
This third data set further allowed the emergent concept of multiple voices. It was here that 
participants disclosed their hesitation and refusal to speak on topics that others raised in their 
interviews, which significantly altered data outcomes. Some participants contradicted 
themselves. This is not understood as discounting the interview data but allows me to 
understand the contextual notion of data production itself. 

Analysis 

‘What people say about themselves is data to be interpreted, not the truth’ (Ruby, 1992, p. 
49).  

Discourse analysis seeks to interrogate the meaning rooted in texts, including orated 
texts, that reflect other discourses and, indeed, the broader discursive environment in which 
language constructs both meaning and power relations (Mills & Mullany, 2011). Discourse 
analysis is creatively expanded in this study to include mapping the aesthetic and the affective 
material dimension of performativity and speech as action. As Stuart Hall (2011, p. 84) 
articulates  

[c]onnotive codes are not equal among themselves. Any society/culture tends, 
with varying degrees of closure, to impose its classifications of the social and 
cultural and political world, into a ‘dominant cultural order’  

or preferred reading or decoding. This study considers both talk data (listening to 
participants) and participant filmic data (participant behaviour, dress, gesturing). This 
approach aims to deconstruct meanings in some relation to not only the participant’s but also 
the audiences’ ontoepistemological situation. Is it possible to reconstruct the understandings 
of these constructed projections by adopting and understanding that  

a performative understanding of knowledge and the worlds that it describes 
makes space for a politics of the real. And this is a politics in which we might try 
to strengthen some realities while weakening others, some systems of reality 
circulation rather than others (Law, 2009, p. 243)?   

In this way, understanding the data is never fixed but always in flux and open to potential. 

This analysis, informed heavily by both Barad (2007) and Butler (1997a), considers 
linguistic and performative practices which express an underlying covert set of rules that 
actually produce the objects of which they speak. Concepts interrogating the discourse of 
gendered differences and, in particular, the reductive production of femininity as a dualist 
construct is of particular interest (Butler, 1993). How do bodies knowingly shape themselves 
and what is signified in this process?  Butler reiterates claims that the regulatory ideal of ‘sex’ 
incites regulatory practice that produces shaped bodies, ‘a process of materialization that 
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stabilizes over time to produce the effect of boundary, fixity, and surface we call matter’ 
(Butler, 1993, p. xviii). It is not just what is said in these interviews that matters but how it is 
said (tone) and the way it is said (body language) and even, perhaps, where and if it was said, 
to whom it was spoken and how it was understood? This, then, is why the filmic methodology 
and embedded film clips matter. This research is a micro encounter with participants within a 
context where ‘[t]ruth is always located somewhere in particular’ (Law, 2009, p. 251) and 
‘data moves from an object to an event’ (Ringrose, 2015, p. 407). 
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Chapter 5:  Schoolgirl Shame 
 

 

Image 6: Original image March 2012; Location: Glen Eira Rd. Caulfield, Victoria 

  

Introduction 

The purpose of this first analysis chapter is to illustrate ways in which pedagogical 
practice, as discursive practice, has material consequences that are productive of inequality.  I 
explore my participants’ feelings of interest and shame, simultaneously, and how they relate 
to a positioning productive of inequality.  I reiterate that affect is understood, in this study, 
through intra-action (Barad, 2007), as movement in-between entities that are productive of 
either reduction or affirmation (Massumi, 1995, 2011) as a material refraction. Affect is 
understood as different from emotion and not as an interchangeable term (Wetherell, 2012).  
The selected performative (Butler, 1997a; Sedgwick, 2003) instances discussed here are those 
that arose as ‘hotspots’ (MacLure, 2011, p. 1003), as encounters that my participants 
identified as shameful and found difficult to talk unaffectedly about as they struggled with 
what I call a shadow of shame, in the present of the interview encounter. This analysis 
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chapter is the first of four chapters that interrogate ways performative encounters in education 
may productively refract bodies. 

I engage with Silvan Tomkins’ (Sedgwick, 2003; Sedgwick & Frank, 1995; Tomkins, 
1995a, 1995b) understanding of the innate affect of interest and its auxiliary affect of shame18 
through analysis of my participants’ different retellings of instances of belonging and 
unbelonging at secondary school. In this context, they can only have feelings of unbelonging 
because they have a desire to belong.  Feelings of affective belonging and non-belonging are 
not discussed here in binary terms but as messy, entangled movements swinging, with 
differential force, erratically between entities, in relation, where shame is ‘a force that 
animates and materialises social process in the classroom’ (Werry & O'Gorman, 2007, p. 
214). Ahmed (2004) cites Tomkins’ notion that entities are free in the sense that affections do 
not reside within an entity nor are caused by an entity.  Ahmed works with the idea that 
emotions are contingent on the contact between entities and it is this intra-action as 
phenomenon that actually produces emotions, as in encounters of interest and shame that are 
simultaneous and productive of the affect on the body.  

Ahmed attests that happiness involves affect and she reflects on Spinoza’s prime 
concern of ‘what happens’ (2010b, p. 22).  The importance of happenings as encounters is 
that the experience of joy or pain creates value to entities in encounter as abstractly ‘good’ or 
‘bad’ and this value remains long after the entity has gone.  It is not that the student did or did 
not belong previous to the encounter but that the distinction of belonging or not is produced 
by the encounter and often attached to the ‘thing’ from then on.  The educational intra-actions 
discussed below as happenings, include teachers, peers, spaces and objects that incite the 
becoming of these students in various ways.  These encounters are examined as productive, as 
agential cuts (Barad, 2007) of distinction that craft a normative student (Quinlivan, 
Rasmussen, Aspin, Allen & Sanjakdar, 2014).  

First, I discuss recounts of teacher/peer performance speak (Butler, 1997a; Butler, 
1997b, Sedgwick, 2003). I look at how this performativity incites ‘action… motivated by a 
desire to exist’ (Gowlett, 2014, p. 406) that produces differential degrees of positive and 
negative affect critical to the materialisation of these schoolgirls in particular educational 
spaces. The concern with productive aspects of speech lies where speech definitively 
describes the indeterminable, through creation of boundaries.  This concern, embedded with 
recounted, resonating, and reimaged feelings of interest/shame (not as opposites but as 
integrally linked and simultaneous), is considered as inseparable from the materialising body, 
somatic aesthetics, bodily gestures and affective intra-actions. Secondly, I consider 
experiences productive of affective spaces in secondary school where the spaces are 
assemblages of dynamic material that produce place. Matter is dynamic and materialised 
through forceful relations that produces feelings of comfort, discomfort and shame. How do 
participants physically negotiate these dynamic spaces as places and how do these spaces 
materially impact on these bodies? Finally, I consider the school uniform as an entity of 
dynamic force capable of inciting shame and guilt and/or ease of movement for correct 

                                                      
18 As outlined in Chapter 2, p. 32 
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bodies.  I scrutinise how these specific re/produced pedagogical encounters were negotiated 
and performed by these particular bodies in relation to the affect of interest and its auxiliary 
affect of shame (Tomkins, 1995b). I interrogate how the shame felt by my participants 
establishes a faux linear cause and effect relationship that is productive of educational 
stultification. Finally, I ask how these encounters may have been performed otherwise.  

Ethics of affect 

Thinking with Spinoza’s (1994) account of ethics, the participants in this study 
recount instances of belonging as moments of happiness where the body is positively 
impacted.  These instances of belonging are where interest/desire is relationally affirmed with 
feelings of ease and ‘being at home’ that is understood, in this research, as privilege.  The 
participants in this study all recount their happiest moments at secondary school as moments 
of public recognition where they are visible and viable as bodies of value (Skeggs, 2004). 
They refer to the cause of happiness as feelings of comfort. It is in these accounts that ‘the 
dynamic between privileged subject positions and/or the inhabiting of privileged spaces, and 
possibilities for and the outcomes of, agentic practices’(Maxwell & Aggleton, 2013, p. 1) are 
considered. Moments of unhappiness are those where the body is impacted negatively, where 
interest/desire is foreclosed by feelings of shame or unbelonging linked to abstract notions of 
right and wrong ways of being that is productive of boundaries. 

Shame and the schoolgirl affect 

The affect of shame is usually unspoken and these participant accounts have not been 
told before19. This dialogical research has created a space for another type of encounter with 
their shame.  They have not spoken of their shamefulness and, so, continue to be shamed.  
Shame is an inhibitor of interest and thus its interrogation in classrooms should be of great 
concern to educators due to its impact on agentic behaviour linked to decreasing motivation 
(Turner, 2014). As ‘motivation itself…is the business of the affect system’ (Sedgwick, 2003, 
p. 20) and motivation is highly prized within a wide array of educational research (Ames, 
1992; Eccles & Roeser, 2011; Meyer & Turner, 2006; Pintrich, 2003; Schunk et al., 2008; 
Watt et al., 2012; Wentzel, 1997, 1999), this investigation has a high educative value. 

I seek to discuss discursive material practices that initiate the affect of shame as a 
non-belonging/inferiority, discursively understood as specifically residing in the female body, 
as becoming woman (Brown, 2006; Crocker et al., 2014). Participant Belinda (non-
government girls’ school, white, middle-class, 47 years old) recounts how she was told by her 
‘headmistress’ that, ‘we are young ladies … we should be an example to all the other 
students’.  The schoolgirl is identified as already a ‘young lady’ and is called upon to openly 
embody, perform and display that attribute. The schoolgirling process is an assemblage that 
becomes the cause of being. Being identified as a schoolgirl causes the effect of the 
materialisation of the schoolgirl. This process that measures and identifies makes distinctions 
that, thereafter, exclude other possibilities. It is a cause of the production of being (the 
schoolgirl affect) but where the effect, paradoxically, becomes its own cause. Prior to 
                                                      
19 According to participants 
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measurement as a ‘young lady’ there are only shadows or, as Barad (2007) would argue, 
indeterminate entities. In this study, it is contended that the distinct and problematic 
schoolgirl subject is the effect (of material discursive practices) that produces the schoolgirl 
as distinct from the schoolboy (also a shadow) in education.  

I argue that the incited, productive, performed practice actioned to eliminate signs of 
student difference are what create feelings of shame and can be explained by applying 
Barad’s notion of agential cuts20. Barad’s intra-action is where the encounter itself produces 
what can be determined through a process that includes the instrument of detection. The 
encounter is productive as a boundary-making process that determines objects and subjects as 
the making of agential cuts. The point is that all entities affect each other relationally as a 
positive or negative and entities are either progressed or diminished as they become in this 
relation. Before the relation, they are indeterminable and it is the intra-action that produces 
the shame not the entity/body in question.  

I consider the productive nature of performative speech/acts (Butler, 1993, 1997a; 
Sedgwick, 2003) recounted from the classroom and how this performativity, ‘as an action 
motivated by a desire to exist’ (Gowlett, 2014), produces differential degrees of positive and 
negative affect critical to the materialisation of these schoolgirls through these particular 
educational encounters. Feelings of interest and joy as positive affects have long been 
recognised as required for educational motivation. This inquiry attempts to explore how these 
positive affects are blocked through common-sense educational practices based on belief 
systems that re/create hierarchical difference in a performative inequity.  

Speaking shame into being 

Anna (non-government girls’ school, white, middle-class, 26 years old) situates 
interest as desire and enjoyment at school, paradoxically, with feelings of shame  

feeling of shame was very regular at school which kind of contradicts a lot of the 
stuff I’m saying about feeling very safe. (Interview transcript) 

Her comment illustrates that shame cannot be felt unless interest as desire is already enacted 
but ‘shame arises from a failure [of this interest] to be recognised’ (Biddle, 1997, p. 227). 
Anna notes she engaged in school as a ‘safe’ place and felt that she belonged. Within this 
perpetual intra-action of becoming schoolgirl, she regularly encountered feelings of shame, 
further explained as attachments to appropriate things, as she affectively felt discursive 
practices shaping her becoming. In this way, shame is performatively attached to ‘things’ that 
forcefully direct and refract bodies and is mostly productive of pain and inequity.  

          Anna discusses her shameful intra-actions in Mathematics class as 

it didn’t feel very good and it would make me put myself down – but just 
downplay what I thought of things and I remember like in my mind I had 

                                                      
20 See Chapter 2, p. 27-29 
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quite a strong like label I guess that there were really smart people and I 
was just not one of them. And that wasn’t so much based on any specific 
event but I don’t know it just became a very strong belief that I had…in 
Year 11, I was trying to do Maths Methods and it was too hard but I felt like 
it was so important that I did it and I was having quite a difficult time 
outside of school at that point, and the teacher said to me some people can 
afford to talk in class but you’re not one of them. And so kind of make jokes 
about – and she was very well meaning I’m sure but it was a bit of a 
sensitive time so I just hated being in there and just dropped out of that 
class. (Interview transcript)  

Anna performs the assertions spoken by the assumed ‘well meaning’ teacher in this 
classroom intra-action as fundamental to self and of her own making. The teacher performs 
an agential cut, stating ‘you’re not one of them’ and Anna adopts the performance. Anna does 
not hold the teacher responsible but links the cause of this directive to her own inherent lack. 
She does not reject the naming of herself but reiterates that it was ‘too hard’ and she ‘was 
having a difficult time’ and ‘dropped out’ as it was too shameful to persist. In her interview, 
she previously attested to her interest in maths but is shamed to the point that she ‘hated 
being in there’. To feel that one does not belong, to be excluded as not one of the ‘smart 
people’ in this hated classroom space ‘that didn’t feel very good’ is too much to bear so Anna 
drops out.  

The importance of the shame/interest pendulum in pedagogy is as a performative 
(Werry & O'Gorman, 2007), as it is always relational and contextual (Barad, 2007). Tomkins 
refers to the word shame as ‘feelings of inferiority [rather] than of guilt’ (Tomkins, 1995a, p. 
397), where shame results in stultification as the specified transgression is given no specific 
attribute but perceived as inherent to self. Shame silently assumes inferiority that is a 
supposition of essentialised difference and creates boundaries as an agential cut (Barad, 
2007), as with Anna’s experience above.  This cut might include the educational discourse 
suggesting that girls are ‘insufficiently masculine to be ‘ideal students’’ (Francis & Skelton, 
2008, p. 315) that establishes a problematic for all schoolgirls. Anna’s capacity to act has 
been limited by an affective shadow that remains in place today, still producing a past and 
future that excludes maths.  

Tomkins’ (Sedgwick, 2003; Sedgwick & Frank, 1995; Tomkins, 1995a, 1995b) 
understanding of the innate affect of interest and its auxiliary affect of shame explains fluxing 
instances of belonging and unbelonging where these schoolgirls can only have feelings of 
unbelonging because they have a desire to belong (Gregg & Seigworth, 2010, p. 2). Students’ 
desire to ‘exist’ at school in particular ways moves them towards particular activities and they 
feel their way to engage in these activities to become the right sort of girl. Shame ‘is 
experienced less as about what the self has done but what the self is’ (Biddle, 1997, p. 229) 
that results in resistance to interest or, in the case below, faux interest.  
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Participant Erin (government co-educational school, Chinese Malaysian heritage, 
middle-class, 25 years old) reiterates her performance of interest in netball as a sign she 
belongs and is the right sort of girl.  

I definitely felt the pressure to like netball or be good at netball and I 
wasn’t I was terrible. But given my personality I was very keen so I tried 
out for a lot of the things and I tried out for a lot of teams and things. But 
never really enjoyed it …But yeah I definitely felt the pressure to play 
netball because I was a girl. (Interview transcript) 

These understandings illustrate the previously discussed concept of confused cause and 
effect, where the cause - that a girl likes netball - is simply because she is a girl, and the girl, 
in her attempt for recognition, demonstrates by participating in netball (effect) and this 
participation (effect) is the proof that girls like netball (essentialist). Furthermore, girls’ 
enjoyment and aptitude at netball are understood as a natural state and if you do not like or 
participate there is something amiss with your presentation of girl. Differentiations are made 
to what is the right sort of girl, as alternative to the ‘girls that top the Advanced Maths class 
and are no good at netball are not popular in a rural school!’ (Survey data transcript).  

This example illustrates ways that material discursive practices, as forces, privilege one 
body over another (due to the agential cut made) that may be considered as ‘ease’; ease of 
movement and ease of action that renders the power relation of inequity (Maxwell & 
Aggleton, 2013). In this case, the body of the female that seeks to engage in netball is a 
privileged body, as the right sort of girl, and privilege is bestowed by the context of 
differentiated bodies within the world where ‘[b]elongingness is always constituted through 
the borders of exclusion’(Gaztambide-Fernández, Cairns & Desai, 2013, p. 37). Moral ideas 
here arise as confused notions of cause and effect that become understood as common-sense 
assumptions between bodies (Spinoza, 1994). Unspoken relational unbelonging, as shame 
impedes interest and guides us to ‘good’ or ‘appropriate’ objects such as netball, as opposed 
to the inappropriateness of Advanced Maths described above.  Barad (2007, p. 48) contests 
the common-sense notion that knowledge (of an entity) is enhanced through representation 
where the uncontested belief is that the representation (as prior existence) takes priority over 
the actual ‘thing’ in encounter.  This supports the notion that ‘[d]emonstration is the 
necessary consequence of the definition’ (Deleuze, 1988, p. 62) as it is what explains itself to 
the intellect (as a cause).   

This chapter highlights how entities in the classroom intra-act and productively refract 
bodies in the dis/ability to action, rather than assisting them to flourish. It evidences a 
relational existence where  

what binds us morally has to do with how we are addressed by others in ways that 
we cannot avert or avoid; this impingement by the other’s address constitutes us 
first and foremost against our will or, perhaps put more appropriately, prior to the 
formation of our will (Butler, 2004a, p. 130) 
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I argue that it is critical to recognise and illuminate ways that pedagogical collective 
experiences mediate shame in educational outcomes and how practices become productive of 
material inequality in order to provide an alternative intra-action that allows non-prescriptive 
growth. 

Participant Amy (non-government girls’ school, scholarship recipient, white, middle-
class, 20 years old), when asked if she experienced either shame or humiliation while at 
secondary school, recounted an incident in Year 7. 

we were reading a poem and she stood me up and she said ‘Do you know 
what an omnibus is?’  I’m thirteen years old and I was like ‘No, I don’t 
know what an omnibus is.’  She’s like ‘Think about it’ and she just started 
yelling at me and she was ‘You need to tell me what an omnibus is’, like no, 
no, no. ‘Are you an idiot?  Are you stupid?’  And I was just whoa; I was 
‘Fuck you.’  And she was like ‘How dare you.’  She was just really shrill 
that woman, but yeah, that public humiliation about being stupid was 
something that I was always really sensitive about anyway so that, you 
know, failing. So I just got really angry and screamed at her and got in 
trouble for that. But I felt like she was never punished; she was never 
punished for that. It was really unfair. (Interview transcript) 

Unlike Anna, Amy attempts to refuse the title of ‘idiot’ bestowed on her by her 
teacher. Unfortunately, this does not reduce the hurt caused by the teacher’s performative 
naming of what Amy is as it ‘is difficult to stay open when what comes at you is an assault on 
your being’ (Butler & Athanasiou, 2013, p. 110). Despite her possibly perceived agentic 
defence of herself in vocal refusal, she is injured through the performed resistance and 
internalises the shame felt of being named as an idiot in public, suspecting that, intrinsically, 
she is a failure. Amy’s attempts to rebuke the title of idiot fail as she ‘got into trouble’. Her 
attempted transgression of the material discursive practices fails as both the teacher and the 
school construct her as unintelligible, as bad, and she is expelled from school. Amy is not 
displaying as the right sort of girl where ‘[t]he imperative to produce oneself through 
resourcing dilemmas relies not just on access to and control of symbolic resources, but also 
on knowing how [original emphasis] to display one’s subjectivity properly’(Skeggs, 2005, p. 
973), or in other words how to perform correctly as a schoolgirl.  

Butler attests to the importance of attention to ‘seeing the broader institutional and 
political structures at issue’ (2013, p. 111) and how they renew themselves through these 
instances. Amy’s recount feels the shadow of injustice that she felt as a schoolgirl over again 
in the present as forces acting on the body where the mode of address threatens her body 
(Butler, 1997a). Amy understands the cause of the dispute as not her essentialised self and 
attempts to account for another identity, but the power relations at work in the classroom 
disallow this identity.  As a schoolgirl, her defiant actions are viewed as pathological 
(Ringrose & Renold, 2010, p. 573), embedded in educational  discourse labelling aggressive 
girls as ‘morally disengaged monsters’(Horton, 2014, p. 8). If girls are not ‘nice’ and show 
any sort of aggression (physical or psychological), they are set in polarity to their perceived 
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helpless victims, in this case, the teacher. Amy was affected in a negative way, as much as 
compliant Anna, reducing her capacity for action to achieve success in the classroom. The 
lack of capacity to be a successful student has been identified as a fundamental lack by their 
‘master teacher’ (Rancière, 1991), resulting in a stultification of the student and, in Amy’s 
case, the devastating and productive trauma of expulsion. 

Eve (non-government co-educational school, scholarship recipient, white, middle-
class, 21 years old) recounts what she named as a both  shameful and humiliating event when 
she, as a Year 10 student, participated in Year 11 English class as an accelerated student. 

The kids were all a year older and didn’t really feel it necessary to make 
friends with me in any way because it was just me as well. And I remember 
it being drawn into like – focused and sort of Year 10 and I was in Year 11 
English and some of the boys in that class started making like remarks 
about me being there. They basically didn’t like me because I was there… 
They were just like any time I made – because I didn’t let it stop me from 
contributing to the class, so any time I made a contribution it would just be 
like an eye rolling and like her again and that sort of thing, whereas I was 
sort of of the opinion well you don’t actually have anything to say whereas I 
do. (Interview transcript) 

Eve’s experience is of particular interest to me as, when reading the transcript 
initially, the encounter reads as a display of performative agency rather than as shameful.  
This paradox is worthy of exploration as Eve nominated this event as particularly shameful 
and further explained that she was in a total state of non-belonging for the entirety of Year 10 
due to the hostile environment of this class.  She was certainly affected and, despite the 
rhetoric of the text, just like Anna and Amy, she did not feel agentic but shameful. 

Eve, in this recounted intra-action, may appear to enact some agency through her 
ability to move past the affective force of her male classmates who project affective relations 
of non-belonging towards her in her transgressive subject position as both a junior and female 
in a senior class. In her interview, she acknowledges how she is affected by the blockage as it 
created unease. Eve attempts a new recognition from her classmates by insisting on 
‘contributing to the class’ and pursues an active performance of belonging (adding value) 
with affective force on the boys, ‘well you don’t actually have anything to say whereas I do’. 
The force of her performance is within the regulatory constraints of the classroom as she 
attempts to makes a space to belong and create a new power relationship through the intra-
action between the material and discursive.  

Eve had been placed in an accelerated English class as the only junior student and 
attempts to establish her space of forced belonging through her capacity to act despite abject 
relational forces. Her named and accredited ‘accelerated’ status perhaps allows her the ability 
to perform intellectually in the classroom (within the regulatory system) where she has 
previously established ‘all I had was my brain’. She is passionately attached to her intellect as 
enabling her visibility and her existence as a viable subject. She mobilises her ability to 
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contribute and despite the undermining actions ‘eyerolling’ of the boys and the ‘her again’ 
attempts to negotiate classroom relations to achieve some success.  

Eve does not entirely blame herself, acknowledging the discomfort she feels, but 
identifies the cause of the unbelonging as ‘they didn’t like me because I was there’. But she 
still affectively feels the shame of non-belonging, as hurt, and situates this non-belonging as 
intrinsic to self ‘it was just me as well’. The boys’ dislike was not seen as personal and 
fundamental to her being but because she was a Year 10 girl in what they perceived as their 
hierarchical space. They are boys (ideal student (Francis & Skelton, 2008)) and they are in 
Year 11 (smarter) and Eve understands these common-sense social tropes of measurement as 
‘nonsensical in the absence of broader institutional structures that support the ongoing 
production of racism and sexism’ (Rasmussen & Harwood, 2003, p. 29). Eve’s perceived 
agency in this classroom may demonstrate ‘what an intelligence can do [emphasis added] 
when it considers itself equal to any other’ (Rancière, 1991, p. 39).  Eve, by insisting on 
actively participating, is, in this instance, positively constituted although still constrained. She 
is constituted through a messiness of material social norms that she is transgressing and 
reconfiguring in action to successfully include her. Eve has taken action to recast herself, 
attempting to become a body that matters. 

Tempering this perceived aspirational encounter is the knowledge that not only did 
Eve acutely suffer through the year to unknown, refractive effect but, in the following year, 
her school would not allow her to attend the accelerated class, despite her excellent grades, 
claiming it to be socially unhealthy for her. Eve acknowledges that she did not belong and 
would never belong (as far as the boys were concerned) no matter what she did.  This notion 
was, I believe, confirmed through the schools’ action of excluding her in Year 12. Eve was 
taking up space that was not seen as hers (apparently by the school as well as the boys), 
attempting to reconfigure the world of the Year 11 classroom as co-constituted, as a place 
where she exists despite the older children and, particularly, the dominant boys who had 
responded negatively to her material presence.  

Places making shame 

Place, as a space, is not passive and benign but, rather, an assemblage of matter and 
force where ‘we will not define a thing by its form, nor by its organs and its functions, nor as 
a substance or a subject…we will define it by longitude and latitude’ (Deleuze, 1988, p. 127). 
Longitude is a set of relations between particles as unformed elements and latitude is the set 
of affects that occupy a body as a force for being affected and affecting, demanding positive 
growth or negative decomposition, as a production of bodies in relation (phenomenon) to the 
ontological context that is never exterior and never static. The school places discussed here 
are spaces that are inhabited by intra-acting forces that materialise matter through forceful 
encounters as differentiations are made. I endeavour to consider how the production of these 
affective spaces, within the education assemblages, is actually a production of spaces of 
belonging or non-belonging and how material discursive practices produced these spaces.  
These places are made through affective encounters that materialise them in particular ways.  
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The change rooms 
Carla (government co-educational school, white, middle-class, late forties) recounts 

her experience of the change rooms at her secondary school, 

the change rooms as well I found really intimidating.  There's always the popular 
girls, the pretty girls who just strip off in front of everyone and sometimes that felt 
like they were showing off as well, and of course I was overweight and I didn’t 
want to do that.  And there was no privacy at all, there wasn’t anywhere to go, 
they were just communal change rooms, I remember them very well and that was 
an area I just never wanted to enter.  So that was another reason why I wouldn’t 
participate in sport, because I didn’t want to come in the change room…I can 
vividly remember change room episodes in my head, like things, like girls talking 
about their bras and their underwear and things like that, which I didn’t have, 
and walking around in skimpy things and looking fantastic and ‘Aren’t we great?’  
And I just couldn’t participate in any of that so I really didn’t feel like part of the 
team. 

…the change room was a place that was intimidating for me and that I just 
couldn’t go into if there was anyone else there.  Maybe if they’d all gone already 
I would go in later, but I just felt like it wasn’t somewhere that I could be because 
I wasn’t the same. (Interview transcript) 

In this instance, the space of unbelonging as the change room has been produced as a 
place where Carla felt that she could not go.  The space as a place takes on an affective and 
forceful countenance of its own as ‘intimidating’ and where she ‘never wanted to enter’.  
There was no privacy and Carla feels more than her ‘overweight’ material body to be 
exposed. She recounts the material things that she ‘didn’t have’ that differentiated her from 
the ‘fantastic’ girls and made her ‘not part of the team’.  The material practices of the change 
rooms was a place where pretty and popular girls who had things existed and belonged, not 
Carla.  

Without a private space to undress in the change rooms, Carla is unable to exist in this 
space as other than abject and, thus, she makes counterfeit notes to avoid the forces of this 
space. In doing so, her capacity to action in this space as a threshold to success, in more than 
sport, is limited and she ‘fails’.  This lack of capacity created by this place is not inherent to 
Carla but is further reinforced by her complicit teachers with their acceptance of her fake 
notes that I consider to be an acceptance and a reinforcement of her essentialised non-
belonging.   

Other participants also referred to change rooms in similar ways and research 
recognises that there exists an issue concerning low participation rates of girls in sport where 
the fundamental girl is considered the problem (Rich, 2004).  Hannah (government co-
educational school, white, middle-class, late forties) and Eve (non-government co-educational 
school, scholarship recipient, white, middle-class, early twenties) both refer to their schoolgirl 
selves as overweight and Eve also refuses sport in a similar manner to Carla.  Eve refers to 
the sport spaces as not just ‘unsafe’ but ‘elitist’, where her difference (unsporting physique) 
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became prominent and complicated with ‘the awful expectation’ that she may have to 
participate (understood as guaranteed failure that would reinforce, publicly, her unbelonging).  
Elitism is ‘the production of privilege –feelings of comfort, belonging and entitlement’ 
(Gaztambide-Fernández, Cairns & Desai, 2013, p. 34) where privilege is only understood in 
relation to the constitutive of the other and where ‘[b]elongingness is always constituted 
through the borders of exclusion’ (ibid. p. 37).  Both Carla and Eve feel excluded from an 
affective community and understand the cause of this as their physical bodies that are 
unacceptable within the desired collective.  It is not that they are unable to play sport but that 
the place of sport did not allow for them to exist as viable. To participate, Eve would have to 
go through ‘the process’ of getting changed in the public changing rooms which she ‘hated’.  
This was a space (place) that differentiated her from others as not belonging.  Eve felt 
‘unflattering and awful’: the shame of a body preventing the body from action, where the 
physicality of the sports uniform and the change rooms were the blockage. 

Alternately, Hannah (self-identified as overweight) actively participated in sport and 
stresses how all-encompassing sport was at her rural secondary school.  Hannah, though, 
claims that ‘we were really lucky, or unlucky or stinky – I’m not sure which’ because students 
at her school were allowed to wear the sports uniform to and from school on sports days and 
did not have to negotiate the change rooms.  

The school uniform 
Uniforms are material discursive practices that shape students by physically 

demanding the body fit in to the designated and signified entity that is the uniform.  The 
material uniform itself restricts what a body can physically do and performatively speaks of 
what that fundamental body forced within it is.  

Carla (government co-educational school, white, middle-class, late forties) explains, 

What I wore to school is a major reason that my first years were miserable 
because the uniform, I think now, wasn’t well thought out and I was very 
overweight.  And the uniform that we had to wear at the time was a body shirt 
with a collar on it and a split v here, it was an apricot body shirt with just a 
plastic-y kind of material that showed everything underneath and was very see-
through as well… the sport uniform’s coming to mind, a very short mini skirt, 
which I really wasn’t able to wear.  And then we had to wear dark green, bottle 
green bloomers underneath, and everything was short, there wasn’t any option to 
wear tracksuit pants, that wasn’t part of the uniform for the girls, boys had 
different things.  And I just could not wear that uniform so I did not participate in 
sport which of course meant that I wasn’t getting exercise, so that was a cycle 
that just went round and round….I just, I didn’t participate.  And the uniform was 
the reason because actually I was a really good tennis player, I played tennis 
every Saturday morning, my whole family did, I loved tennis and I was quite good 
at it and I had good ball skills, but I just couldn’t put that uniform on.  (Interview 
transcript) 
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The uniform was the identified affective cause, ‘the key reason’ for Carla’s 
unhappiness at secondary school.  This material object, with its discomforting ‘plastic-y feel’ 
which showed everything and exposed the shameful body, is not passive but has dynamic 
material force, continually reminding Carla of what she is or rather what she is not.  Carla 
does not fit the uniform, being unable to wear the short mini skirt, and feels an unbelonging 
and anxiety as she is immobilised and cannot participate. The uniform that asserts the trope of 
‘equality’ actually, in this case, is a marker of difference of not only body shape but gender.  
Carla notes the differentiation from the boys’ ability to wear body-covering tracksuit pants 
which are also commented on by other participants.  The uniform’s material force restrains 
not only her body but her psychological activity.  Even when the uniform changes, she does 
not participate in the school community.  The cause and effect are confused and Carla 
assumes that ‘everyone’ hates their school uniform.  But the uniform is more than its 
physical, material make-up; it is an integral element of the school assemblage and the 
affective forces acting and excluding Carla in a myriad of ways.  She is able to play tennis on 
the weekends but is immobilised at school where she continually wags in order to go home 
and work where it is ‘safe’. Research has suggested that activities outside of school are much 
more appealing to girls (Rich, 2004) which links to ways Carla is outcast, pathologised and 
unable to be part of the schooling assemblage.   

Eve (non-government co-educational school, scholarship recipient, white, middle-
class, early twenties) states how she liked wearing school uniform: 

I actually did not mind uniforms at all.  I enjoyed not having the thought process 
in the morning of what to wear.  I mean due to the fact that everyone else was on 
an equal playing field.  There was lots of little status symbols that you could have 
in high school and that included having brand name back packs, so everyone 
wanted to have a Billabong backpack or a Roxy backpack21 and those were quite 
expensive and I couldn’t imagine that being … to all of the clothes.  I can’t 
imagine what it would have been if we were allowed to wear what we wanted to 
wear – that would have been a lot of competition, status symbols going on so I did 
actually enjoy wearing a uniform. (Interview transcript)  

Eve recites the reiterated trope that a uniform is productive of equality but 
immediately qualifies the statement that differentiations were still made through the 
accessorising of backpacks. Eve discusses how, when she wore skirts, she always wore shorts 
under them (a common practice in secondary schools) as a way of feeling comfortable ‘for 
some reason’ that she cannot articulate.  This raises the notion of a skirt/dress as evoking a 
feeling of unspoken discomfort and unease, of inequality.   

The one thing that was always the same was under school dresses I always wore 
shorts – for some reason that felt more comfortable. (Interview transcript) 

Hannah (government co-educational school, white, middle-class, late forties) also 
reiterates the positives of the school uniform, in a similar manner to Eve, as rescuing her from 

                                                      
21 Billabong and Roxy are popular teenage clothing and accessories brand names in Australia.  
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her clothing ‘nightmare’.  However, what she actually recalls in detail is the shame of getting 
a detention for her handmade uniform that actually differentiated her at school, as someone 
who could not afford the designated uniform.  She also, paradoxically, refers to the uniform 
as ‘god awful’, ‘awful baby poo’, ‘out of the dark ages’,  

For me clothing is a nightmare – I’ve never had an expensive wardrobe; school 
was fantastic – it was school uniform and that was it…my mother being a sewer 
made my uniforms and my bloomers went up to my armpits but I wore them 
anyway which was just wonderful.  I do remember a detention that the senior 
mistress god Miss Tesol –I can’t remember what they called them but a naughty 
notice because I wasn’t wearing the issued school jumper and mum in those days 
had a knitting machine and she found an appropriate baby poo brown yarn that 
she madly knitted me a jumper with pockets …so I had a baby poo jumper that my 
mum made, and I got a naughty notice.  Well my mother was at the school in the 
flash of an eye – ‘It’s the same colour – I will be letting my daughter wear that – 
you can like it or bleeding well lump it’ – and that was the end of naughty notices.  
I wore my baby poo brown jumper for the entire five years.   

…My mum made that – that was important to us.  There wasn’t a lot of money.  
We grew up on a farm and my father had had an accident – someone 
unfortunately – because my father was a wog – clog wog – somebody particularly 
didn’t like the Dutch bloke and they kicked a jack out from under a car while my 
father was under it.  And he ended with broken arms and in those days there 
wasn’t Work Cover as there is now, so mum and dad had a chicken farm – they 
used to grow meat chickens and the end result was mum was sewing at home in 
the wee dark hours of the mornings.  She was managing the chook farm; she had 
a fruit shop and all of the other bits just to make ends meet while dad had to 
recover from various accidents that he had had over the years.  And so we were 
full cognoscente of what it meant to have something that conformed – that fitted 
within the boundaries and I don’t recall having the expectation to have lots of 
money to buy the fashionable moment.  The first bra I bought for me – it was 
about you got a part-time job and you worked.  I mean my sister worked from the 
time she was – was it is 14 years and 9 months to this day still works for the same 
company.  That’s what we did.  We worked – you had to work so we understood 
where things came from…   

In this final paragraph, Hannah’s emotion is intense as the embarrassment of the 
‘naughty notice’ for the handmade uniform becomes another injustice in a string of injustices 
of class differentiation that included the ill-treatment of her father, her mother’s hard labour 
and her sister’s and her own endurance. She carefully positions these hurts with moral 
attributions, clearly distancing the responsibility of the state to provide resources. The ‘we’ 
becomes the tie of the family to sustain itself within the boundaries of acceptability and 
perform respectability as hardworking and enduring, the right sort of people and the right sort 
of girl, the rhetoric of a heroic working class (Skeggs, 2005).  
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The classroom 
Erin (government co-educational school, Chinese Malaysian heritage, middle-class, 

mid-twenties) 

in class sometimes it was a bit confronting, because the way certain classrooms 
were set up were very confronting in the sense that you'd have – Our maths class 
for example were just islands of little tables where you can only sit two a person.  
So if you had a group of three, one person’s going to get left out, and one 
person’s going to have to sit on their own and not just on their own – you're on 
your own and you're very isolated because you’ve a whole table to yourself and 
then it's a gap and then another table before there's someone else there to talk to.  
So that set up was very confronting for me.  There actually were classrooms that I 
feared to go into as a kid because I didn’t want to be the one left out or I didn’t 
want to be the one sitting with another group of people I didn’t really want to sit 
with as well.  I think the ones that were least confronting were the ones shaped in 
a horseshoe shape, because everyone had to sit next to someone in that case and 
but you could also see everybody else. (Interview transcript) 

Erin recounts a moment of unbelonging situated in a classroom that clearly illustrates 
Duhn’s (2012) point that ‘[a] pedagogy of place-as-assemblage is political because it is based 
on the will to understand how forces and forms create ‘place’’ (2012, p. 103). The secondary 
mathematics classroom becomes a place of fear for Erin, not related to any blockage in the 
transferral of knowledge but based on purely relational forces at work between all entities that 
produce this space.  In discussing the classroom, Erin begins gently by saying that 
‘sometimes’ it was a bit confronting, moving to very confronting and then talks about ‘fear’. 
Erin discusses the furniture as entities that exude dynamic affective force, as opposed to inert 
matter (Coole & Frost, 2010; Jackson & Mazzei, 2012).  The feeling of being isolated and 
‘left out’ is productive of shame and is produced in relation to the table formations that are a 
dynamic part of the intra-action.  They are productive of the reality of someone as ‘the one 
left out’, who does not belong, and enact material discursive boundaries of distinction.  This 
episode recounted by Erin succinctly illustrates how material practices, like the arrangement 
of desks, can impact learning and the ability to action on bodies (Grosz, 2010).   If students 
are fearful, they are not able to engage with learning as fear paralyses action. The production 
of bodies are the effect of power and are entangled within regulatory norms that govern their 
materialisation and signification into intelligible beings, where students are ‘constituted 
through the force of exclusion and abjection’ (Butler, 1993, p. xiii).  

Concluding matters 

In this chapter, I have explored selected, recounted, material intra-actions with 
teachers, peers, objects and spaces that simultaneously produced feelings of interest and 
shame for my participants. I considered how shame marks and both closes and induces 
movement, as agency, for participants. These intra-actions resulted in agential cuts of 
distinction that are affectively productive of inequality.  In reviewing how my participants 
affectively intra-act with the materiality of the world in ways that are productive of different 
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becomings, the everyday productive discursive practices that escape interrogation as cause 
come into focus. This chapter highlights how particular schoolgirl experiences (regulated 
through material discursive practices) productively constrain and limit these bodies in the 
ability to action. It is argued that discursive practices, as abstract concepts, are uncritically 
regarded as common-sense and are productive of establishing faux cause as a truth that, in 
turn, actualises inequity.  In other words, inequality becomes a common-sense truth. 

My research counters the assumption that feelings of shame are prior and should be 
attributed to the problematic student.  I deliberately move the focus in this research away 
from asking what is an un/successful girl student to focus on how the said successful 
schoolgirl actually comes into being.  This is to account for how matter and meaning are 
mutually constituted and how the schoolgirl (even when deemed successful) is stultified and 
bounded in relation to what she is not. The reiteration of the ‘crises’ of being schoolgirl, is 
understood to simply re-establish the entity of the schoolgirl as fundamentally problematic.  

The experience of Eve in her Year 11 English class illustrates the fact that regulatory 
fields are porous and can be transgressed within constraints in a productive manner, enabling 
new configurations to come to be. Gowlett (2014) attests that Butler’s formulation of agency 
is understood as a performative resignification where ‘altering the citational chain that 
constitutes the subject is possible within the structures that constrain it’ (p. 406) and where 
‘[a]gency is not…seen through a prism of escape but more an alteration and recrafting of the 
rules that enables a viable form of social existence’ (ibid.). Eve’s experience as an exemplar 
can illustrate how Butler’s performative resignification can allow alternate understandings of 
agency in the micro of everyday practices. Eve actions a ‘modality of becoming present’ 
(Butler & Athanasiou, 2013, p. 14) where she attempts to performatively displace and 
‘reconfigures the contours of what matters’ (Butler & Athanasiou, 2013, p. 15), despite her 
ultimate debunking by the school administration (through exclusion from future accelerated 
classes). The discursive practices within education assemblages created yet another material 
barrier to her becoming and she is physically blocked from the classroom.  In these relations, 
materiality itself is ‘understood to transform and change language and discourse in these 
events just as much as discourse is constitutive of material realities’ (Taguchi, 2013, p. 713). 
Scrutinising these structures is, as Gowlett (2014) points out and participant accounts support, 
imperative to students not only flourishing within schools but, in some cases, imperative to 
their very survival.  

Spinoza (1994) contends that the capacity for being affected, within an individual, 
remains constant but it is the power of acting or being acted upon that is contingent and sits in 
an inverse relationship where the body is in a state of ease (power) or not.  Thus, it is the 
material discursive practices as forces that privilege one body over another (due to the 
distinctive cut made) that may be considered as ease; ease of movement and ease of action 
that renders the power relation of inequity.  This privilege is bestowed by the context of 
differentiated bodies within the world.   

I consider ‘[t]he notion that performativity is culturally produced is key to grasping its 
force: it is bigger than the individual, and difficult to resist’ (Rasmussen & Harwood, 2003, p. 
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30). I argue that it certainly can be individually resisted, or even mistakenly resisted, but the 
catch is what is the personal material cost for schoolgirls like Amy. Can we, as 
educationalists, recognise how students are dependent on open educational structures, 
practices and entities in order to fairly access educational and life opportunities? Can 
educators allow flexibility and challenge inequalities embedded in practices to enable 
students to negotiate educational encounters without being expelled (as was participant 
Amy)?  

Grosz (2010) reframes freedom as not emancipation but as the capacity for action in 
life, as ‘freedom to’ as alternate from ‘freedom from’ (p. 140).  This is naming a capacity for 
action or a freedom to engage in life. The ‘schoolgirl affect’ named and illustrated here is 
productive of shame and resists Grosz’s understanding of freedom for these female bodies (as 
equal capacity) to engage equally in life. This research encourages a ‘speaking out’ (Brown, 
2006; Skattebol, 2010; Werry & O'Gorman, 2007) or, rather, a ‘speaking about’ that enables 
a deconstruction of shame in a dialogical classroom.  If we can understand that shame is 
bequeathed on those that simply perform difference then, perhaps, positive student agency 
can be enabled at the expense of shame. Intra-actions in the educational encounters matter, as 
they are productive. A shift of focus to understanding what bodies of a presumed equal 
capacity can do in the classroom is desirable (Biesta, 2010; Rancière, 1991). This shift may 
accommodate a creative agency, as doing, capable of reconfiguring what is at present 
common-sense in education, at the level of ‘primary sensibility’’(Butler & Athanasiou, 2013, 
p. 96) and the implementation of a new ethical pedagogy. 
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Chapter 6:  Bullying assemblages; inciting appropriate desire 
 

 

Image 7: Original image 24/6/2013; Location: Glen Eira Rd. Caulfield, Victoria. 

once we view potentiality as socially constituted and materially distributed, then 
we find ourselves in the morally viscous realm of excess, exhaustion, and 
endurance, a realm that includes affective, physical, and social conditions that 
can depress the brain and immune system, rupture organs as well as bonds with 
families and friends, and orient violence inward (Povinelli, 2011, p. 128)  

Introduction  

The purpose of this chapter is to examine dominant discourses of bullying that 
emerged as discursive practices productive of shame as discussed in Chapter 5.  Participants’ 
recounted direct experiences of bullying (often unnamed, unrecognised and misrecognised) 
while attending secondary school. I explore how the participants remember, understand and 
negotiate what I name bullying affect as a normalised, everyday practice of hetero 
(understood as two) gendering encountered at school, ‘as nothing too serious’ (survey data 
transcript), as an assemblage that induces shame.  
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In this chapter, I consider goaded practices as doings and actions that are undertaken 
as becoming schoolgirl.  The data illustrates silent dialogues of unsaid in the text and provides 
traces of what is out-of-field, as the integral entanglement of productive boundaries of 
difference.  In this analysis, I attempt what Maggie MacLure calls decentring the voice that 
‘knows who she is, says what she means and means what she says’ (2008, p. 104).  This 
movement complicates voice to account for context and forces within an experience and 
where all voices are ambiguous (Mazzei & Jackson, 2012).  I am seeking ruptures of singular 
truth that signal an always fluxing telling that is dependent on relational power and context, 
illustrating ways ‘when the noiseless, discursive frame shifted, so did [participant] truth’ 
(Mazzei & Jackson, 2012, p. 750).  This interchange questions the notion of reflection as a 
fixed position (Barad, 2007) and allows consideration of ways not only of how the research 
process itself disturbs things we are attempting to measure but is productive of them.  Thus, 
the referent of the schoolgirl here is considered as a fluxing productive phenomenon, not an 
independent actual object with distinct attributes. In participant recounts, “the ‘past’ and the 
‘future’ are repetitively reworked and enfolded through the iterative practices of 
spacetimemattering’ (Barad, 2007, p. 315) over and over again. 

In the first section of the chapter, I focus on the two entangled discursive practices 
that grew out of the data. First, the practice of openly expressing an intrinsically understood 
self-deficit voiced in the past/present/future by the participants that bore no relation to any 
reality of success/failure (at school and beyond), and secondly, the perpetual policing of 
visible embodied femininities.  Participant perceptions are examined thinking with Erin 
Gilson’s take on the concept of ‘wilful ignorance’ (2011, p. 313). Wilful ignorance is an 
aspiration to ‘be’ a master subject in the context of schooling.  What this concept illustrates is 
ways determinates of gender, class and race intersect to produce inequality, not just for 
schoolgirls generically but for particularly marked schoolgirls.   

Povinelli’s quote prologued here signals ways I intend to explore processes of 
‘potentiality as socially constituted and materially distributed’ and how social constitution 
involves forces of incitation or bullying that results in the production of privileging some 
bodies materialising at the expense of others. These differential outcomes are explored in 
micro in the final section of this chapter, utilising the data produced with the two youngest 
participants, marked in their ‘value’ difference informed by the concept of “not just a right to 
exclusion, but simultaneous right of access, of entitlement’ (Skeggs, 2004, p. 175) that 
enables becoming appropriately schoolgirl in particular classed ways.   

Bullying affect 

Bullying affect evokes a conflict between a felt affect, understood by these participants 
as inherent and negative, and the rationalisation and suppression of the feeling in order to 
enable an appropriately aspirational identity. Bullying, in this study, presents as twofold; first, 
as promoting and re/producing anxieties in young people that they are not working hard 
enough at performing visibly the right sort of identity  and, secondly, as fostering a self-
inflection of inferiority (as shame) that is always in danger of revealing itself as vulnerable. 
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The participants work hard to ensure that their invulnerability is not in question by denying 
affect (as hurt or pleasure) on their own bodies and often on those they themselves bullied. 
This silencing is a refusal of difference as anything other than negative and is productive of 
inequality.  

The two concerns viewed here are the incitements of specific practices that induced 
binary, sexist becomings for the schoolgirl participants.  The incitement to become ‘good 
enough’, as a fundamental servile positioning, can be aligned with a ‘getting it right’ 
(Quinlivan, 2014) assemblage. This is understood as where the schoolgirl is seen to work 
hard to ensure she ‘fits’ in relation to what she abstractedly should be to be accepted and 
receive praise. In the focus group, Eve (government and independent co-educational, white, 
middle-class, early twenties) reflects on the collective impression of self-deficit voiced in the 
filmed interviews,  

there’s all these shared comments that ‘I don’t think I did well enough at that’, 
that’s what struck me. (Focus group transcript) 

This demonstrates the practice of a ‘normalisation of neo-liberal ethos of continuously 
maximizing, bettering and reinforcing the self” (Walkerdine & Ringrose, 2006, p. 37) by 
working hard to hone skills of narrow capacity. This high level of gendered self-reflexive 
anxiety has also been reported in recent large-scale research in Australia (Mission Australia, 
2013, p. 6). Linked to this ‘being good enough’ was the anxiety of attaining the correct, 
visibly embodied femininities that was understood as necessary to be a master subject at 
school. The appropriate girl embodiment (slim, silent, passive, pretty) was both covertly and 
overtly expressed as desirable through encounters of a regulatory bullying affect. Illustrating 
this diversity are the following transcript excerpts:  

god forbid if you were fat. (Erin (government co-educational, Chinese Malaysian, 
middle-class, twenty-five years old), interview transcript)  

 when will she learn to shut up. (Eve (government and independent co-
educational, white, middle-class, early twenties), interview transcript) 

felt like the pressure of just having to look good in front of people…and it was the 
same for every girl as well. (Kiara (government co-educational, white, middle-
class, late teens), interview transcript)  

Bullying in this chapter is not considered through the dominant lens of an individual 
and pathological binary (Horton, 2014) consisting of victim and perpetrator but as a 
‘situational and socio-cultural dimensions of power’ (Ringrose, 2008, p. 510). Of particular 
concern is the discourse of girl bullying named as individually pathological. Girls that are 
‘not nice’ and show any sort of aggression (physical or psychological) are set in polarity to 
their helpless victims. A binary take on bullying ignores ways the affects of bullying are 
actually a systematic collective policing of girlhood produced through and reinforcing 
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gendered power relations, as previously discussed. There has been a strong association drawn 
between popularity and bullying practices, where popularity is assigned to schoolgirls 
according to their physical and behavioural attractiveness to boys (Duncan & Owens, 2011).  
This hetero power relation is entangled with  

bully discourses [that] operate in complex racialised and classed ways that can 
mark young people out as either gender deviants, or as not adequately performing 
normative ideals of masculinity and femininity (Ringrose & Renold, 2010, p. 573)  

and entrenched with the production of shame.  Participants mostly understand the bullying 
affect recounted as not sexist but rather as normal everyday banter.  I understand this 
common-sense practice as productive of material determinates of appropriate feminine 
physical traits and behaviours as matter and meaning on these girls bodies in myriad ways.  

Ringrose argues that girl bullying named as an inherent meanness (2006, 2008), as in 
the slut shaming discussed below, is set in opposition to masculine physical violence. It 
constitutes a post-feminist discourse that produces an essentialised, individualised and 
pathologised middle-class, white girl that regulate naturally heterosexual girlhood as that 
which epitomises success. Girl bullying is understood by these schoolgirls as the worse type 
of bullying, paradoxically, even when delivered by boys who ‘are never blamed’ (survey 
data).  This bind is distinctively illustrated in Belinda’s (independent girls’ school, white, 
middle-class, late forties) recount of gendered name-calling applying slut and bitch (as a 
practice of meanness) as an act to ‘alleviate the pressure’ when you are just not ‘geared up’ 
to ‘punch her in the face’ 

So you wouldn’t say it to their face, but you’d probably say it to your best friend, 
that she’s a real S-L-U-T…It was just kind of like the worst comment that you 
could say to someone, that they’re loose, they’re that…that type of thing is said, 
but it’s said like as a real bitchy thing to alleviate the pressure of that girl who’s 
really annoyed you and it’s probably you just can’t go up and – I mean you know, 
it just doesn’t happen.  You can’t go up and punch her in the face so you just, 
you’re not geared up to do that. (Interview transcript) 

Amy (independent girls’ school and government co-educational school, white, 
middle-class, early twenties) guiltily recounts the competitive thrill she felt when she bullied 
another girl.  This competitive drive, as a perceived masculine practice, is encouraged in line 
with the neoliberal schooling agenda. It ‘felt so good’ but was a transgression for a middle-
class white girl.  For Amy, these discourses create confusion between feelings and 
rationalisation of these feelings and turn inwards to become understood as pathological 
meanness with devastating effect.  

I was the bully.  I was just mean…makes you feel so good… all the boys wanted 
her and she was just so lovely and ugh, and she was just so lame…  I just thought, 
I just really just wanted her, I wanted to be, I wanted to beat her…I didn’t want 
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her to be in the line of control.  I wanted to be the hot one.  I wanted to be the 
smart one.  I wanted to be the one that was winning. (Amy, interview transcript) 

Amy names herself as the bully, as abject but pleading defensively states ‘I wanted to be the 
one that was winning’.  Amy was not the desirable lovely of her perceived victim, she was 
mean. Her disdain for her adversary is in her passive femininity, in her lameness.  Amy does 
not want to be lame but she wants to be the one winning. She is confused and stuck in a Catch 
22 of how to perform as desirable and have power22, and how this is also concurrently 
understood as ‘lame’ passiveness.  She understands this lameness as abject to her but, also, as 
holding the key to a relational power. 

Assemblages of dynamic mattering of ‘lack’ 

Schoolgirl practices such as the one above are explored drawing on Barad’s theory of 
agential realism that pertains to a productive process of intra-action that theorises these 
schoolgirls as co-constructed with the material world, never separate from it, where 
‘Embodiment is a matter not of being specifically situated in the world, but rather of being of 
the world in its dynamic specificity’ (Barad, 2007, p. 377).  Barad’s statement identifies the 
schoolgirls not as pre-disposed girls who appear in a context that is exterior to them and that 
effects them by the imposition of these discursive practices from the outside in.  I contend, 
using her supposition, that the schoolgirls as actual entities are produced as a result of, or an 
effect of, specific ongoing intra-action, as phenomena; the specific relations in action, the 
entanglements with the material discursive practices of their particular world as a dynamic 
unstable effect. This allows for understanding how economic, psychological and 
physiological entities produce and are responsible for the well-being of these participants; 
how matter actually matters. 

The schoolgirl is produced by intra-action (Barad, 2007), a ‘process of assuming a 
sex’ (Butler, 1993, p. xiii) as a girl, assumed as a fixed identity (Foucault, 1978), that can 
only be productive of the reduction of potential in this gendered dichotomy, as ‘not a boy’.  
The determinate material discursive shadow of ‘[h]eterosexuality as a compulsory orientation 
[that] reproduces more than ‘itself’: it is a mechanism for the reproduction of culture’ 
(Ahmed, 2006, p. 161) and is productive of an overtly sexed, polarised, schoolgirl self where 
becoming sexed involves much more than identifying physiological matter. The physiological 
matter carries meaning and the shameful vagina itself is rarely spoken of or seen but 
‘everybody knows there’s a penis’ (Eve, focus group transcript, government and independent 
co-educational, white, middle-class, early twenties). These participants are overtly (but 
silently) and continually reminded of the ever-expanding myriad of desirable self-deficit that 
is, alternative to lack, productive.  

In this chapter, I contribute to the research into contemporary girlhood by considering 
the paradox of an active, agentic, production of a performative lack of capacity. I refuse the 
popularly invoked and much researched discourse of ‘girl power’ set in polarity to a ‘girls at 
                                                      
22 Understood as being desirable to boys 
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risk’ trajectory in relation to sexuality and becoming woman (Renold & Ringrose, 2013), as 
this assumes a predetermined subject; the girl. I consider that this discourse only masks how 
sexist and inequitable practices and rituals, identified as common-sense, are actioned through 
coercion and constraint as a bullying affect that, alternatively, produces a particular feminine 
subject as differentially girl. Differential here refers to the production of hierarchical 
boundaries of negative difference within constructs of ‘girlhood’ entwined with production of 
race and class. 

This research is attempting to illustrate ways a desire for inclusive belonging, incited 
through a negative bullying affect, is often mis/understood by these schoolgirls as agentic, as 
self-control, and is in conflict with affective bodily pleasure and material economic outcomes 
and, ultimately, the psychological and physiological interests of participants.  The desire to 
‘fit’, as a feminine, successful student who is forever lack is exhausting work and not, and 
never can be, the power relation anticipated/promised. In this research, a direct dialogue with 
and between participants in the focus group allowed them to reflect on their own experiences 
undergone at secondary school and, as such, created a political space for discussion. This 
discussion has made evident ways intense self-regulation creates anxiety, as negative affect, 
and brings into focus particular determinates set by the education assemblages which must be 
met to live a deemed appropriate and successful life for these ‘once were schoolgirls’. This 
process of production of norms of being schoolgirl are adopted, embodied and reiterated, as 
lack of capacity, an exclusion of self or an essentialist understanding of non-belonging in 
specific spaces; what Bronwyn Davies named ‘border-work’ (2006).  Importantly, a lack of 
capacity is not a passive act but one that is actively and intensively honed in order to fulfil a 
desire to be the perceived powerful master subject. For these female participants, a powerful 
master subject prescribes particular material embodiments and behaviours as feminine, as 
submissive. These determinate femininities are abject in the sense that, within an assumed 
sexuality-gender-sex binary (Youdell, 2006) conception, they can only be framed as other 
than the privileged determinate prescribed as masculinity/male where ‘to be ‘different from’ 
came to mean to be ‘less than’’ (Braidotti, 2013, p. 28).   

Butler (2005, p. 19) understands that we are unable to see outside of the situation we 
live and thus cannot have intentions to other ways of being. This leads her to question ‘[w]hat 
are these norms, to which my very being is given over’ (2005, p. 23); in this study, I ask what 
are the norms of being schoolgirl. I argue that by engaging with the performative identity of a 
successful schoolgirl, as a post-feminist (McRobbie, 2009; Ringrose, 2007, 2012) master 
subject, these participants are not only creating discursive and material limits but excluding 
other ways of being and re/creating hegemonic power structures of inequity.  

Refracting bodies 

Refraction is understood here as how matter is shaped through context.  Entities exist 
through each other, bending and twisting in relation, entangled with contextual forces that 
actualise them. As context changes, so does what comes to be.  
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The distancing of self from what we are not is practiced by participants and is 
achieved through actioning embodied practices and engaging in normative policing actions of 
‘normative cruelties’ (Ringrose & Renold, 2010, p. 575) such as being a mean girl. Erin 
(government co-educational, Chinese Malaysian, middle-class, twenty-five years old) 
recounts: 

it came out of a place of insecurity, where you had to be the person calling that 
person the name, so that you wouldn’t get called that name. (Interview transcript) 

These co-cultivated, regulatory links are explored in relief to these narratives of 
becoming schoolgirl formed in intra-action. The resulting policing assemblage produce 
desirable measurements of actions and embodiment that bring into focus particular material 
characteristics as meaning.  These tropes recur in the data in a multitude of dialogues. Some 
examples illustrating this multiplicity are:  

Quiet studious girls didn’t have boyfriends. (Susie (Catholic girls’ school, white, 
middle-class, late forties), interview transcript) 

If a girl wore a lot of make-up or what she wore, she would be described as like 
slutty, regardless of what she ever did. (Eve (government and independent co-
educational, white, middle-class, early twenties), focus group transcript) 

Girls’ who looked a little bit unusual or came from an unusual background…they 
never had somebody to sit with at lunch. (Emma (independent girls’ school, 
white, middle-class, late teens), interview transcript) 

The focus is actually on your body…whether you’re skinny and god forbid you’re 
fat because you know that’s probably the worst thing you could be in a guy’s 
mind. (Erin (government co-educational, Chinese Malaysian, middle-class, 
twenty-five years old), interview transcript) 

Are my Faberges23 fitting the way that it looks on the popular girl? (Veronica 
(government co-educational, African heritage, middle-class, mid-forties, 
interview transcript), interview transcript) 

This chapter considers ways that exclusion and abjection (Butler, 1993, p. xiii), as an 
affective policing at school, is founded on the bounds of ‘presumption of unproblematic 
heterosexuality’ (Rasmussen, 2005, p. 39) and is materially embodied and mostly silently felt 
by these participants at secondary school in an effort ‘to withhold critique in order to count as 
a modern sophisticated girl’ (McRobbie, 2009, p. 18); the desired, resilient, independent and 
agentic girl. These embodied affects, I argue, have nothing to do with actual sex or sexuality 
but produce a regime that embeds unequal power relations as natural.  This work illustrates 
not only the possible material consequences, as exclusion and violence, of occupying an 

                                                      
23 Faberge’s were a popular brand of jeans,  in the 1980’s 
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alternative or antagonistic position from the prescribed and desirable position but also the 
pitfalls of aspiring to the required position, as a lose-lose situation. 

Helen (white, middle-class, late forties) furthers this understanding of acceptable and classed 
feminine policing behaviour when she discusses events in her ‘diverse’ government co-
education country high school where she ‘felt safe and comfortable everywhere’ despite the  

times where they’d have these fights in the locker bay area…those pretty rough 
girls who came from rough environments…they’d go around and just taunt 
everyone who wasn’t Aboriginal or related.  (Interview transcript) 

Helen distinguishes herself from the dangerous others who were visibly stained by 
race and came from rough environments. Veronica (government co-educational, African 
heritage, middle- class, late forties) contemplates how the colour of her skin can never be 
white enough and is a determinate that places you within a hierarchal framework just like 
your sex and class, ‘people might think oh you're very fair and all of that, you are treated 
accordingly as to your colour’. What is the worst thing you can be called apart from slut?  In 
Veronica’s case, ‘Abo’, policed by whiteness where, ‘girls I think they would question why do 
I have a boyfriend cause they didn’t have a boyfriend at the time’.  This illustrates Skeggs’ 
(2004) assertion that ‘those who belong have to display and embody the right characteristics 
and dispositions’ (p. 19) and these include the colour of your skin. 

Academic success at school, for these participants, presents as less important and was 
understood as less ‘natural’ and in opposition to preferred feminine embodiment that was 
highly visible. Exceptions arose in this study when the participant names herself as an 
undesirable body so she disconnected her body, ‘all I had was my brain’ (Eve, interview 
transcript, independent and government co-education, white, middle-class, early twenties).  
This understanding is incubated in a school environment where girls are often weighed in 
public and even prodded with ‘fat tongs’ within an education system demanding personal 
responsibility for their appearance, sexual activity and health. Erin’s (government co-
educational, Malaysian Chinese heritage, middle-class, twenty-five years old) silent anxious 
response to bullying is arguably rampant among girls in schools where they turn themselves 
inwards. Eating disorders were significant in the survey data of this research and discussed by 
most of the participants, despite not being solicited.  Some girls simply quietly stop eating.  
These nice girls do not complain, they are quiet, have both high attendance and high grades 
and are no trouble. 

 rejection made me feel anxious, because I didn’t have a safe space…I wasn’t 
going to get pushed out of this group...It came out of my eating habits… I 
remember just feeling so anxious I couldn’t eat for a while. (Erin, interview 
transcript) 

Survey respondents articulated a critical performance of the material self as unhappiness 
with their body.  The younger cohort reported as significantly more unhappy in varying 
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degrees, peaking at 60% unhappiness in Year 9 and 10, easing slightly to 43% in years eleven 
and twelve.  The survey text responses reported eating disorders (10%)24 and an overall 
anxiety surrounding the body in a variety of ways but particularly in regard to weight, skin 
and breasts.  Even those young respondents who stated that they were happy with their body 
image reported that they were anxious and preoccupied with their physical appearance and 
linked this with low self-esteem.  Both cohorts reported body issues as the greatest cause of 
harassment in secondary school (58%). 

It became apparent that there was conflict within notions of feminine beauty and 
notions of academic intelligence for these schoolgirls. This attitude is representative of the 
discourse representing girls’ academic achievement as lack (Renold & Allan, 2006), as 
unnatural and the result of very hard work. Participants mostly assessed the conflict as a need 
to downplay their academic abilities.  The successful schoolgirl is, ultimately, an embodied 
material entity where her feminine material form, objectified, matters as meaning and is 
policed by not only others but self.  Considerable time was spent by these participants on 
worrying if they were attractive as girls first, constantly reminded of feminine embodiment 
through a schoolyard bullying affect. These anxieties were higher in the younger cohort of 
participants. The survey data attest to the younger cohort considering themselves both 
significantly more intelligent and more attractive than the older cohort but also sadder. 
Academic intelligence was differentially understood as important where intelligence at 
certain knowledge’s was highly valued. Being both intelligent and beautiful at the same time 
can be understood as a threat to masculine hegemony and needs to be managed carefully 
(Charles, 2010) and perhaps managing these attributes is a reason for the reported 
melancholia further discussed in Chapter 8.  

  

                                                      
24 Despite not being asked directly about eating disorders 
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Table 9: Self description of schoolgirl self (survey data) 
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Schoolgirl assemblage productive of resilience, independence, agency and niceness 

Schoolgirls are overtly expected and encouraged to adopt attributes of resilience, 
independence and agency (all feminist ideals). It is argued here that these ideals have been 
subverted. The expectation that successful females are independently responsible for their 
own accession to power erases how the structural, societal context is relevant as a differential 
distribution of resources (Ringrose, 2012). As Emma (independent girls’ school, white, 
upper-middle-class, late teens) recounts 

if you work hard you’ll get what you want, if you get good academic results you 
will get to where you want to go – don’t blame your position on being a woman 
but don’t assume that there is no such thing as gender inequality. (Interview 
transcript)  

  I attempt to complicate the resonating discourse surrounding female empowerment and 
choice that often covertly absorbs feminism as if it has already been taken into account and is, 
therefore, no longer relevant (McRobbie, 2009). I account for the contradictory (sometimes 
destructive) affective feelings participants evasively recount that have been silenced and 
appropriately excised in the encouraged pursuit of the desired, neoliberal, autonomous, 
master subject where a happiness script is an investment in their own access to equity as 
being where 

they could have it all, with a job – no not a job, a career – to have a career and a 
married life, and children. (Susie (Catholic girls’ school, white, middle-class, late 
forties), interview transcript) 

The feminised construct of aspirational independence and choice, of having it all, 
nullifies the relevance of feminism and reiterates neoliberal individualism where personal 
responsibility for your own success is paramount.  This research speaks back to quantitative 
research on girls’ measured schooling success and interrogates choice discourses marked by 
girl power. Little in-depth discussion has been heard directly from girls of ways they 
affectively understand and rationalise their schooling experiences in relation to each other and 
to becoming a subject with relational power.  I understand that this may be because of the 
paradox of denial that is implicit and deeply entwined in becoming a desirable subject, as not 
other, and researchers may need to look further than initial responses by an interrogation of 
voice (MacLure, 2008).   

The method used in this study enables a more nuanced analysis as it allows for 
participants to directly interrogate their own fluxing affective responses and experiences by 
engaging with their own filmed interviews. It also provided a space for participants to engage 
with each other. Ringrose (2008) suggested that girls’ internalised responses are difficult to 
detect. This is because they are not only considered costly, naming yourself as victim, but 
also affectively painful to recall.  This is evidenced when Carla (government co-educational 
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school, white, middle-class, late forties) confesses, in the focus group, to a self-silencing 
during her interview,  

I couldn’t speak when you asked what were the names people called you and I did 
not want to say those names because it’s just so hurtful to think about that…that 
poor girl…oh that’s me. (Carla, focus group transcript) 

Carla does not want to be ‘that poor girl’. 

Spinoza’s (1994) notion of affect of bodies on other bodies is summoned to 
understand the intersecting entanglement of gender, class and race, where have nots, haves 
and have mores are similarly blinkered and espouse an illusionary positivity of feminine 
progress embracing the aspirational, neoliberal construct of individualism that negates 
responsibility for the collective.  This drive, named by McRobbie (2009) as ‘female 
individualism’ (p. 16), recurs frequently in this research and, in itself, perpetuates inequality 
as it accounts for collective feminist politics as irrelevant.  None of the participants engaged 
in feminist histories at school, most considered feminism as naturally embedded in their 
schooling lives and most equated feminism to resignification of appropriate feminine traits of 
independence, resilience and agency.  

What is evident in all fourteen participants’ retelling in this study is a common denial 
of vulnerability, defined by Erinn Gilson (2011) as that which produces both ethical and 
epistemological closure. This invulnerability fits as ‘wilful ignorance’ (2011, p. 313), as an 
aspiration to the individual position of power that demands an attribution of capacity that 
repudiates the existence of gender-based inequity (McRobbie, 2007); a denial of being ‘that 
poor girl’. The participants in this study aspire, desire and action the co-production of master 
schoolgirl differentially as they intra-act with their worlds. I consider how, although 
constrained, participants negotiate very different notions of ‘appropriate’ success at 
secondary school, as the perceived master subject, and how this concept of perceived agency 
is intrinsically linked to class and race.  Walkerdine and Ringrose (2006) understand this 
construct as ‘upward mobility’, ascribed to women as self-regulating femininities. The 
production of the schoolgirl (as the production of girlhood femininities)  

comprises a constant stream of incitements and enticements to engage in a range 
of specified practices which are understood to be both progressive but also 
consummately and reassuringly feminine (McRobbie, 2007, p. 721).  

These specified practices are the set determinates of measurements that are productive of 
what they measure. The hierarchal power structure evolves through a bullying affect, 
producing any difference as a negative.   

These participants learn, in mostly painful intra-action, what is required and perform 
to achieve a particular type of appropriate success (within individual context) where ‘we’re 
all telling the same stories because we’re living within the same system’ (Hannah, focus 
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group transcript, government co-educational, white, working class, late forties). The same, 
tiered, education assemblage where participants, paradoxically, alongside claims of 
repudiation, narrate stories of unproblematic secondary schooling although ‘there was 
bullying everywhere’ (Molly old, focus group transcript, independent girls school, Greek 
heritage, middle-class, twenty years) and where ‘bullying was daily, harassment was part of 
it’ (Carla, interview transcript, government, co-educational, white, middle-class, late forties). 

Entangled in the conventional performance of feminine traits lies a discourse of 
niceness where aspirational, middle-class, white girls are expected to perform as ‘nice’ 
(Ringrose, 2008; Walkerdine et al., 2001). This niceness enforces a silencing of dissent. The 
desire to be seen as nice is evidenced in this project as a dominant aspirational attribute for 
schoolgirls.  The schoolgirl, as invulnerable (independent, resilient, agentic), is, 
paradoxically, quiet and nice, visibly slim, pretty and white.  These embodied attributes are 
honed and performed, evident in a discursive practice of privilege recounted by these 
participants as ‘being lucky’ and if you are ‘lucky’ then you are allowed pretend choice.  

Being ‘lucky’ equates, passively, to nicety and abdicates all responsibility to others 
who are not so lucky. It erases scrutiny of the processes of distinction as the drawing of 
boundaries that actually produce your own ‘lucky’ situation. Being lucky is anything but 
passive and is a process of continual self-scrutiny and work of policing boundaries and 
making distinctions in the negative. Ringrose (2006) has argued that a new template has been 
produced for normal girlhood that re-pathologises femininity, constructing any aggression, or 
dissent, from girls as wrong, an illness that appears inherently linked to class (inhibiting 
personal success) and the dangers attached to refusing niceness translate to the abhorrent 
feminist killjoy (Ahmed, 2010b). Transgressor Amy (independent girls’ school and 
government co-educational school, white, middle-class, early twenties) laments,  

I was never nice.  And people don’t like un-nice people and I’m really insecure 
about being nice. (Interview transcript)    

Desire for a denied submissiveness is reiterated in the agentic trope “It never stopped me 
from doing anything” (Hannah, interview transcript, Government co-educational, white, 
middle-class, late forties). Denial, though, results in feelings of secret, inherent inadequacy 
that delimits the schoolgirl subject within a faux choice discourse that is exclusionary. 
McRobbie (2009) explains 

The individual is compelled to be the kind of subject who can make the right 
choices.  By these means new lines and demarcations are drawn between those 
subjects who are judged responsive to the regime of personal responsibility, and 
those who fail miserably…these power relations which work so effectively at the 
level of embodiment…productive of new realms of injury and injustice (2009, p. 
19)  
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The participants continually referred to themselves as ‘lucky’ if they considered 
themselves bodily acceptable (white, thin, pretty) and, above all, nice.  The embodied choice 
of femininity is assumed as a natural inclination resulting in being intrinsically good at 
particular feminine activity as opposed to notions of capacity for acquired learning and 
intelligences while at school. In the following section I examine in depth the differential 
conditions of existence and the resulting re/production of more than gender inequity by 
utilising the data of two of my participants. The material impacts that result from these 
apparently natural choices include the economic, corporeal and psychological well-being of 
my participants. 

Assemblages of class: Emma and Kiara 

In this final section of the chapter, I use the data drawn from the two youngest 
participants, Emma and Kiara, schoolgirls from different ends of the socioeconomic 
spectrum, to tease out differential negotiations of the schoolgirl master subject. Contextually 
anchoring in the material world reveals ways discourse is abstractedly decontextualised and 
infused with neoliberal individualism (McRobbie, 2009) and effectively enables a shifting 
concept of success for these participants as ‘free market feminism’(Ringrose, 2007, p. 484). 
Discursive practices materialise and re/produce differential hegemonic conditions of 
existence. I intend to illustrate ways these participants are materially and discursively situated 
as entangled and co-constituted with their world. How did these two schoolgirls intra-act with 
the education assemblage to perform success as an investment in femininity, and how did that 
situate them physically, psychologically and economically?   

Emma is a white, high achieving graduate from an inner-city, elite, private girls’ 
school and understands herself as ‘the successful schoolgirl’. She was a school leader in her 
final year (2011) and she articulates a position of privilege.  She, at the time of the interview, 
at the age of eighteen, was attending an elite Victorian university and resides with her parents 
and brother in a substantial residence in one of Melbourne’s most affluent suburbs. Emma 
understands herself, rationally, as not vulnerable to the assemblages that make up her 
educational experience. She adamantly reiterates the happy school days trope and believes 
her essentialist, hysterical, schoolgirl self is to blame, as a cause, for the affective angst she 
experienced at secondary school.  She believes that any out of control emotions can be/needs 
to be rationalised and controlled to enable individual success.   

Emma retells a recurring, dominant belief of the girls surveyed who attended single-
sex schools that ‘because it was an all-girls’ school it was feminist, sort of automatically’ 
(Emma, interview transcript), echoing statements such as ‘as I went to an all-girls school, I 
was met with no discrimination regarding my sex’ (survey data); accounting for gender 
equity as already taken into account. This belief has been dispelled by growing research that 
shows that single-sex schools are not, in reality, effective against gender stereotyping in 
education (Sikora, 2014). Emma justifies her invulnerability to the context of attending an all-
girls’ school, which she repeats during both the interview and focus group, reminding us that 
‘experience is not simply material, what ‘happens’; it is also discursive’ (St. Pierre, 2008, p. 
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228). At one stage during the focus group, Emma leans toward Molly (independent girls’ 
school, Greek heritage, middle-class, early twenties), conspiring in their privilege, and 
knowingly but secretly states (regarding their espoused happiness at school) ‘I went to a 
private girls’ school, that must be it’ and Molly nods affirmatively.  They confidently 
establish their elite credentials as master subjects within the group.  Emma (the youngest 
participant) was the most dominant presence in the focus group (forty-seven lengthy 
comments in comparison to Kiara’s (second youngest) five short comments. Emma situates 
her body with ease as located in a particular place in the social hierarchy (Jackson & Mazzei, 
2012), in a position of privilege and power that wilfully erases accounts of disadvantage for 
others by asserting this as fundamental to self.  

Kiara, at the time of her interview, is twenty years old and living at home with her 
single parent and teenage sister in a rented house in one of Melbourne’s far outer eastern 
suburbs.  She works as a sales assistant at a city shoe chain store. She also works as a model.  
Kiara is white, from a low socioeconomic background25, and attended her local, state, co-
educational, country, high school (Year 7, 8, 9), and then a suburban, co-educational, high 
school (Year 10 & 11), leaving half way through Year Eleven to attend a city-based, private, 
beauty school (TAFE26).  She explains  

why stay at school when the opportunity was there to sort of get a head start on 
what I wanted to do in life anyway…I am like why would I stay and study stuff 
that I don’t need to know.  

Kiara, as a post-feminist teenager, understands, as does Emma, ‘female individualism’ 
(McRobbie, 2009) and agentically attempts to transforms herself by firstly changing schools 
because  ‘it kind of felt like a lot of the kids in a sense were drop kicks – like they weren’t 
going anywhere’ and then by affirmatively leaving school, where she felt academically 
unsuccessful, to attend TAFE.  Kiara attempts to perform a classed selfhood that brings into 
effect entitlements (Skeggs, 2004) denied to the ‘drop kicks’.  This performed class focuses 
on ‘the relationships of entitlement [emphasis in original] to others’ (Skeggs, 2004, p. 153) as 
being a proper person. 

Kiara’s desire to perform the master subject is apparent in her perception of her ability 
to embody the identity of the ‘good schoolgirl’ through her successful embodiment of 
femininities which, for her, did not entail academic success. Her exchange value is 
understood as ‘no distinction between looking good and being good’ (Skeggs, 2004, p. 179). 
Underneath her articulated successful persona, though, the painful experiences of being 
schoolgirl persist and leak out despite her refusal of a ‘dropkick’ identity. She repudiates 
notions of vulnerability and is at pains to be ‘like everybody else’, not as one of the ‘young 
women who leave school early [who] are among the most socially and educationally 
disadvantaged groups of all young people’ (McLeod & Wright, 2009, p. 125). 

                                                      
25 She self describes as middle-class 
26 Training and Further Education (Australia; Department of Employment) 
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Kiara discusses her early years of secondary school and ways she attempted to be 
‘good’ and how this caused her to cry about everything.  These ‘upsetting’ experiences she 
learns to rationalise by becoming compliant, keeping her ‘mouth shut’ and making attempts to 
‘always just fitting in with the crowd I guess – never really wanted to stand out too much’ 
(interview transcript).  Kiara explains that, later in her schooling, she no longer found getting 
in trouble upsetting but ‘funny’ as she adopts her academic situational positioning as 
‘hopeless’. Kiara does not take schooling seriously as schooling does not take her seriously. 
She does not belong and is not expected to belong academically and demonstrates ways ‘class 
cultures continue to shape educational outcomes for girls’ (Ringrose, 2007, p. 483).  Her 
expected achievement level is clarified as to ‘pass…not with flying colours’.  Kiara is 
compliant in her attempts to be the ‘good’ schoolgirl although she openly and explicitly states 
she ‘hated’ school and has a high truancy rate. This hatred is linked to her affective non-
belonging academically at school, considered in more detail in the next chapter. Kiara 
negotiates the notion of the good schoolgirl, as the master subject, by successfully adopting 
feminine embodiments rather than academic achievement.  She understands that, by staying 
out of trouble, staying quiet and looking her best, she will achieve her aim of ‘wanting people 
to think of me as say a good student’.   

Kiara is caught up in the aspiration of neoliberal invulnerability as an aspiring master 
subject where discourse functions by placing the focus on the individual in control of her own 
destiny.  Her academic struggles are understood as inherently her own and this allows for 
dominant structures of class ideologies to remain unexamined and perpetuates the 
materialisation of hegemonic assemblages within education (McLeod & Yates, 2006).  Kiara 
is apparently not expected to move from her demographic. She admits to hating school, but 
this, unexpectedly, does not articulate her understanding of self as a failed schoolgirl; rather, 
she rejects any idea that she is vulnerable or affected by others and explains that school was 
just ‘not for her’.  No-one is to blame and she is not a victim as she aspires to an invulnerable 
‘norm’. In this case, the connection between ignorance of vulnerability and the persistence of 
oppressive social relations illustrates ways ‘exploitation of vulnerability and ignorance of 
vulnerability are bound together insofar as the latter is the condition of the former’ (Gilson, 
2011, p. 323).  

Kiara is seemingly able to traverse her classed destiny by choosing to embrace and 
focus on her independent, ‘natural’, feminine, embodied self, making an agential cut of 
distinction enabling an agentic and aspirational choosing rather than a shameful failing, firstly 
moving schools (to a higher achieving school) and then when this is unsuccessful, to TAFE 
(beauty school).  What I question is where does this actually leave her physically, 
psychologically and economically? The complication evident in Kiara’s voice reveals a 
perception of self where the data speaks of a schoolgirl who worked hard to become ‘blended 
in with the crowd’ to hone her skills as a perceived limited, non-academic, ‘feminine’ 
capacity and establish the ‘border-work’ (Davies, 2006) as an expulsion of self.  

I never felt ashamed – maybe disappointed or upset that I couldn’t figure out 
Maths or English or something like that but it was never sort of the talk of the 
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school or anything like that.  Like I was just sort of like a lot of people …I ended 
up pushing to the side and going I am not going to let that get to me and that’s 
not going to be my focus on life anyway, so I don’t want to waste my time getting 
upset about something that I have no use for…it’s hard to deal with that- you’re 
not successful at something. (Interview transcript) 

Emma also reiterates the affective discord in school as not the fault of the education 
assemblages or, in fact, anybody’s fault but the cause is that, in bringing a collection of 
adolescents together, inevitably ‘bad things happen’ as they are ‘unable to control their 
emotions’. This demonstrates the logic of a ‘bio-politics of the population’ (Foucault, 1978, p. 
139). Any failure at school is blamed (as cause) on intrinsic, teenage, hormonal, hysteria 
(historically linked innately to female hysteria) and the inability to be rational (determined a 
masculine trait) and thus a master subject. Emma does not consider how other bodies were 
affecting her own body in relation but rather identifies the impact as self-deficit, as a ‘box of 
slightly mismatched confused memories’ that she would prefer to leave alone.   

The struggle behind Emma’s voice shows in her contradictory storytelling that 
questions her own repeated statements of invulnerability and of those around her who perhaps 
could not become schoolgirl so easily. She has rationalised feelings of vulnerability to 
essentialised, teenage, hormonal anxiety, linking this cause to the effect of feeling alienated, 
in order to negotiate her feelings and possibly negate alienating experiences that she 
experienced at school. Emma articulates her superior invulnerability to subjectification as a 
material schoolgirl 

I think I’m unusual in that I was never really body aware or body conscious.  

Later in the interview, she lets slip how her body was, in fact, questioned and ways she was 
affected, contradicting her previous happiness statements of unaffectability: 

I was quite masculine, which in my teenage folly amped up quite a lot 
…There was more a sense of you need to be like us, you need to fit in with 
the pack, and if you don’t then you can get lost. 

Notably, she also allows for the possibility that her account of policing behaviour at 
school, as retold, may not be true.  

I didn’t really see much of it, which is good.  But that might not be the case 
with – I may have just been blind to what was really going on. 

Is she, in fact, implying that she did see ‘it’ but does not want to voice ‘it’ or become 
implicated in ‘it’ by acknowledging ‘what was really going on’?  Perhaps, as her retelling of 
events attests, ‘what was really going on’ is so silent that we are or choose to be ‘blind’ to it, 
even when we partake in policing behaviour ourselves. 
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 Emma’s identified and named behaviour as ‘masculine’ automatically deems her 
behaviour inappropriate for a girl.  She names it a ‘folly’, as not serious, an impossibility, 
demonstrating a production of the feminine as developed through a process of an ‘art of self’ 
(Foucault, 1985, p. 139). She articulates her masculine folly as a strength drawing people to 
her but then she articulates a change when ‘eventually’ her embodied masculinity, as noted by 
others in intra-action, made her feel alienated.  The trait, identified as masculine, is 
determined and named by the material discursive apparatus, classified as a transgression for 
Emma already named as a girl.  Butler states that femininity for females is ‘not the product of 
a choice, but the forcible citation of a norm, one whose complex historicity is indissociable 
from relations of discipline, regulation, punishment’ (1993, p. 177).  

 The phenomenon of becoming a schoolgirl in intra-action, the conditions of being, 
changed at puberty, requiring Emma to fit in and become more ‘girly’ in the world she is 
becoming with.  The level of acceptable display of masculinity became reductive and 
understood as justifiably undesirable; as just part of growing up girl, where ‘people are told 
that the secret of their truth lies in the region of their sex’ (Foucault, 1980, p. 214).  Her 
previously acceptable production of strength associated with masculinity was adapted through 
her intra-action with her world. Her feelings of alienation are rationalised as her fundamental 
state of being a female teenager rather than from the relational intra-action of material 
discursive practices limiting who she could ‘be’ as schoolgirl, to be included, a body that 
mattered. 

I grew into myself and became – I mean, I retained some of those qualities, 
but nothing to that extreme, but I found it – it was difficult not to be very 
girly. 

 Kiara discusses being schoolgirl in terms of successful embodiment linked to social 
relations where ‘the only reason I did go [to school] was to see my friends’ and she ‘would 
get up an hour earlier just to do my make-up’ as she wanted to look good as it would make 
her ‘feel better’. She may not be academic but she is ‘pretty’, and‘ felt, like, the pressure of 
just having to look good in front of people’ .The tension behind Kiara’s words attests that she 
was affected by other entities despite her repudiation ‘like I said I never just paid attention to 
any of that stuff… I just don’t remember any of it’.   She, as did Emma, goes on to recount 
stories of body image anxiety.  She contradictorily states that ‘it was really difficult’, ‘was 
really tough’, in the same breathe reassuring that it ‘wasn’t a massive problem’ and ‘it didn’t 
affect me too much’.  She also doubly assures that she ‘wasn’t fat or anything’ and was the 
‘same weight’.  She continues on in the same contradictory manner, stating her affective 
feelings and then rationalising them as an invulnerable master subject.  

 These gendered becomings are further complicated by restricted formal and 
informal sex talk at school and Kiara claims in the first instance that ‘we didn’t really 
talk about it’ which is supported by the other participants. I argue that this discourse is 
further entrenched by the limited formal sex education classes encountered at school by 
these participants where ‘feminine sexual desire must be silenced’ (Youdell, 2006, p. 
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259).  Kiara states ‘if you found out at school that someone was doing it, it seemed to be 
such a big deal’ and then implicates herself in this ‘big deal’ with how her ‘girlfriends 
made out – ‘oh you’ve had sex’…  It was like “well I have a boyfriend”’.  Having a 
boyfriend legitimises and justifies behaviours that differentiated her from the ‘girls who 
slept around’ and where ‘attention from boys must be managed in the appropriate ways, 
staked through codes of sexual propriety and respectability’ (Ringrose, 2008, p. 514).  

 Kiara recounts a story about a girl at school who kissed an older boy and was teased, 
describing it as ‘pretty nasty’, but it was ‘never me and my friends’, and ‘luckily that never 
really happened to me’ allowing for the distinct, undesirable possibility that it could have 
been her. Kiara also discusses bullying at school through a denial of knowledge and 
involvement; a silencing. As she tells her story, she normalises bullying as happening at 
‘every school’, ‘every day’ and always happening to ‘somebody’ and effectively silences the 
discussion by claiming that it was not significant but ‘just sort of your typical high school girl 
dramas’, just everyone trying to fit in (no-blame, no reason, common-sense) and something 
you just ‘brush off’. Kiara’s speaking of truth shifts with context as she reveals in the focus 
group how it was good watching the video and other participant’s interviews as it helped her 
feel that she wasn’t ‘a freak’ and she was ‘not the only one bullied at high school’ and this 
further contradicts her interview claims that she did not ‘remember any of it’.  

Emma also, in the focus group discussion and after watching the film, despite again 
reiterating her happiness and privilege at school, identifies with other participants’ 
experiences retold in the film. Her truth apparently shifts within a changing context that 
illustrates ways a negotiation of power relations unveils recognition of multiple selves, selves 
other than the one she has previously recounted. Emma cites Amy’s filmed interview  

she was just mentioning stuff like how it felt to be not as good as someone 
else was at something and wanting to hurt them, like really hysterical 
teenage feeling that I had completely forgotten. (Focus group transcript) 

She felt not as good, in deficit, and vulnerable, describing her affective becoming  

what it was like to want to fit into a group that you didn’t already belong to and 
adjusting your clothing, adjusting…and not feeling comfortable in the clothing 
like if you weren’t stick thin. (Focus group transcript) 

This desire to fit in is a desire for embodied subjectification, adjusting yourself, changing 
your body as a material discursive movement to ensure belonging: 

you didn’t want to miss school because you didn’t want to miss one day in 
case it meant that you were dropped out of the group.  I was like wow I had 
that oh my god I had that for seven years, like wow. (Focus group 
transcript) 

Emma perseveres in the production of aesthetic values and stylistic disposition of 
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measurements for seven years.  She has resources to persevere and ensure that she is a 
successful master subject.  Emma’s masculinity is identified as an undesirable trait that 
transgressed the schoolgirl subject and therefore was controlled and contained in intra-action.  
Emma’s masculine traits, named as ‘arrogant’ and ‘aggressive’ by others, were 
simultaneously named by Emma as ‘confident’ and ‘outgoing’, and succinctly illustrate the 
initial conflict and then a negotiation of the perceived transgression.  

Emma reveals, during the focus group, that the research has ‘connected me a bit 
more to universal women, femininity’ but appears unwilling to give up her privilege by 
understanding that her highly resourced position as a successful schoolgirl is only 
enabled by an alternate production of othering. She claims to understand that her often 
unspoken and felt experiences are collective and she now accepts she has more in 
common with the other ‘ninety percent of participants’ than she wants to admit, 
although she does not concede that her success may be more to do with class than 
gender.  Skeggs (2004, p. 182) differentiates between ressentiment (an expression of 
powerlessness) and resentment (an expression of the powerful) where the middle-class 
take the centre stage of identity as mattering that makes the working class invisible.  

Emma ironically and reassuringly names herself as a potential failing schoolgirl 
that asserts her belonging as due to her own mastery. 

if it’s any kind of consolation, and I was not a popular kid at school, I had 
good friends, I had a nice group, I wasn’t pretty, I wasn’t skinny, I wasn’t 
anything very exciting. (Focus group transcript) 

Emma was affected materially but the discursive tropes of political discourse dominate her 
‘voice’ as she rationalises her experiences through a silencing of the other (Mazzei, 2013).  
Emma sees her success at school as a ‘consolation’ to the ‘ninety-percent of people’ who did 
not achieve success at school but perhaps it is this very claim to a particular type of success, 
this very differentiation made by Emma, that propelled her through the processes of success 
that also excludes and creates an othering that was disenfranchising and incapacitating to 
others.  To deny vulnerability is to deny relationality and the power of one’s actions to affect 
others and abdicate responsibility for self and perpetuate oppression through complicity. This 
illustrates social differentiation, as class, is invisible for those who most benefit (McLeod & 
Yates, 2006). 

 Without a discussion with the film data and focus group, this complication 
would have stayed out of view in this research. Gilson states that “invulnerability is 
dissipated most forcefully through an awareness of processes of constitution because 
such awareness is an avowal of vulnerability itself’ (Gilson, 2011, p. 326).  In this 
research, the closer you examine another, the more same they appear in their difference. 
This reconfiguring through affirmative connections eliminates geometric solid lines and 
boundaries and, for that matter geometric subjects, creating an understanding of ways 
‘[d]iffraction marks the limits of the determinacy and permanency of 
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boundaries’(Barad, 2007, p. 378) .  

Butler (2004a) asserts that to  

ask for recognition, or to offer it, is precisely not to ask for recognition for what 
one already is.  It is to solicit a becoming, to instigate a transformation, to petition 
the future (p. 44) 

Kiara’s belief that there is no value in ‘horrible’ learning for her, as her reality, is a 
production of material discursive practices that constitute both ontic and semantic boundaries 
as a re-figuring of the world (Barad, 2007).  Her voice, ‘my best day was definitely when I 
left’ and ‘I was never there and it was good’, to me as an educator and educational researcher, 
is not that of the failing schoolgirl but that of the failing education assemblage intra-acting, in 
co-constitution, with her, constraining her becoming. The many ways that an authentic voice 
fails due to changing context that links voice to ‘performance, appearances, 
inconsequentiality, vacillation and vested interest’ (MacLure, 2008, p. 97) is motivated by a 
desire to ‘be’ the invulnerable master subject, where we do not want to even think about 
events that may unsettle us and, when we do we, must rationalise them. These ‘once were 
schoolgirls’ recount ways they strive to become a master of self; rationalising feelings and 
disciplining the body, enclosed in discourses of ‘liberation’ (Foucault, 1978) and ‘choice’ 
(Ringrose, 2012) that result in productive ‘happiness scripts’ (Ahmed, 2010, p. 59) attuned to 
feminine behaviours intrinsically tied to economic well-being and the capacity to endure the 
material conditions that they procure (Povinelli, 2011). Emma, as a privileged schoolgirl, is 
bounded by the conditions, as a ‘condition of existence’, that are not of her making as much 
as Kiara; the successful schoolgirl premised on the freedom to choose as a morally good 
student as opposed to the marginal subject (who is not very nice). These schoolgirls are of 
equal capacity but their material conditions were far from equal. Feminine practices of 
niceness were worked and negotiated by these students as actioning a performance of the 
good schoolgirl within their respective worlds. She is brought into existence by creating 
boundaries where the intra-action is constitutive of exclusions that discard and silence 
inequity by rebranding it as individual choice. Gilson states that ‘disavowal is a form of 
cultivated ignorance rather than a conscious and deliberate rejection’ (2011, p. 312) as a slow 
and subtle subjectification.  This will be further explored in the next chapter regarding 
limitations of subject choice. 
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Chapter 7: Traversing assemblages of gender and class in senior secondary 
Mathematics 

 

Image 8:  Original image 24/6/2013, Glen Eira Rd. Caulfield 

Introduction 

In this chapter, I examine the recounted perceptions and experiences of my 
participants in relation to subject selection in the later years of their secondary schooling and, 
in particular, the relationship to Mathematics.  This chapter builds on the account of 
pedagogical shame (discussed in Chapter 5) and its relation to the gendered refraction 
productive of schoolgirl bodies (discussed in Chapter 6) and looks at how this relation may 
influence participation and success in particular subjects. Building on the previous chapters 
that discuss links between shame, identity and embodiment, I discuss how phenomena, as a 
productive force that is negotiated in encounter, (in this case) in the Mathematics classroom, 
results in the production of the problematic schoolgirl that becomes both cause and effect.  
Productive processes are entangled with aspirations to become a master subject and are 
implicitly embedded in a reductive, ‘not good enough’27 assemblage where it is necessary to 
be good at everything, to enable a ‘having it all’ that is an individual responsibility 

                                                      
27 As discussed in Chapter 6 
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(Pomerantz & Raby, 2011) and entails the soliciting of a particular self in affective regulation 
(Leathwood & Hey, 2009). 

This account makes a shift in paradigm where the everyday encounters in the 
classroom are considered as intra-active phenomena (Barad, 2012) productive of the material 
schoolgirl where, if an analysis of difference begins after the differentiation (the agential cut28 
as the naming of the schoolgirl) has taken place, the materialising effects of production 
remain unaccounted for.  That is, the establishment of the construct that girls have a 
problematic relationship with Mathematics, as a primer of gender identity (Fine, 2010), 
causes this problematic relationship to materialise. Youdell (2006), informed by the work of 
Althusser, Foucault and Butler, maintains that when understanding the school student (in this 
case the ‘schoolgirl’),   ‘it is the very act of designation that constitutes these subjects as if 
they were already students’ (p. 519).  This is an assumption that this is a girls’ problem rather 
than a problem of context and intra-actions. This research seeks to undo common-sense 
assumptions of ‘causality, agency, relationality and change without taking distinctions to be 
foundational’ (Barad, 2012, p. 32) or inherent to these female bodies.  

Mathematics emerged as a major defining measure during intra-action with the 
education assemblage for these ‘once were smart schoolgirls’, spanning from global policy to 
classroom coalface. The focus on Mathematics and its relational production of identity and 
worth was evident during all stages of this research. Mathematics became noteworthy 
because survey respondents and interview participants were not directly asked about the 
subject of Mathematics (Appendix 5) but conversations and responses continually reverted to 
this topic, understood as a measure of academic (masculine/rational) ability and intellect. 

In this chapter, I will first provide details of the subjects undertaken by my 
interviewed participants, including interpretative results taken from the survey data and 
general Australian statistics. This will include a simple outline, not intended to be definitive, 
of the Australian educational field in relation to subject selection processes in the final years 
of schooling. Secondly, I will provide a more detailed vignette of participants’ encounters and 
understandings surrounding the choosing of subjects at secondary school. I survey participant 
understandings of their academic selves as entanglement that are both gendered and classed. 
This entanglement is considered as an affective aesthetic connection with doing knowledge, 
as encounter, in the classroom and is an important addition in the study of motivation and 
interest that precedes subject selection. My analysis focuses on how attending to affective 
processes within intra-action can challenge and allow new ways of thinking regarding how 
participants understand choice in this process that leads onto career trajectories. Australian 
researchers have already established that post-secondary pathways for girls are less likely to 
lead to success in the labour force (Collins, Kenway, & McLeod, 2000) and it is clear how 
gender segregation in the workforce worldwide perpetuates inequality (Buschor, Kappler, 
Frei, & Berweger, 2014). This research attempts to scrutinise how misunderstandings about 
choice can result in post-schooling trajectories that severely limit what girls can do in their 
careers beyond school.   

                                                      
28 Refer to Chapter 2, p. 32 
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Table 10: Subject participation in the last two years of secondary school (survey data) 
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Table 11: Subjects undertaken by video interview participants in their final year of secondary schooling (2 participants 
identified as participating in Advanced Mathematics) 

Mathematical entanglements 

Anna (independent girls’ school, white, middle-class, mid-twenties) makes the 
observation, 

Everyone’s self-worth comes from Maths (group laughter) I just couldn’t believe 
how that seemed to be the first and most definitive way of defining success at 
school, and even my own words surprised me. (Focus group transcript) 

The entanglements with Mathematics, as measured meaning, was understood, simultaneously 
as problematic and definitive of school/academic/life success. This understanding was 
supported by the survey data where Mathematics was nominated as the most disliked and 
problematic subject (40%). Mathematics continued to re-present in this data, unsolicited, as 
challenging for the schoolgirls in myriad ways linked to affective perceptions of value, 
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function, gender, physiology and intelligence. This apparent anxiety over and resistance to 
Mathematics builds on other current quantitative/positivist Australian research (Watt, 
2006;Watt et al., 2012) as well as international qualitative research that found girls self-report 
higher anxiety levels over Mathematics, as well as lower competence beliefs, than boys, 
despite achieving similar outcomes (Goetz, Bieg, Ludtke, Pekrun, & Hall, 2013; Lubienski et 
al., 2013).  This body of research shares my concern with the occupational foreclosure for 
females to high-income and prestigious occupations through a seemingly systematic 
excluding of Advanced Mathematics by girls at senior secondary school.  

My research builds on research threads that suggest girls, in Australia, do not want to 
risk doing poorly in a high status subject (Collins et al., 2000, p. 3). It considers international 
research (Goetz et al., 2013) that has also suggested stereotyped cognitions, rather than 
ability, contributes to the under-representation of females in mathematics-intensive domains.  
Findings that significant others influence students in following highly gendered choices due 
to stereotype threat (Buschor et al., 2014; Fine, 2010) are also relevent to the research here. 
Mathematics appears as entangled, structurally and symbolically, with masculinity (Brandell 
& Staberg, 2008; Mendick, 2005; Walkerdine, 1998). Gender differences in mathematical 
confidence have been found (in the US) to outstrip both differences in achievement and 
interest (Lubienski et al., 2013). I have nominated these findings to sit within the ‘not good 
enough’ assemblage (discussed in Chapter 6) that situates the schoolgirl in negation. Cordelia 
Fine’s (2010), Delusions of Gender, references how neuroplasticity demonstrates ways ‘the 
circuits of the brain are quite literally a product of your physical, social and cultural 
environment, as well as your behaviour and thoughts’ (p. 236).  Her work is supported 
through growing interest and research into neuroplasticity where ‘competitive plasticity’ is a 
process that demands the brain’s remapping of itself according to function (Doidge, 2007).  
Doidge’s (2007) competitive plasticity purports that it is very difficult to unlearn since what 
you have learned has already taken over a brain map.  That is, you become what you think.  

 Amy (independent girls’ school and government co-educational school, white, 
middle-class, early twenties) provides a schoolgirl viewpoint to the productive movement of 
the measuring apparatus of high stakes testing for university entry. She shows how it felt in 
intra-action and how this movement becomes both productive and destructive as a measuring 
apparatus of success, 

They always put this shit on your back; you’re going to be a massive failure.  
That’s always up in that school shit, it’s really fucked.  If you don’t do 99.9 
you’re going to be fucked.  It literally feels like that, it’s just terrible.  And now 
you realise you can go to TAFE, you can do whatever you want.  You don’t have 
to do that, it’s just ridiculous’. (Amy interview transcript) 

Amy articulates her value as reduced to a number that is, paradoxically, meaningless yet full 
of meaning and consequence. The cause and effect are incorrectly aligned with notions of an 
undefined success through assemblages of schooling where forces as norms remain unseen. A 
quasi-number is aligned to schoolgirl success, rather than subjects and interest related to 
occupational choice. I understand this as misrecognition of success. 
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 The recurring absurdity of a discourse of self-mastery expressed by respondents, as 
discussed in Chapter 6, was again supported by survey data that, concurrently and 
contradictorily, also reported high levels of vulnerability (above 75%) regarding performance 
of measured academic success (as referenced in Amy’s quote above). These text responses 
indicated vulnerability as self-deficit rather than attributed to a situational context and were 
understood as ‘normal teenage stuff’ (survey data). A self-policing of behaviour was apparent 
in these responses that resulted in avoidance of vulnerability through possible foreclosure to 
interests (in particular subjects) and consequently avoiding shame (Chapter 5) for not being 
‘good enough’ (Chapter 6). The reported anxiety surrounding Mathematics is high, which 
begs the question, if schoolgirls are so naturally disinterested in Mathematics, as reported, 
then why is it so referenced? 

Australian senior secondary subject selection field and Mathematics 

 In Australia, there is variance in final year requirements of secondary schooling 
because curriculum offerings, nationally, differ due to individual state/Territory jurisdiction29.  
Mathematics is not compulsory in a subject selection process where students choose to study 
between four and six subjects. Mathematics offered include Fundamental, Intermediate and 
Advanced. Educational researchers have long recognised the importance of subject selection 
in the final years of secondary schooling as a direct marker to access to further education and 
labour market opportunities and thus subject participation directly relates to issues of equity 
(Fullarton & Ainley, 2000). Equity was nominated in the Melbourne Declaration (Ministerial 
Council on Education Employment Training and Youth Affairs, 2008, p. 7) as a central goal 
for Australian schooling.  

 One substantial Australian study found that, when selecting subjects, ‘girls take 
clusters of subjects that spread across Key Learning Areas and do not appear as career-
focused’ (Collins et al., 2000, p. 2) while boys tend towards a narrow cluster with particular 
focus on logical, formulaic knowledge.  This trend of subject selection has consequences for 
girls’ future life trajectories and opportunities in relation to equity and access to high-paying 
and prestigious occupations. Fullarton and Ainley’s (2000) Australian research reinforced 
previous research that male participation prevails in the subject of Mathematics (with the 
greatest gender difference in Advanced Mathematics) and that participation in Mathematics 
was also heavily entangled with students’ socioeconomic backgrounds (p.16).  Researchers 
have suggested that students’ self-perceptions of ability and perceptions of subject difficulty 
and usefulness are influencing a continuing decline in participation of all students in 
Mathematics, which is a cause of concern (Kennedy, Lyons, & Quinn, 2014).  Kennedy et al. 
also found that, in Australia, during the period 1992-2012, the subjects of physics, biology 
and Advanced Mathematics have retained and even strengthened their male participation sex 
bias (Kennedy et al., 2014, p. 40). The drawing together of this research demonstrates that 
this participation bias has longevity. 

                                                      
29 The establishment of Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority (ACARA) in 2008 
developed a National Curriculum for Foundation to Year 10 for implementation by 2013(Donnelly & Wiltshire, 
2014) while States and Territories control the senior years of schooling. 
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  As previously discussed in Chapter 3, there exists considerable political anxiety 
(Donnelly & Wiltshire, 2014, p. 35) in Australia over Programme for International Student 
Assessment (PISA) results (Kennedy et al., 2014; Thomson, De Bortoli, & Buckley, 2013) 
that have shown Australian students; results for Mathematics (and English) have significantly 
fallen over recent years. PISA has been defined as a global public policy instrument used to 
politically lead and shape policymaking, mobilises educational imaginaries and judgements 
(Carvalho & Costa, 2015) and illustrates ways that education is, increasingly, shaped by 
market-oriented values in the context of neoliberalism (Burke, 2015).  Thomson et al’s report 
found that, in Australia, the higher the level of a student’s socioeconomic background, the 
better the student’s performance in Mathematics.  They also found that the highest 
socioeconomic quartile performed eighty-seven score points higher than those in the lowest 
socioeconomic quartile and that this difference equates to a staggering two and a half years of 
schooling (p. 14). Males were found to have performed significantly higher than females (by 
twelve score points) (p.13) and female mathematical literacy had significantly declined since 
it was last measured by PISA 2003 (p.15). In 2013, just over 80% of Year 12 students were 
enrolled in a course of Mathematics (76% of girls, and 85% boys) (Barrington & Evans, 
2014). 

 

 

 

Table 122:  Gender distribution of Year 12 course completions by key learning area, 2005-2010 (Falkiner, 2012) 

 Table 12 above shows that, overall, female, Australian, secondary students’ 
Mathematics completion was at 49% against 51% completion by boys during the measured 
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period 2005-2010.  However, the breakdown into fundamental, intermediate and advanced 
levels of Mathematics reveals a much wider gender gap.  According to Falkiner (2012), the 
popularity of Advanced Mathematics is increasing but is dominated by males (60% compared 
to 39.8% of females in 2010).  In Intermediate Mathematics, 52% were male completions 
compared to 48% female, and fundamental Mathematics’ male completion rate was 47.4% 
and females’ 52.6% (ibid. p. 9).  Another recent Australian study (Barrington & Evans, 2014) 
found that girls were less than half as likely to choose an Advanced Mathematics trajectory as 
their male counterparts.  This study again reinforces findings that girls are under-represented 
in Intermediate Mathematics but on par with boys in fundamental or elementary 
Mathematics. According to Kennedy, Lyons and Quinn (2014), trends in entry Mathematics 
has shown a move from a slight female bias in 1994 to an equal ratio of boys and girls in 
2012; Intermediate Mathematics has shown a strengthening male bias over time to a ratio of 
eight females to every ten males in 2012; Advanced Mathematics is considered stable over 
the time period at the rate of fourteen female students to every twenty-five males (p. 42). 

 This body of research suggests that the discourse of Mathematics is inherently 
problematic for girls. However, the apparent lack of engagement with Mathematics cannot be 
understood as a natural gendered perception as many boys also feel challenged by 
Mathematics.  Alternatively, the choice to not pursue Mathematics for these participants may 
possibly be understood by girls affectively as a natural gendered position invested in a 
feminine performance of success (Mendick, 2005; Walkerdine, 1998, 2006).  Choosing non-
traditional feminine subjects and pursuits may be silently understood as latent unbelonging, 
as becoming other for these female students (Francis & Skelton, 2008). Survey respondents 
who undertook Specialist Mathematics supported this notion with statements such as; 

the males in my class would often assume I was less intelligent or knew less than 
they did simply because I was female. (Survey transcript) 

I was the only girl and only humanities student.  I was told by the other eleven 
students that I didn’t deserve to be there because it wasn’t a girls’ subject and 
that I’d fail anyway. (Survey transcript) 

These overt responses on normalised unbelonging may impact on why female students 
continue with one subject over another, especially when we consider the importance of the 
teacher relationship, as discussed in Chapter 3, and how 

One can be shamed by another in whom one is interested, just as easily by 
indifference, i.e., by a failure to hold attention on one’s self and/or on one’s face, 
as by derision (Tomkins, 1995b, p. 138).   

 What is evident in my research is that participation in Mathematics itself was an 
important marker, a measure that echoes through the data, despite being unsolicited, and is 
understood by these participants to have significant covert meanings regarding more than 
their schoolgirl selves.  
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I think a lot of teenagers say that like “Oh I’m not doing that because I’m not 
going to need that later in life”. (Amy (independent girls’ school and government 
co-educational school, white, middle-class, early twenties), interview transcript) 

The explicit thinking voiced by Amy in the quotation above recurs in the data of the younger 
cohort of participants, abstractedly entangled in discourses of power and choice, where 
threads between cause and effect are drawn (as common-sense and truths) that then 
materialise as sedimentary. Mendick (2005) describes this as where resistance to Mathematics 
appears ‘to derive from a denial that Mathematics is a social practice that is inseparable from 
the realities and fantasies of the world we live’ (p. 217). Brandell and Staberg’s (2008) 
research found that students perceived that boys needed Mathematics in their adult life more 
than girls. This sentiment exists in my study as an implicit understanding that is unvoiced 
reasoning connected to gendered expectation.  

 The younger interview participants were obstinate in identifying subject value and 
function as justifying their perceived autonomous subject choices at secondary school. In 
short, they generally insisted that their subject selection was a reflection of what they were 
naturally good at. They justified choices as a natural adeptness that would result in a better 
leaving score that equated to more university opportunities. Subjects that they chose not to 
take were explicitly and forcefully understood as not interesting or relevant to their 
anticipated life trajectory, even when they could not identify what that trajectory looked like. 
Unlike the older cohort, they mostly did not articulate that they did not have a capacity to 
succeed (as to do so would be to ‘be’ a failure)30. Rather, they suggested these subjects were 
‘just not for them’ (survey data) or they perceived that they didn’t work hard enough to 
enable enough success – and, therefore, they could/would not attempt these high status 
subjects.  They believed that power and success are readily available to any girl regardless of 
resources (Pomerantz & Raby, 2011). They identified (unlike their older counterparts) that 
they had capacity equal to the boys but chose not to enact this capacity. High-achieving, 
independent, single-sex, schoolgirl Molly (Greek heritage, middle-class, twenty years old), 
does not aspire to any particular career trajectory but explains her feelings regarding 
Mathematics, 

it’s not that my brain couldn’t work, it just wouldn’t want … I’m like – I just 
didn’t care about it at all – didn’t care for it, didn’t care about it, didn’t want – I 
knew that I didn’t need to be there, because I didn’t want to have to do any of that 
in life anyway.  I just – didn’t care about it – hated it,   

She emphatically displaces Mathematics from her life trajectory through a personal and 
powerful choosing that constitutes Mathematics as irrelevant.  Molly understands herself as 
valuable, as an asset who can mobilise resources to work in her interest.  She understands her 
personal responsibility to achieve and chooses not to engage in Mathematics where she has 
had little previous success and encountered painful experiences. In this way, she responsibly 
optimises her value by opting out of Mathematics. Skeggs (2004) debates how attributes of 
value ‘stick to certain bodies, fixing some in place and enabling others to be mobile’ (p. 77); 
                                                      
30 The notable exception is Kiara who is discussed in detail at the end of this chapter. 
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where middle-class propriety becomes property. Molly, and the education assemblage, 
understands her choice as sound and proper.  

  Carla and Melissa (late forties, white, middle-class), who attended lower 
socioeconomic status, government, co-educational schools, were noticeably ambivalent 
regarding their subject choices in the final years of secondary school and, particularly, in 
regard to Mathematics.  Both were successful academically, including in Mathematics, but 
this, nonsensically, did not equate to continuing with Advanced Mathematics in the senior 
years. I apply Skeggs’ (2004) thinking to this conundrum and consider her disillusionment 
with suggestions that the working classes actually have choices but that they utilise these less 
adequately than the middle class by making bad choices.  I agree with Skeggs’ (2004) 
alternative suggestion that choice itself is a resource to which some bodies lack access, 
therefore it is impossible to choose (p.139).This is a plausible explanation here. Being female 
and good at Mathematics may be felt as incompatible (Solomon, Lawson, & Croft, 2011) or 
as inherent unbelonging.     

 The schoolgirls in this older cohort who attended independent schools voiced a 
discomfort with subjects such as Mathematics, on an understanding, already discussed by 
Molly above, that they may not excel and were potentially ‘not good enough’ students.  
Belinda, Helen and Susie (white, single-sex, middle-class) all negotiated differential 
understandings that they were more suited to other pursuits that accounted for this inherent 
deficit. Veronica (government, co-educational, African heritage, middle-class), through her 
parents’ influence, ‘just did’ Mathematics but understood it also as ‘not natural’. Meanwhile, 
Hannah’s (government, co-educational, white, Dutch heritage, working-class) desire and 
participation in Mathematics led to emotional turmoil as she struggles for acceptance and 
recognition in the Mathematics classroom in her attempt to traverse her gendered and classed 
trajectory. These dialogues are significant in the discussion of class and the concept of which 
girls and which boys (Collins et al., 2000) encounter which opportunities. 

High achievers31 doing Mathematics:   

The following recounted experiences with Mathematics are considered in light of 
Walkerdine’s (2006) research that suggests that, no matter how well females perform in 
Mathematics, ‘their performance was always downgraded’ (p. 268).  Recent research has also 
indicated that gender bias by teachers that favours boys is derogatory to girls’ academic 
achievement, including participation in Advanced Mathematics (Lavy & Sand, 2015). Gender 
difference in the Mathematics classroom materialises through the illusionary linking of 
abstracted stereotypical beliefs and relational affect.  Let me make clear at the outset that this 
illusionary linking is productive and materialises what is.  It is both the cause and effect and 
needs unpacking if it is to be undone and altered to improve outcomes for girls in relation to 
Mathematics. One young, recalcitrant, survey respondent recounted how her selective entry, 
government, all-girls, secondary school advised her that she was not good enough to 
participate in Advanced Mathematics in Year 12.  She ignored the advice and anxiously 

                                                      
31 Self-assessed 
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participated in Advanced Mathematics (resulting in a high score). Her insubordination and 
refusal of a mathematic deficient identity, of the ‘not good enough’ assemblage, resulted in 
her ability to follow the desired science trajectory at a prestigious university. 

Belinda (independent girls’ school, white, middle-class, forty-eight years old) in her 
response to questions surrounding subject selection and academic success identifies herself 
firstly as an above average student who did not struggle academically.  She also articulates 
her desire to follow a science trajectory into tertiary education.  Belinda attempts Advanced 
Mathematics in her final years at school but withdraws from Advanced Mathematics after 
Year 11 and moves ‘down’ to the Intermediate Mathematics stream in Year 12.  She, 
contradicting her earlier recognised academic prowess, states that ‘the reality was that I just 
wasn’t a good enough student’ and that, due to this nominated failure, a science course was 
‘too difficult to get into’ and ‘wow’, she exclaims as she thinks about her dramatic change in 
career trajectory 

In Year 11 I was still doing double Maths and really science type subjects.  And 
by Year 12 I changed, I concentrated more on the subjects that I would get better 
results for...I just found that it’s like the double Maths and the Chemistry.  And I 
just found that I – that did not come easily to me.  It did when I was younger and 
as I got older I just did not have such an interest in that type of subject.  So and 
that’s where I thought I was kind of going to be headed.  I had these different 
ideas so later on- like wow when I think about it now, later on I kind of really had 
to change course, 

Belinda identifies her failure at school as Mathematics and understands this failure as self-
inflicted,  

it was ultimately my choice.  I know that…my marks, if my marks were dropping I 
didn't want to continue struggling...having to drop the Maths … I was struggling 
so I had to – I can’t do Pure and Applied Maths so I had to go down to, I had to 
do General Maths.  So yeah I felt like that’s not what I had earlier on intended 
because I had been doing quite well... the reality hit me that I obviously wasn’t – 
well the reality was I wasn’t a good enough student.  I wasn’t into it enough to be 
able to continue in that direction, 

She claims, in similar ways to young participant Molly, to make the sensible decision 
autonomously as ‘a really positive approach’ and this is how she conceives her response to 
dropping Mathematics that ultimately results in her life ‘regret’ of not studying marine 
biology at university.  Her voice complicates this response with ‘having to drop Maths…I had 
to…I had to go down’. She repeats ‘I had to’: it was not really a choice at all because she was 
perceived by others and herself as ‘not a good enough student’. 

I am arguing that the decision to drop Mathematics was not hers and it was not a chosen 
outcome.  Belinda conceives the failure at Mathematics as inherently hers where she is unable 
to continue as she is perceived to not be able to score highly enough.  She does not consider 
how a student with her previously acknowledged academic ability is unable to do the required 
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double Mathematics. What she understands, still today, in the present, is that she is 
intrinsically not good enough and, instead, enrols in subjects that are considered enabling to 
enhance her final score.  This projected enhancement of a final score, which is a number, an 
abstract signifier of academic ability,  is what, paradoxically, blocks her desired trajectory 
into science.  The shame of the remote possibility of receiving a low score is more painful 
than pursuing her desire and she invests in a projected future non-inclusive of Science or 
Mathematics.   

A fixation on completing subjects, not for function or appeal, but in order to achieve a 
high score itself, as elaborated by Amy earlier in this chapter, is nonsensical as it discounts 
the future career trajectory. A lack of specific career goals for girls has been found, in other 
recent research, where girls’ understanding of a future career is vague and non-specific 
(Buschor et al., 2014).  Is this a fixation on success as a risk-averse strategy that disconnects 
cause and effect by reduction of everything to a number?  Belinda’s voice is clear that she 
was not a good enough student. She accepts this and moves away from this desired trajectory, 
conceiving the move as a ‘really positive approach’, an investment in an appropriate 
gendered self that is authorised within the ‘appropriate regime of values’ (Skeggs, 2004, p. 
152).  She is pragmatic in her analysis of the situation but I argue that, as an above average 
student at an elite independent school, Belinda probably would have gone to university even 
if she had completed Mathematics (and received only a pass).  I question what is good 
enough for these female participants?  What is this measure in place for Belinda that moves 
her in a particular way, blocking a trajectory of interest and disguises the power of discourses 
about Mathematics that moves us and materialises us in particular ways? Belinda did go to 
university and studied Art for one year but dropped out.  She was not engaged and she does 
not hold a qualification above Year 12. I question the true impact of the ‘choice’ she made to 
drop out of Mathematics.   

(Belinda, at present, works part-time as an information technology project manager for 
an international company.)  

 Helen (white, middle-class, mid-forties) responds to the question of failures at school 
by citing both the subjects of French and Mathematics she took when she moved, as a 
boarder, in Year 11 to a city independent girls’ school from the country.  She claims that her 
teachers tried ‘valiantly’ to get her ‘caught up’ but ‘It was really my own fault for not paying 
attention enough in the beginning’. Her perspective of the failure as her own lack of 
discipline, as a bad student, perpetuates the discourse of lack perceived within the previous, 
low socioeconomic, co-educational, country, government school she attended. 
 

Maths… was very disappointing that I couldn’t – I hadn’t learned enough at the 
state school to be able to participate in the sort of maths, so that I could have 
done more maths, like they had Pure and Applied, and they’d really been 
coaching the girls long before Year Eleven to be able to do those streams.…I 
really loved it.  That was my favourite subject.  And I did the best in that subject 
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anyway when I did VCE32, HSC33 in those days, I just did the one stream of Maths 
and that was my best subject, my best mark.  Yeah I loved that sort of logic of it, 
so yeah it was a shame. 

 

 Helen, like other participants, regrets her exclusion from Advanced Mathematics, 
where she is differentiated from the other schoolgirls who are already streamed.  She 
understands this exclusion by the school as justified by her own lack, her shame, produced 
through intra-action of deficiency at her original ‘vocational school’ (lower class) where 
Advanced Mathematics was not even an option.  The working -class students in the 
vocational school apparently do not have or need (or are not entitled) to this choice (Skeggs, 
2004).  Helen’s self-portrait contradicts the naming of herself as an academic, a high 
achiever. It seems to escape reason that, despite these perceived failings and poor assessment 
of herself, she still achieved the highest score in Mathematics in Year 12 out of all her 
subjects and attended university at seventeen years old. Helen was blocked from continuing 
with her favourite subject, and extending into multiple Mathematics subjects, as she was not 
good enough. It appears that, with Helen (and other participants), perceptions of excellence 
(Amy’s 99.9) are required to pursue Mathematics, reinforced through assemblages of 
schooling that includes teachers and careers councillors and nothing less will do.  

 (Helen successfully completed a (non-mathematical) undergraduate and postgraduate 
teaching qualification and indicated she desires to undertake a PhD in the future.) 

Eve (white, early twenties) attests to middle-class ambitions actioning the 
discursive practice of choice by first successfully applying for a selective entry government 
school and then moving to a private school via a scholarship award.  Discussing her private, 
co-educational school she states, 

 
It was a school that really encouraged you to go with the subjects that you like 
not the ones that you think you will do the best in. (Interview transcript) 

Eve attests that she did, in fact, choose Mathematics as she understood the exchange value, 
not in Mathematics itself (wanting to pursue Mathematics as desire), but in the hierarchical 
nature of subjects’ assessment, as it scores highly.  She understands that Mathematics will 
pragmatically improve the ‘score’ that determines her ranking but, again, no connection is 
made between Mathematics and a career/life trajectory. Eve understands ‘if I excelled at it, it 
would increase my score – my final enter score’.  

 Eve discusses her academic failures, ironically, in light of this later success, as 
entirely connected to Mathematics.   

Every semester of the first three years of high school I failed Maths and like, quite 
miserably.  But then that changed – I remember my first semester at my new 
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school I passed Maths for the first time ever and that was a huge success for me 
and it changed my feelings about that subject. (Interview transcript) 

This discussion by Eve illustrates how success and failure impact on student participation in 
subjects due to feelings that, I contend, are linked to feelings of shame on ‘not being good 
enough’. Eve explains that, at the government school, ‘they didn’t make sure that everyone 
was up to speed before you moved onto the next thing’. This explanation is similar to the one 
expressed later by Emma but Eve, unlike Emma, was able to overcome the affective trauma 
of intra-action in the Mathematics classroom.     

I felt terrible.  I was always avoiding them, like I went into – like school refusal 
was a big problem for me so I think there was any day there was double Maths on 
I would try and get out of school or wag – simply because I wouldn’t understand 
anything and then handing in of course – I wouldn’t do the homework because it 
was like no point I don’t understand it already – and then avoid the class to avoid 
more retribution for not doing the homework.  I didn’t enjoy that subject at all but 
yeah when I passed that subject that was a huge success for me… it was such a 
relief to walk into that classroom and actually understand what was going on 
because it was tying in with my self-esteem at the time.  Like I think with all the 
negative physical comments that I had been getting …and then sort of going but I 
always have my brain, but then to fail at something it was a huge thing on my 
self-esteem – I’m getting all these negative physical comments and then I’m going 
and I can’t even pass this subject.  But it’s not even not passing it – so I’m not 
even understanding it.  Normally my intelligence is what I rely on.  Like, I’ve got 
no feet to stand on now.  So it was a huge thing about my self-esteem so to walk 
into a setting where I was like finally understanding it and passing it, it was huge 
– it was I felt like I had my brain back basically.  It felt like I had something to 
stand on again. (Interview transcript)  

 Eve demonstrates an attachment to Mathematics as a prestigious subject (perhaps due 
to her later success in the subject) that is connected to her passionate attachment to her own 
intellect (proof that she is smart) and how she understands herself. In this reflection, it is 
possible to see how intra-actions, as discursive practices, changed and therefore the outcome 
changed. Eve is able to become as a successful student in Mathematics rather than becoming a 
student without capacity in Mathematics and this is due to affective intra-actions in the 
classroom linked to feelings of shame and belonging that is the ‘good enough’ assemblage. 

 Eve understands this change as crucial in allowing her, entangled with desire for 
success (as a value), to choose the desired for and esteemed Mathematics.  Her earlier 
understanding of her inability in Mathematics moved as, ‘at the time, it felt like very much the 
problem laying with me’.  This negative affective experience is perhaps why others in this 
study (Susie, Amy, Emma and Kiara) chose not to participate in Mathematics.  The problem 
is not the schoolgirl but the processes that actually produce the problematic schoolgirl 
through intra-action.   
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 (Eve at the time of her interview was working part-time and a single parent.  She has 
since begun an Arts degree part-time.) 

 Hannah (government co-educational white, working-class, late forties) describes her 
schoolgirl self as ‘an incredible student’ at her country, secondary school who would be 
remembered by her teachers as ‘hardworking, boots and all (pause) maths I tried’. Once 
more, Mathematics is identified as the anomaly where, despite a desire and previous success 
in Mathematics, it is understood as a blockage and problematic.  She explains 

When we selected our subjects for senior years - I did Advanced Maths in the 
junior years.  I wanted to go through to continue with the Advanced Maths in my 
high school and we had the sports master teach us Maths … And I used to work 
myself up into a fair state about classes - despite how hard I tried I would never 
achieve the perfect 7 which was our grading system.  I never failed it – I never 
failed Maths – 4s, 5s fine I understand that but he didn’t make me feel 
comfortable in his class.  I admit and openly confess I left that classroom in tears 
in sheer frustration and anger – I wasn’t upset – I was just plain stinking angry 
because this man couldn’t explain ...  He was just so bad at explaining it to me.  
Other kids got it but I didn’t quite grasp it and I understand that.   

 Hannah does not fail Mathematics but still understands her ability as insufficient 
unless she gets a ‘perfect 7’.  She achieves 4’s and 5’s but her frustration at not achieving 
higher is expressed through anger and tears, although she denies being ‘upset’.  She 
distinguishes herself in deficit, as the one who didn’t quite ‘grasp it’ and feels 
‘uncomfortable’.  She does hold her teacher partially responsible but clarifies this as ‘bad at 
explaining to me’, meaning he may not have been bad at explaining to others as she makes an 
agential cut of distinction between herself and others. Hannah’s narrative covertly links this 
to her sex, although she denies the link as ‘stopping her doing anything’, denying her 
marginalisation through normative, sexist pedagogy (Leathwood & Hey, 2009).  She goes on: 

There were other girls in the class – there was the school dux – she understood 
everything – that was fine.  She was lovely – a quietly spoken girl but I think there 
were only about three girls in our class – the rest were boys and we would have 
had about twenty-five kids in our class...So of course he managed them in the 
football teams; he managed them in the cricket teams; he managed them in the 
basketball teams so it was a real bloke thing – jock straps and stinking sneakers 
and that’s only in hindsight actually that I realised that and that’s possibly why I 
did the girl thing and walk out in sheer frustration crying.  I guess that was a 
moment that I had to learn to explain that I didn’t understand. (Interview 
transcript) 

 The school dux is a ‘lovely’, ‘quietly spoken’, untroubled student who does not need 
help.  But Hannah has to ask for help and that is understood, in this classroom, as shameful: ‘I 
didn’t quite grasp it…I understand that’ as a failing of self where she already didn’t belong 
and was made to feel uncomfortable; ‘a real bloke thing’. Lubienski et al (2013) have raised 
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the notion that teachers need to be confronted with their own biases about boys’ and girls’ 
Mathematics abilities. Hannah describes, with a quivering voice, the dynamics of a class 
where her non-belonging is evident and the only expression she is allowed as a girl is to ‘do 
the girl thing’ and cry.  Crying is the only expression she is allowed (she cannot yell, shout or 
punch someone) without jeopardising her sexual identity (McRobbie, 2009; Renold & 
Ringrose, 2008), as not femininely lovely and quietly spoken and nice.  The girl thing of 
crying, of emotion, is a deficit (Burke, 2015) that does not belong in the rational mathematics 
classroom.  She has attempted to transgress both her gender and class and participate in the 
desired Mathematics but is, affectively, not appropriately schoolgirl enough.  

 (Hannah did enrol in a Law degree, influenced by her parents’ desire, but did not 
complete.  She does not hold a post-secondary qualification.  She was, at the time of the 
interview, employed as a bookkeeper.  She is currently unemployed.) 

 High-achieving, academic and ambitious Erin (Malaysian Chinese descent, middle-
class, twenty-five years old) completed Intermediate Mathematics in Year 12 at her co-
educational, government school and describes her feelings in Mathematics as ‘just like any 
other subject’, chosen with her father as essential for university entry and career trajectory.  
Erin appears to have no passionate attachment to Mathematics and understands herself as not 
‘naturally’ intelligent but pragmatically explains her school success as ‘all through hard 
work’. As with other participants, Erin relates any failure at secondary school to the 
Mathematics classroom where,  

In Year Nine I got a D on a test on parabolas … I never really liked parabolas 
after that…I didn’t think I was capable of producing a D, I'd always been about a 
you know B+, A student, so when I got a D on that test and obviously yeah I was 
quite shocked. (Interview transcript) 

 Unlike Eve, Erin responds to her perceived failure (note that a D is not a fail) in 
Mathematics differently, she is affected and identifies this moment as a failure but she does 
not accept the deficit as inherent and fundamental, after counselling by her high-achieving 
mother.  She is disbelieving of her incapacity in Mathematics as she understands herself as a 
high-achieving student and, despite the shame of the D, continues to participate. 

 Erin’s performance of her academic self, however, was hidden from her peers as she 
admits that ‘I tried to pretend like I didn’t care. So the dilemma becomes apparent that 
schoolgirls are required to be inherently smart to succeed legitimately as academic and hard 
work to achieve is not culturally appropriate for these schoolgirls in the ‘getting it right’ 
(Quinlivan, 2014) or ‘being good enough’ assemblage .  As previously stated by Anna 
(Chapter 5), there are two types of schoolgirls - those that are smart, often perceived as 
undesirable, and the rest of us.  This ‘border-work’ (Davies, 2006) as intra-action is 
undertaken by all the participants in creative ways and here Erin explains how she  

was one of those kids that come out and go, I completely failed that, even though I 
knew I'd been up half the night studying.  I think it was one of those, it was one of 
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those projections that I wanted to convey, that I'm just as laid back as all the 
other Australians. (Interview transcript)  

Erin pretends to fail at her state, co-educational school to perform a cultural (gendered, raced, 
classed) belonging in an effort not to disrupt the normative order.  Erin is now at pains during 
her interview to ensure I understand that she is not ‘naturally’ smart but just a hard worker 
who has taken her opportunity to shine (discussed further in Chapter 7) (McRobbie, 2009) in 
a post-feminist masquerade. This transformation illustrates how hard work and diligence are 
conceived as feminine traits as opposed to natural brilliance (Brandell & Staberg, 2008) of 
masculinity. 

(Erin is currently employed as a business manager for a large multinational company.) 

Average34 students participating in Mathematics 

Veronica (government, co-educational, South African descent, middle-class, mid-
forties) describes herself as an average student at her state, co-educational school where 
‘there was no way that I was going to fail’ and ‘I certainly wasn’t a bad student’. Veronica 
expresses her love for music, drama and dance, having ‘no time for science’ but she did, 
reluctantly, take Advanced Mathematics. 

We were told we either do Maths or a language and there was no way I could 
pick up French … so I did Maths 1 and 2 at VCE only because our school was 
saying that’s what you needed to get into university.  So I did it but I don’t think I 
have a natural flair for it and I only did it because it was a matter of course, it 
wasn’t important to me. (Interview transcript) 

She furthers this explanation by revealing the expectation of her parents that she would attend 
university that is intrinsically linked with their refugee status  

my parents were dead set on that I could not just do an Arts degree I had to get a 
qualification…so it was seeing how much arts I could get and then this Maths 
was just tacked on, god, horrendous yeah so that was basically how I chose, all 
the ones that I wanted with Maths stuck on. (Interview transcript) 

 Veronica, with the help of a tutor, successfully engaged with Mathematics that she 
insists ‘wasn’t important’ and that she ‘didn’t like’. In the present, she has no passionate 
attachment to Mathematics despite her success and is at pains to distance herself from the 
dreaded Mathematics. Her and her girlfriend sat in class, ‘it was a real strain, we got in there, 
there were no tears about it but we just did it’. 

(Veronica completed a teaching qualification in Drama and Dance.  She is working as 
an actor and teaches dance part-time.) 

Anna (independent girls’ school, white, middle-class, mid-twenties), in a similar 
way to Veronica, isolates Mathematics from her other subject choices at her elite, private, 
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girls’ school.  This academically high-achieving student did not consider herself in anyway 
academic while at secondary school (as discussed in Chapter 5) and felt so academically 
shamed that this ‘inhibited what I produced’.  She states that she was going to be a marine 
biologist  

until I wasn’t very good at Science and Maths but it didn’t really matter…I never 
saw myself as a very serious career person. (Interview transcript) 

 Anna recounts how it felt to receive 0% on a Chemistry test where she ‘had filled out 
every answer but I just didn’t really care’. She states she didn’t care but vividly remembers 
these incidents and her feelings of inherent unbelonging in these ‘serious’ subjects that she 
eventually turns away from.  Anna undertook Advanced Mathematics in Year Eleven, which 
she dropped mid-way through the year, along with Chemistry, and then successfully enrolled 
in general Mathematics in Year Twelve.  She still claims that, despite the late change in 
apparent interests and trajectory at secondary school,  

I felt I did choose subjects that were important to me – I don’t know about Maths 
but I liked it by Year 12 so it was okay.  (Interview transcript) 

Anna recounts her worst school memory as an incident in the Mathematics classroom 
(already recounted by her in Chapter 6) 

I can always remember being told in that Maths class that I couldn’t afford to be 
talking or laughing in class and as much that was kind of made into a funny joke 
at the time it’s probably the most direct comment that I’ve ever had about not 
being as good as somebody else. (Interview transcript) 

This throwaway line’s devastating impact is explicitly productive of shame and the ‘not good 
enough’ assemblage. Anna has been humiliated and shamed by the differentiation from her 
teacher, producing Anna as without capacity for Mathematics, as a cemented is, as her self-
concept.  She believes that there are smart people in the world and that she is not one of them. 

(Anna has completed both undergraduate and postgraduate studies and was 
unemployed at the time of her interview.  She is currently teaching in a secondary school in a 
contracted position.) 

High35 achievers not doing Mathematics 

I was good at Maths and I didn’t really see what it was for but I didn’t have a 
problem with it, so I really don’t know why I dropped it. (Carla (government co-
education, white, middle-class, late forties), interview transcript) 

 Both Carla’s and Melissa’s (older cohort) experiences with Mathematics, like 
Veronica’s, do not indicate a passionate attachment that would logically become apparent 
with successful achievements in relation to an assumed prestigious subject (as in the example 
earlier by Eve).  Both schoolgirls enjoyed Mathematics but gave it up willingly, almost as a 
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matter of course, to pursue less prestigious trajectories, and nobody blinked an eyelid. They 
were not expected to partake in Mathematics and it was simply not on the radar.  Carla states 
that she cannot remember careers advice and Melissa recounted that her unwelcome careers 
advice was that she should become a secretary because she was good at typing. None of the 
adults encouraged these students to continue with Mathematics, despite their good grades. 
This diffractive process, I argue, produces a particular class of girl who is not required to be 
academically smart, as Advanced Mathematics does not fit with their situational becoming. 
Success in Advanced Mathematics was not understood as appropriate success for these 
particular students and was situated as irrelevant.  This does indeed appear in the data as a 
clear difference, not so much as between the two generational cohorts, but as an issue of class 
and could warrant further investigation.  Helen’s classed mobility previously discussed takes 
account of how the working-class, vocational school apparently do not have/need (or are not 
entitled to) this choice (Skeggs, 2004) to engage in Advanced Mathematics.  

 Carla identifies as an academic student at her state, co-educational, secondary school 
and claims to have chosen her final year subjects by herself ‘my parents kind of just let me do 
school myself’. She did not take Mathematics in her final years of secondary school, despite 
claiming to be very good at Mathematics.  She intended to go to university (first in her 
family) so  

somebody inform[ed] me that I had to have a language or a maths and so I chose 
French even though I was not very good at French, and I was very good at Maths, 
so I don’t know, I couldn’t remember why I did that. (Interview transcript) 

Carla responds at her own seemingly ambivalent choice as  

Seems a bit silly (Laughing)…I don’t remember hating Maths, I was good at 
Maths and I didn’t really see what it was for but I didn’t have a problem with it, 
so I really don’t know why I dropped it. (Interview transcript) 

Carla’s experience opens up questions of why, despite success, she did not choose to engage 
with Mathematics and why was she so ambivalent about it. She did not see what it was for in 
that she could not associate Mathematics with her identity or her future so why would she 
pursue it? It is not identity itself at stake but the sort of identifications and agencies made 
im/possible by these affective material conditions that schoolgirls find themselves facing 
(Hey, 2013). 

 This was also an experience of Melissa who discontinued Mathematics in her final 
year. She claims that she chose subjects that  

I was really interested in and went out of my way to make sure I could do them, 
but it wasn’t with any concise plan to go and do something or be something, and I 
really didn’t get that advice, which is a bit unfortunate I think in that sense that I 
would have gone and done something probably quite different. (Interview 
transcript) 

Melissa had previously identified as an academic student at her low ranking, co-educational, 
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state, secondary school.  She claims to have agency and to have gone out of her way to 
choose subjects she enjoyed without advice regarding university, as that was not the 
expectation of her school.  Her recounted ambivalent experience in Mathematics was  

I did all the maths, I did all the hard maths and it was only Year 11 when I didn’t 
take the hard maths, and even though I was recommended to do the hard maths I 
had made that decision that that’s not what I wanted to do… I ended up doing 
business maths and everyone seemed to be quite happy with that and I did really 
well in it… I mean I could have done and I actually quite enjoyed Maths because 
I really liked problem solving, but I decided that I'd prefer to do other things, for 
whatever reason, I don’t even know why, I have no idea.  I had a great Year 10 
Maths teacher, Mrs Tripp, she was fabulous.  And I didn’t – yeah as I said I 
enjoyed it but I don’t know where that decision came from but it did come about. 
(Interview transcript) 

Melissa showed an interest and enjoyment in Mathematics but, although she qualified to enrol 
in Advanced Mathematics, her choice not to is regarded by all concerned as a non-issue and 
quite appropriate.  This foreclosure of a career involving Mathematics happened as a matter 
of course to a girl that was expected to be a secretary at best. 

 (Both Carla and Melissa have completed undergraduate degrees and postgraduate 
teaching qualifications. Melissa has a Master’s degree and is currently undertaking her PhD. 
Carla commenced a Master’s degree in 2014 while teaching Business Studies (as Head of 
Business Studies) in an elite Melbourne secondary school.) 

 Emma (white, middle-class, late teens) was also a highly academic and ambitious 
student who attended an elite, all-girls school. She claims to have ‘always enjoyed’ 
Mathematics as she ‘always really loved learning things…but I really, really disliked the way 
that Maths, Science and Language was conducted in high school’.  Consequently, she did not 
choose to participate in Mathematics in either of the final school years.  Once more, it is 
difficult to comprehend the discounting of Mathematics in this scenario, as it is a prestigious 
subject that academic students are actively encouraged to pursue in secondary school.  The 
answer can be found in her description of her experience in the Mathematics classroom 

I’m not dreadful at Maths at all, but I am much worse at it because I feel that the 
opportunity to learn was very limited.  Yeah – because as well as the teachers 
struggling with keeping girls at different levels – all on the same level – there 
were other girls who just didn’t want to be there, who were always disrupting 
classes and that kind of thing – which was probably me half the time as well, but 
– yeah, not being given the opportunity to sort of catch up was difficult. 
(Interview transcript) 

 Emma feels excluded due to the lack of opportunity to understand the material (to 
have the right answer in the same way as Eve, Susie and others) that sets off a cycle of shame 
of not succeeding, of not getting the right answer, of not enough success.  She explains the 
difficulties for her as not intrinsic to self but blames issues in the classroom of multilevel 
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learning and discipline.  She is not ‘dreadful at Maths at all’ but it was avoided because of 
her perception of a lack of opportunity for success. Several of the participants express how 
there was little tolerance at school for working through the process to allow a deep 
understanding and this conflicted with their focus on wanting to excel as a successful 
schoolgirl.  Mathematics is associated with failure, as a failure to excel.  

(Emma at the time of her interview was attending an elite Melbourne University studying 
filmmaking.) 

Molly (independent girls’ school, Greek heritage, middle-class, early twenties) also 
attended an elite, private, girls school and discusses her academic ability as  
 

I was pretty lazy, but I always managed to do well, apart from maybe Maths – but 
I didn’t care about Maths – I didn’t try.  And things I didn’t care about I didn’t do 
well in, just because I didn’t care.  But in things that I enjoyed doing I always did 
really well, I think, if I just tried. (Interview transcript) 

 
In this statement, Molly blames her lack of capacity as measured by Mathematics on her lack 
of ‘trying’.  She identifies herself as ‘lazy’ while also contradictorily stating that, with effort, 
she always succeeded.  She claims to have autonomously chosen subjects that interested her 
and this choice did not include Mathematics as it ‘didn’t interest me - found it boring, I didn’t 
want to spend my time doing it.  Didn’t enjoy it.  She goes on to passionately state that she 
actually ‘Hated it – hated it’ 

Molly did successfully take Fundamental Mathematics in Year 11 because her mother 
made her but she did not continue Mathematics in Year 12 where she ‘just chose what I 
wanted to do’. 

Molly did not actually ever fail Mathematics but she actually discusses her 
Mathematics experience as failing and she understands herself in relation to Mathematics as a 
failure to excel. 

I didn’t care about failing Maths, like it just really, really didn’t faze me – I was 
like, I didn’t study, I didn’t want to study, I don’t care, don’t want to do it – D, 
that’s fine – it was kind of funny, it was a bit humorous, to fail Maths. (Interview 
transcript) 

Molly is a high-achieving and ambitious student who considers, as did Erin, a D a failure.  
For a high-achieving student, failure brings shame.  Molly’s failure in Mathematics appears 
so affectively traumatic, she hates even going to class.  She also implies, as do other 
participants, that she is not naturally academic and works hard in the subjects that interest her 
to achieve at a high level.  What does naturally academic mean to these schoolgirls where 
they refer to hurt as funny? 

it would have been nice to not have to study and just get it, and just breeze 
through it, but that’s not how my brain worked. (Interview transcript) 
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With Mathematics, she switches off altogether, supporting educational research that suggests 
that Mathematics anxiety can be so strong students drop out altogether (Palmer, 2008). Molly 
discusses her perceived failure as ‘nothing traumatic’ but reiterates passionately  

I hated Maths, I didn’t like going to Maths class… I remember being really like, 
I’ve got double Maths ahead of me – kill me. (Interview transcript) 

(Molly at the time of her interview was in the final year of a Fine Art degree at a prestigious 
university.  She is currently working in a fashion boutique in the United States.)  

 Susie (white, middle-class, late forties) identified as an average to above average 
student at her all-girls’, Catholic school where she is fully entwined in a getting it right 
assemblage (Quinlivan, 2014). 

There were subjects that I just loved and I’d be quite enthusiastic on those 
subjects, and there were other subjects where I just wanted to cringe and not be 
seen by the teacher to not have to give an answer. (Interview transcript) 

Susie explains the affect of intra-acting as a process undergone of learning experiences 
understood as either belonging or not intrinsically tied to approval of others, especially in 
regard to ‘knowing’ at school as opposed to being ‘confused’.  She desired the right answer 

I remember feeling confident and knowing certain subjects quite well and there 
was a lovely feeling…when you know you know the answer… With Mathematics I 
just disliked and I was always confused with Mathematics. (Interview transcript) 

In Susie’s recount, it becomes evident that she is intent on being the masterful schoolgirl that 
incorporates a type of application of self-reliance that is never in danger of getting an 
incorrect answer.  To be incorrect is shameful so it is better to remain quiet and not engage 
with learning as a process.  

 Susie recounts her Mathematics experience: 

I was never putting my hand up with the answers, I was very insecure, I was very 
unconfident … I just was anxious over Maths because I like to strive to do well 
and I just knew that I wasn’t doing well in Mathematics. (Interview transcript) 

Despite her present surprise at her ‘confusion’ she states she just knew she wasn’t doing well 
in Mathematics, as a measure.  She declares that ‘Mathematics was my weakness and I did 
what we call vegetable Maths in fourth form which was more just a practical Mathematics’.  
As Mathematics was compulsory, Susie did take Mathematics in Year 10 but understood this 
as her being a ‘vegetable’, measured as someone who could not think. She did not pursue 
Mathematics into her final years of schooling as she accepted ‘that my brain wasn’t that way 
inclined’. 

 (Susie started a university degree at an elite university in commerce; she then 
attempted an Arts degree but did not complete either.  She does not hold a post-secondary 
qualification and is not in the workforce.) 
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Low achieving36 students doing Mathematics 

 Kiara, as already recounted in the last chapter, describes her academic ability as 
‘hopeless’. She also accounts for this failure at school as entangled with her problematic 
relationship with Mathematics. She recounts how she  

failed all my Maths tests.  I had a Maths tutor and still failed …I have never been 
able to excel in tests – whether it be even arts tests I struggle in... I failed my 
Maths test which was pretty disappointing after all the tutoring dad had got me.  

I hated it – it was a pretty depressing experience because I just felt like it was a 
waste of time trying to teach me because one I didn’t want to learn it – especially 
because I didn’t understand any of it or what they were talking about no matter 
how much practice or study I had, I could never get the answer right. … I just 
hated it – it was horrible.  Maths was the most dreaded class of the week 
obviously at high school and I mean I would do everything not to go and then 
even when I did go it was like I was behind and never knew anything and yeah I 
just would do anything to avoid that class. (Interview transcript) 

Kiara, like Eve, Molly and Susie dreads her Mathematics classes as it makes her feel 
intrinsically hopeless and the affective intra-action leads to a truancy that only accelerates her 
incapacity to successfully participate in Mathematics. She does everything to avoid the hated 
class at both of the state, secondary, co-educational schools she attended because she ‘didn’t 
understand any of it’ she ‘could never get the answer right’, ‘had no clue at the time, which I 
hated.  I just hated it- it was horrible” 

Kiara does not like feeling like the only one who does not understand and if she 
cannot get the correct answer she is implicated as a bad student and this is not Kiara’s desired 
identity.  Skeggs articulates how ‘working-class women are more likely to refuse victim-
hood, cover up injury and endure to display they can cope’ (Skeggs, 2005).  In this way, 
Kiara repeatedly articulates that she does not care about failing, but the anxiety and 
disappointment voiced betrays her.  The despair of the ‘waste’, the waste of time, waste of 
money spent by her father, the waste that is her lack of success.  Kiara achieves a 
‘devastating’ 11% on her midyear Year 11 Mathematics exam and this triggers her choosing 
to leave school to attend TAFE.  

I think I cried with laughter almost.  It was just so ridiculous that I could 
seriously fail something so bad after all that sort of hard work.  That was 
probably the most disappointing time … I joke about it now because I know it’s 
not so serious now as it was back then.    

Waste is how she feels, hopeless, useless and hapless and, unlike Eve, she does not 
experience changing intra-actions and the measure of her success is the result of a test so she 
is excluded through choice. An autonomous choosing that makes her cry with painful 
laughter. 
                                                      
36 Self-described 
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(Kiara works in a shoe store and as a part-time model.) 

Conclusion 

 The belief in a false dichotomy of interior/exterior (self and the world) and the 
insufficient attention paid to the apparatus of production and how ‘differentiating is a material 
act that is not about radical separation, but on the contrary, about making connections and 
commitment’ (Barad, 2012, p. 47) has possibly limited progressive opportunities for the 
schoolgirl and reinforced the status quo. As Mendick (2005) suggests, teacher educators and 
policy-makers need ‘to imagine ways that Mathematics may be otherwise’ (p. 217) and 
consider affective transmissions in the classroom and ways binary identities with particular 
subject alignments are produced.  In this case, I suggest a means of disrupting the notion that 
being a ‘maths person’ is not something that one essentially is but what anyone can become 
through processes of learning (Palmer, 2008).   The subject becomes self-limiting only as 
‘[s]he is so disposed by this imagination that [s]he really cannot do what [s]he imagines [s]he 
cannot do.  For so long as [s]he imagines that [s]he cannot do this or that, [s]he is not 
determined to do it, and consequently it is impossible for [her]him to do it’  (Spinoza, 1994, 
p. 193).  Understanding how the ontological stance of these respondents is negotiated reveals 
how the power of affect, in relation, as phenomenon is productive.   

 These diverse participants continually deny subjugation and claim to have chosen to 
pursue subjects in their final years of schooling that they were interested in and believed that 
they could ‘naturally’ do well in (not Mathematics).  Other subjects, including Mathematics, 
were participated in under direction by a significant adult for apparent pragmatic reasons, and 
often not appreciated by the schoolgirl participant.  Participants’ unanchored beliefs were/are 
enacted as material discursive practices affectively blocking subjects such as Mathematics and 
causing refractive entanglements.  Participants move within an assemblage that makes 
agential cuts that differentiate entities through measurements ultimately entangled with a 
productive performance of gendered, classed and raced behaviours.  These bodies refract, 
shaped as they emerge from a fluxing transmission medium that is the educational 
assemblages, in ways I have sought to capture above.   

 The apparent denial of fundamental vulnerability ‘through a fantasy of mastery’ 
(Butler, 2004a, p. 29), which Butler insists we cannot escape  no matter how much we insist 
that we can, was an eminent belief of respondents illustrated through a ‘not good enough’ 
assemblage. The desire to excel is echoed by Amy (young cohort) who states her focus as, 
‘sitting there and being ‘I want it to be great, I want it to be great’’. The low grade but 
ongoing stress that negative affect, as shame, imprints is considered an important and under-
looked influence on participation by the schoolgirl body in subjects such as Mathematics, 
where they perceive that they can never do well enough to truly succeed as a master subject. I 
argue that if ‘It is one’s interest or excitement…which is primary’ (Tomkins, 1995b, p. 76) 
and ‘interest is a support of the necessary and the possible’ (ibid p. 77) then affectively 
engaging female student interest in Mathematics should be perceived as critical for 
educationalists.  The females in this study were all interested in but abandoned Mathematics 
as they were not recognised as good enough, or appropriate enough, to follow this trajectory. 
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A consideration of the implications of relationality and, in particular, the affect of shame, on 
female students’ negotiation of what counts as success is pivotal to future enhancement of 
educational pathways for female bodies.     

 This work aims at cultivating an alternative, positive, affective experiences of 
encounter for the schoolgirl, which allow and actively expand boundaries, allowing for a 
greater potentiality, as an understood successful subject within education that traverses binary 
conceptions of gendering, by rupturing the political space that appears as common-sense.  
Ringrose (2015) describes transversality as operating ‘between hierarchy and accommodation 
where openness is introduced through variations in relationships that disrupt, rework but also 
productively inhabit hierarchies’ (p. 399). This research promotes attention to the 
‘investments, feelings, fears, pains, pleasures and contradictory emotions entangled within the 
world of education’ (Leathwood & Hey, 2009, p. 431). These participants ‘choices’ of 
subjects were affectively slanted to what they perceived they could do well in, as a value, a 
score and number; as an inherent capacity.  This abstract number mattered as meaning, as a 
mark of excelling and ‘being’ good. This was understood by them as crucial to their future 
success (getting into university or getting a job) when it was actually reducing their 
potentiality by not accounting for the link with a capacity of life trajectory including 
economic, physiological and psychological well-being. 
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Chapter 8: Educative assemblages affectively binding dreams of hope  
 

The point is that the past was never simply there to begin with and the future is not simply what will 
unfold; the ‘past’ and the ‘future’ are iteratively reworked and enfolded through the iterative practices 
of spacetimemattering  (Barad, 2007, p. 315) 

 

Image 9: Original image, May 2015, Glen Eira Rd. Caulfield 
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Introduction 

This final analysis chapter utilises the aspirations and dreams held and recounted by 
participants to further the claims made in the previous analysis chapters regarding a 
detrimental affect on these schoolgirl bodies, produced as a result of their desired 
attachments. In this chapter, dreams, as aspiration, are thought through as a virtual 
performative that requires an actor to become actual and where desire is relationally 
entangled with subjectification. This research asserts the importance of relational encounters 
experienced by these participants at school and that they continue to matter today, 
highlighting how temporary, relational, affective encounters of the present refract the past 
over and over again and, in this way, enable non-prescriptive futures to arrive.   

This application of Barad’s (2010) conception of iterative practices can be utilised to 
explain ways that, despite countless policy implementations, research concerns and feminist 
theorising, there exists a vigorous gender inequity and power imbalance flourishing within 
assemblages of education. This evidences ways ‘‘policy take up’ can never be fully 
controlled’ (Gowlett et al., 2014) and leads me to consider not just how a discourse may 
function but in what ways it is able to materialise through the discursive practices of 
assemblages (Jackson & Mazzei, 2012). The focus shifts from predetermined concerns of 
what a body is (as an arguably abstract measure) aligned to what a body can do, to a ‘living 
body’ (Somerville, 2004) of empirical research where ‘what a body can do is dependent on 
other bodies and material they form an assemblage with’ (Quinlivan, 2014, p. 1).  The 
performative mode discussed is a ‘discursive practice that…produces that which it 
names’(Butler, 1993, p. 13) and highlights that issues of gender inequity are not about access, 
or even capacity but, rather, a mode of incited performance of difference (Taguchi, 2013).  
Incited practices of difference are the performance of unromantic agency, of everyday 
negotiations to exist. 

Barad (2007) describes a conception of histories and futures and how they are produced 
as actual through present day actions or intra-actions.  It is the present improvisations, 
performing an affective relation as a happening in the day-to-day moments, that produce both 
the past (as history) and the future (as aspirations), enabling a materialisation of ‘what comes 
to matter’ and the falling away of what does not.  The data presented here productively 
constructs ways these participants understood their schooling histories and futures at a 
particular time and in a particular context, illustrating how this research itself interferes in 
reconfiguring the past and, thus, the future.  The research is a morphing assemblage of intra-
actions between entities that produce beings, becomings and matterings.  Anna (independent 
girls’ school, white, middle-class, twenty-six years old) differentiates the participant group as 
‘privileged’ due to the research interference and claims that this makes  

the space to reflect, like most people will never have that (Focus group transcript). 

In this way, Anna discusses how the filmic research has engaged participants in dialogue, not 
only with each other but affectively, and arguably more importantly, with their own projected 
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selves in ways that had been unwittingly silenced due to shame, allowing other 
understandings (although not necessarily reducing the shame) to come forward.  Erin 
(government co-educational, Malaysian heritage, middle-class, twenty-five years old), also 
acknowledges this shame by discussing the ‘courage’ of participants to speak the unspoken 
on film as the 

power of redemption in telling stories and we put stories out there so they can 
come back to us … and a whole lot of similar stories have come back to us … I 
think the redemption to that throw away comment, that name that really hurt, 
those experiences that hurt, is that putting stories out there to affirm that these 
things aren’t alone (Focus group transcript). 

Erin’s ‘courage’ opens up alternate ways for these participants to understand affective 
feelings (that had been internalised) that may lead to other ways of understanding sameness. 
These may, in turn, lead to other ways of affectively performing and feeling difference. 

In this chapter, I will build a snapshot of participants from the older cohort to reveal 
commonalities of desire and ambivalence that recur in the retelling of aspirations. I then 
provide a detailed deliberation of the experience of one participant, Susie (Catholic girls’ 
school, white, middle-class, late forties), not as exemplary but because her story is illustrative 
of a particular paradox of hope and expectation entwined with a retrospective, self-
depreciating melancholy, an impasse.  I will continue with a snapshot from the younger 
participants and their considerably more recent recollections, once again focusing on the 
continuing recurrence of commonalities of desire and ambivalence. The final focus is on Erin 
(government co-educational, Malaysian Chinese, middle-class, early twenties), not as 
exemplary but because she is particularly optimistic and, surprisingly, the only young 
participant who was able to articulate an ambitious future career plan, not just a plan for her 
personal family life.  

This research illuminates schoolgirling processes, as material discursive practices, that 
refract ontology.  Aspirations and dreams as desires and possibilities, as knowing, come from 
a direct material experience of the world conducted in performative mode as ‘naturalcultural 
practices’ (Barad, 2007, p. 49). Through an application of the relational ontology that is the 
core of Barad’s agential realism, the material discursive boundary-making practices that 
produce ‘’objects’ and ‘subjects’ and other differences out of, and in terms of, a changing 
relationality’ (Barad, 2007, p. 93) come into view. Dreams and aspirations evolve through 
practices of knowing [that] are specific material engagements that participate in 
(re)configuring the world (Barad, 2007, p. 91). These participants have varying material 
engagement due to contextual differences of resources (financial, social, and academic). 
Further, differences and experiences of class, gender and race are not fundamental to bodies 
but something that is mediated relationally with the world, as what emerges in connections 
among fields and flows (Taguchi, 2013).  Knowing is altered only through providing an 
alternative or additional affective experience. In considering participants’ dreams of today, it 
is understood that the projections (as dreams and aspirations) of today are the making of not 
only a historic past but a particular future.   
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Performing difference 

I challenge, along with others (Anita Harris, 2004; McRobbie, 2009; Ringrose, 2012; 
Walkerdine & Ringrose, 2006), post-feminist discourse that appropriates an aspirational, 
high-achieving schoolgirl as proof of equality by situating this abstracted concept as 
muddling cause and effect within Berlant’s (2011) notion of cruel optimism. The aspirational, 
high-achieving, ‘can-do’ (Anita Harris, 2004) girl is affectively bounded and stultified by an 
assemblage that distinguishes what matters and what and who does not. This process of 
distinction sits alongside a widely unquestioned assumption in educational debates that 
upward social mobility, as a result of educational success, is a blanketed good, desirable and a 
social advantage for girls (Lucey et al., 2003).  This study considers how class, race and 
gender intersect in myriad complex ways, as a set of contestable relations (Skeggs, 2005) 
performed as counters to desire, shame and fear. The successful schoolgirl assemblage is not 
homogenised or productive of inevitable success but the opposite.  Aspirations are, 
themselves, reification of policed ‘technologies of measurements’(Ivinson, 2014, p. 155) and, 
as feminist researchers continue to  demonstrate, on paper educational achievements often 
bear no relation to flourishing bodies situated of the world.  

This analysis builds on educational research reporting that dreams can allow ‘girls to 
exist as active agents and objects of desire at the same time’ (Ringrose & Renold, 2012, p. 
474). Barad’s theorisation, though, problematises Ringrose and Renolds’ premise.  I attempt 
to illustrate ways these participants make ongoing agential cuts of improvisation, creating 
difference, where ‘differences are made, not found…[and] dichotomies derive from particular 
cuts’(Barad & Kleinman, 2014, p. 77) where the particular cut performed creates a particular 
difference. I utilise Ringrose’s and Renold’s understanding and build on it, insisting that 
although I concur that dreams do allow for ruptures, these ruptures are not so much a 
misrecognition, that is subversive, but are a performative negotiation that enables survival.  In 
this way, the performative mode is always agentic but where agency is not synonymous with 
resistance and emancipation.  Instead, utilising Mahmood’s argument for a move away from 
dualisms, I ‘think about the variety of ways in which norms are lived and inhabited, aspired 
to, reached for, and consummated’(Mahmood, 2005, p. 31), in relation and within context.  
As such, norms are always relationally constructed and, thus, bounded and limited without an 
ethical interference that allows them to ‘be’ another mode of different than negative. 
Aspirations, that are often understood as foundational, are produced and negotiated in intra-
action in the relational present and appear in the data, again and again, as affectively 
detrimental to the potential flourishing of participants.  

Schoolgirl dreams are assemblages, a making of reality and, vice-versa, they are 
malleable and are demonstrative of what and who matter as ‘a congealing of agency’ (Barad 
& Kleinman, 2014, p. 80) in context. Practices undergone do not evolve from natural feelings 
but, rather, the engaged practices create affect. It is through repeated bodily acts that memory, 
desire and intellect are trained to fit into established standards of conduct (Mahmood, 2005). I 
reiterate that I do not discount that dreams may potentially produce an expansive and open-
ended (as opposed to inclusive) schoolgirl reality, as suggested by Ringrose and Renold. 
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However, in this empirical study, hopes and aspiration reveal processes that re/produce lives 
of improvised impasse. 

For these participants, the desire for success, understood as readily available to all-girls, 
appears as relationally entangled with a productive desire to fulfil a natural binary 
differentiation of femininity. This is produced in opposition to masculinity, to ensure overtly 
and visibly heterosexuality, and results in the intra-active crafting of differential material 
precariousness productive of inequality. Youdell (2006) has argued that the school is a key 
site for the production of ‘compulsory heterosexuality… [where] its focus is girls and the 
production of femininities and female sexualities’ (p. 253). Barad would appreciate this as a 
particular apparatus of measurement, within the ‘getting it right’ (Quinlivan, 2014) 
assemblage that materialises the bounded things it measures, creating determinate properties. 
These determinate properties are confused as fundamental, autonomous and natural rather 
than malleable.  Ahmed (2006, p. 85) explains how women are women: 

orientation is a powerful technology insofar as it constructs desire as a magnetic 
field: it can imply that we were drawn to certain objects and others as if by a force 
of nature; so women are women insofar as they are orientated toward men and 
children.  The fantasy of a natural orientation is an orientation device that 
organises worlds around the form of the heterosexual couple, as if it were from 
this ‘point’ that the world unfolds. 

Butler illustrates, in Undoing Gender, how deconstructing performance of drag can  
‘make us question the means by which reality is made [governed by norms] and to consider 
the way in which being called real or being called unreal can be not only a means of social 
control but a form of dehumanizing violence’ (2004b, p. 217). This is visually illuminated in 
Livingston’s (2000) documentary film, Paris is Burning. Valerie Hey (2006) aptly describes 
Butler’s performativity as ‘the paradox of identity as apparently fixed but inherently unstable, 
revealing (gender) norms requiring continual maintenance’ (2006, p. 439).  

Amy (government and independent girls’ school, white, middle-class, twenty years 
old) recounts her affective negotiation of this assumed ‘natural’ positioning 

I’m just a feminist at heart…it’s not very feminine. I’m not very delicate…as a 
teenager …I’d always swap and change.  I had this boisterous masculine 
personality...I always wanted to be hot.  I think it’s the tension between wanting 
to be this ideal as a woman but wanting to be respected. (Interview transcript) 

Amy improvises her ‘masculine’ personality by embodying heterosexual desire as an 
‘unhealthy relationship with make-up’ and recounts performances of male-centric sexual 
experiences that seemingly ensured her correct feminine placement with a ‘prescriptive 
feminine agency’ (McRobbie, 2009, p. 59) of sexual availability.  She finds it difficult to 
manage being ‘a woman’ and also to receive desired ‘respect’ as if being both is impossible. 
This performance mode is described by McRobbie (2009) as the ‘post-feminist masquerade’ 
(p. 59) where an  
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appropriation of power…impacts on their [girls] negotiation of heterosexuality 
and potentially detracts from their desirability’ (p. 66)  

Amy’s desire for power (only available through appropriate gender performance) causes her 
tension and anxiety as the desire for ‘respect’ fundamentally conflicts with the appropriate 
performance of her sex as appropriately gendered.  In the present, she desires to be taken 
‘seriously’ and is attempting to reconcile being a feminist woman as ‘not a joke’. Amy voices 
the post-feminist, constructed oxymoron that being a woman, as feminine, appears 
irreconcilable with seriousness and respect. It is irreconcilable with becoming a person of 
equal value and so is a lose-lose scenario since to be otherwise is to lose all power through 
abjection. 

Belinda (independent girls’ school, white, middle-class, forty-eight years old) 
articulates this conundrum for females by explaining that although she is  

I definitely am a feminist…I don’t like the word…if you say I’m a feminist, people 
think you’re this like radical lesbian…it really gives the word feminism a bad-it’s 
really bad. (Interview transcript) 

Belinda voices the potential abjection of moving beyond femininity for females that may 
threaten Butler’s heterosexual matrix.  To be named a feminist is to be interpellated as a 
certain type of subject who is constituted within a hierarchal, binary, power structure 
(Youdell, 2006). Butler rethinks the symbolic as normative restrictions, which secure the 
normative boundaries of sex with ‘the threat of psychosis, abjection, psychic unlivability’ 
(Butler, 1993, p. xxiii). 

My intention, here, is to consider the configuration of dreams and aspirations that my 
participants entertained as schoolgirls as produced through a relational ontology. I deliberate 
how these desires are improvisations enabling survival in a relational material world where 
girls do not feel ‘deliberately discriminated against, just the usual gender restrictions and 
sexist jokes’ (survey data).  In this material world, ‘boys can’t do dancing’ (Kiara interview 
transcript (government co-educational school, white, middle-class, nineteen years old)), ‘not 
one boy did typing’ (Hannah interview transcript (government co-educational school, white, 
working-class, forty-nine years old)), and there are ‘boy subjects’ (Eve interview transcript 
(government and independent co-educational schools, white, middle-class, twenty-one years 
old)) and even when girls were ‘welcomed…so metalwork was not for boys, although in my 
head it was’ (Carla interview transcript (government co-educational schools, white, middle-
class, late forties)).  I account for this improvisation by applying Barad’s (2007) theorising 
that replaces notions of representation with a performative mode entailing a (re)configuring in 
the present that is productive of both the past and future.  This dynamic phenomenon is how 
agency is performed (not as an attribute but an enactment of materialisation) as practices of 
difference (Taguchi, 2013).  

Cruel optimism and ambivalence 
In thinking through participants’ articulated desire as ‘choice’, I draw on Lauren 

Berlant’s (2011) complex theorising of the double bind that is cruel optimism to assist in 
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accounting for mediations of the present productive of futures and pasts. In the same vein, I 
also consider Spinoza’s conception of hope as  

an inconstant joy, born of the idea of a future or past thing whose outcome we to 
some extent doubt  (Spinoza, 1994, p. 190).  

Spinoza explains that hope is an abstract, negative affect that prevents the body from acting 
and, thus, the mind from ‘thinking’ as hope cannot exist without fear (fear that the hoping is 
in vain). According to Spinoza, both hope and fear are abstract, imagined, they do not exist in 
the present and are not actual, but they cause a retraction from the real, from affect and 
affectability. Numbness from interaction with the world evolves as immobility from 
becoming that leads to inertia.  This is evident in these schoolgirl dreams as a recurring 
ambivalence born of entangled hope and fear.  Berlant refers to this situation as an impasse.   

For Berlant (2011), desire is an inherently optimistic relation, as hope, ambitiously 
tied to an attainable future ‘good life’, regulated through heteronormative and familial beliefs 
and practices.  Berlant (2011) concedes that ‘the present is perceived, first, affectively’ (p. 4) 
and I concur and explicitly posit that somatic affect is often in contradiction with the 
ambitious optimism of relationality attached to the abstract conception of an articulated ‘good 
life’.  The motivating force of desire results in an aspirational impasse where material bodies 
are actually worn down and worn out through perpetually negotiating a desired mode of 
existence, by surviving in ‘systemic crisis’ (Berlant, 2011, p. 10) or living in fear.  The 
affective assemblage of cruel optimism incites appropriate performance but, simultaneously, 
‘creates a concomitant terror of failing to perform’ (Rasmussen & Allen, 2014, p. 440).   

In this study, participants fear authentic belonging to a group, as the ‘not being good 
enough’ assemblage previously explored in Chapter 6 that is linked to understood, 
appropriate, feminine practices. They fear exclusion and marginalisation, of being exposed 
and named as vulnerable, previously named as ‘social exclusion anxiety’ (Søndergaard, 2011, 
p. 359). The notion of being good at everything, or what has been called a ‘getting it right’ 
assemblage (Quinlivan, 2014), has been claimed to be ‘both a neo-liberal invention and the 
legacy of second-wave feminism’s construction of the ‘super-woman’’(Pomerantz & Raby, 
2011, p. 562).  Here, it is simply understood as a question of affective belonging that causes 
stultification. 

Schoolgirls born 1962-1970 

What is apparent in the data is the importance of the ‘score’, as a governance by 
technologies of measurement (Ivinson, 2014) rather than the subjects undertaken at secondary 
school or the end game of a career.  A high score that equated to being ‘smart’ was an 
aspiration for all participants, although this equated differentially, intersecting with class and 
race contextually. The emphasis on measurement taken up by students is not surprising in a 
world where statistics dominate the public discourse of educational achievement globally. 
Ivinson  (2014) argues that, in England, data presentation is ‘one of the most influential 
cultural artefacts that produce gender in education’ (p. 165) and where sex-group difference 
in education is ‘entrenched as fact’ (ibid.)  
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Carla (state, co-educational, white, middle-class, forty-eight years old) acknowledges “I 
really wanted a fantastic score, not for anything later” (Interview transcript). The focus was 
placed on hope of getting into university but ambition for what happens after that is vague 
and apparently not of concern.  Carla is intent on proving her worth, not only to her school 
but to her family, through her ‘score’. A recent study (U.S.) found that females who had 
engaged in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics) careers also expressed 
ambivalence about their careers ‘apart from having a vague idea of ‘being a 
scientist’’(Buschor, Kappler, Frei, & Berweger, 2014, p. 754). If we understand how the 
future is enfolded with the present, these students’ lack of specific goals, apart from the 
repeated references to children, can be understood as productive of ambivalence to a specific 
career trajectory that can never eventuate. 

All seven older participants attended university due to their academic success at 
secondary school, albeit in an arbitrary manner. Four of them successfully completed an 
undergraduate degree and then went into teaching while the other three dropped out. The 
dream to reach university, through a score, as successful, academic schoolgirls was enacted 
but I question to what end. Helen’s (government co-educational and independent girls’ 
school, late forties) experience of going to university illustrates this intra-action as being told 

you know, you’re a kind of middle of the road student, so you can go and do Arts’ 
– ‘oh okay, oh well that sounds interesting, Arts’, you know.   

I had no clue of what that was going to be.  I thought it was going to be Art… I 
just bombed out in everything. (Interview transcript) 

Helen has given up her passion for mathematics discussed in Chapter 7 and understands her 
student self as described, as ‘middle of the road’.  She has no career guidance and failed in 
her first attempt at a university Arts degree.  This trajectory does not appear surprising given 
not only the lack of career expectation held but also the lack of knowledge provided to her.  

Educational research (Buschor et al., 2014; Weisgram, Dinella, & Fulcher, 2011) has 
claimed that boys and girls tend to choose occupations based more on gender-type ratings 
than interest and abilities. My research suggests that perhaps choice is not something 
available to any of the recipients in this study, even if it is dressed up as appropriate choice.  
Helen’s relinquishing of her desire for Mathematics37, as with the other participants, produces 
confusion, ambivalence and numbness, as a self-preservation that sets them adrift in 
uncertainty. The ambivalent negotiation of their situatedness in the world becomes the 
‘impasse’ to which Berlant alludes. 

Cruel optimism and melancholy – Susie’s ‘curve ball’ 

 Susie (Catholic girls’ school, white, middle-class, forty-nine years old) qualifies ‘the 
cluster of promises’ required for the ‘good life’ of a successful, heterosexual family (married 
with children) and she explains how having a career, for a female, clashes with and is a 
dangerous rupture to the family dream.  Susie appears to blame her own schoolgirl interest in 
                                                      
37 See Chapter 7 
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a career to the ‘curve ball’ that life has dealt her. She blames bad individual choices and 
claims that she did not understand the ramifications of considering a career and not focusing 
on getting married.  She is intent on warning others. 

I’m not sure it’s been well documented how difficult it is to achieve everything, to 
have a successful career and a successful family and married life with children 
without compromising something because something’s got to give, it’s too 
difficult to get those two big experiences working harmoniously. (Interview 
transcript) 

Susie explains the world as experienced at her elite Catholic girls’ school  

not everyone was expected to do Year 12, people dropped out at Year 10, Year 11, 
and then there was the Year 12 people.  The school set us up to think that we’d be 
nurses, teachers or secretaries that was sort of like the mindset and that they 
would have done their job if we went into one of those professions…  

Susie did not drop out, distinguishing herself from other girls, and had greater aspirations 
than becoming the gender appropriate nurse, teacher or secretary.  However, as with the other 
participants, she is vague as to what her actual aspirations specifically were while she was 
undergoing secondary school.  She blames the school for not giving her proper career advice 
that limited occupational choice. I also read in her response how she feels the school should 
have warned her of the dangers of not choosing appropriately: 

I don’t feel like I was ever guided at school, like any sort of structured careers 
counselling, but I believe I would have gained a greater insight into what was 
available to me if it had been offered.  So that’s the regret that I have and I feel 
the school let students down in not being more aggressive in their school 
counselling options…it was a very limited world out there. (Interview transcript) 

Susie also claims to not have chosen to be part of  

The sausage factory of young women going through the Catholic girl’s system 
with the end result that you’d marry a nice Catholic boy. (Interview transcript) 

She does admit, though, that the aspiration of marriage was/is always the end game.  Susie’s 
‘aspirations continue to be cultivated - even when it is apparent that they may be 
unobtainable, empty, and/or unfulfilling – even if you are the right type of girl’ (Rasmussen 
& Allen, 2014, p. 439). In this way, she hopes to find a future companion.  Susie’s dilemma is 
quite simple as she sees it. She aspired to the promise that she could have it all and be the 
right sort of girl but ended up with neither the career nor family promised.  She blames 
herself for misrecognising the situation and turns this inwards as deficit of self. She places 
herself against the norm where ‘coupledom and family life entail a promise bestowing order, 
coherence and meaning upon one’s life trajectory’ (Lahad & Hazan, 2014, p. 135). She was 
not focused enough on producing her gendered aspirations where “[t]he imperative to 
produce oneself through resourcing dilemmas relies not just on access to and control of 
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symbolic resources but also on knowing how to display one’s subjectivity properly [emphasis 
in original]’ (Skeggs, 2005, p. 973). 

Susie loved history and politics at secondary school but enrolled in a commerce degree 
at a prestigious university because  

my father at the time said that I wasn’t allowed to do Arts because it was a 
marriage bureau, and so, he was happy for me to do commerce, so I did 
commerce. (Interview transcript) 

In a similar narrative to Carla’s (government co-educational, white, middle-class, late forties) 
intra-actions with her father, Susie’s father’s comments are prominent and reassert a belief 
that girls’ education necessarily precludes ‘the cluster of promises’ that is marriage. Susie (as 
was Carla) was the first in her family to attend university and was intent on not getting 
married early although it was firmly fixed in her future plan.  

 I had in my head thirty would be the age that I’d get married… and I knew that 
there was life outside of marriage, like before you committed yourself to someone 
and had children and settled down.  Yeah but you are, like you just have to live 
within the circumstances that you find yourself in. 

Susie explains her expectations for ‘the good life’ as marriage and children and her 
negotiation of ‘conditions of possibility within it’ (Berlant, 2011, p. 27) when ‘it hasn’t been 
my life’.  In this way, Susie attempts to make sense of what is known and what is sensed.  
She, as a good neoliberal subject, takes responsibility for not achieving the good life, 
publically announcing her misunderstanding of the sexual contract (McRobbie, 2009) and 
warning others that ‘you’ve got to make them happen for you’.  In Susie‘s case, 
performativity does not necessarily allude to agentic action but, rather, a persistence of 
existence as an account of a ‘slow death’ (Berlant, 2011, p. 101) in its ordinariness of 
attachment to everyday expectations.  Susie recounts how ‘you just have to live within the 
circumstances that you find yourself in’, illustrating how ‘[w]hen a situation unfolds, people 
try to maintain themselves in it until they figure out how to adjust’ (ibid. p. 195) . This 
refractive gesture is an aesthetic shaping.   

The contradiction for Susie is clear in her voiced recount.  The elusive promise of 
‘having it all’, having choices, having agency, while still expecting the idealised heterosexual 
dream of marriage and motherhood.  The father’s mocking of appropriate study for Susie 
alongside this dream is telling.  Despite citing a desire for a career, she does not specify what 
this entails and she drops out of her degree ambivalently.  She is unable to detach from desire 
as a potential ‘cluster of promises’ (Berlant, 2011, p. 23) embedded in a thing that attracts us 
to engage with ‘the thing’. Cruel optimism is the maintaining of the attachment where the 
cutting of the attachment may also destroy the subject, due to the relational investment in the 
thing. Susie does not finish a degree. 

I did always expect to get married, myself and I always did expect to have 
children, but that didn’t happen.  So, life has thrown me a bit of a curve ball in 
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that regard, and it just goes to show you that you can’t just assume things are 
going to happen, you’ve got to make them happen for you.  And it’s also very 
stereotypical of the 1970’s was to have that view that you’d get married and have 
children and that would be your life.  But, as I said, that hasn’t been my life, and 
so, I’ve had my own process that I’ve gone through to accept that wasn’t how like 
it was going to be, and sometimes it’s been damned difficult and there’s been a 
certain grieving process that I’ve gone through for the life that I don’t have and 
the life that I’ll never have. 

So how do people live through such loss ‘for the life that I don’t have and the life that 
I’ll never have’?  Berlant uses the concept of the present as impasse where interruptions to 
norms are adapted to keep the subject’s composure. This investment in political and social 
mutuality, as an affective binding, enables sense-making and endurance of the subject, but 
only as survival in the present that limits the future we are making (alternative to potential 
future).  Susie understands her situation, her age, her lack of children and her single status as 
an individual and social pathology (Lahad & Hazan, 2014); her failing 

I can’t answer or even think about what my life will be like in ten years’ time.  I’d 
hope to think that I’d have found a companion. 

Susie cannot produce a future from the impasse she finds herself in. All she can do is ‘hope’ 
and with that hope is fear of ‘the life that I’ll never have’ situated in the melancholy of 
aspirations lost and the stultification of cruel optimism. 

Schoolgirls born 1986-1994  

Both cohorts of participants reported an absence of explicit experience with gender 
equity programmes while attending secondary school despite policy implementations38. 
Furthermore, the young participants mostly did not really see these policies as particularly 
relevant to them.  They all understood themselves, at school, in the double bind of  

you’re a girl, and you can do whatever you want…But…we had to act like young 
ladies. (Molly (independent girls’ school, Greek heritage, middle-class, twenty 
years old), interview transcript)  

There was an inference that feminism is irrelevant to these young participants’ lives.  This 
was not a rejection of the ideology of feminism but an understanding that equity has already 
been achieved and they, personally, had individual freedoms that they either chose to take or 
they did not.  In this way, they embody the values of the new meritocracy in education 
(McRobbie, 2009, p. 58). They understood themselves as masters of their own universe and 
accepted, echoed and re/produced relational nuances of having to “act” as gender appropriate 
bodies in order to align themselves with assumptions of power.  The investment is made in 
appropriate aspirations in order to enable a self-capitalisation where the ‘dynamics of 
regulation and control are less about what young women ought not to do, and more about 
                                                      
38 Girls and Tomorrow, 1984; Gender and School Education 1996; National Policy for the Education of Girls in 
Australian Schools, 1997 
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what they can do’ (McRobbie, 2009, p. 57). The young participants, unlike their older 
counterparts, did receive limited careers advice but they judged this to be poor and picked up 
that this was limited often to university entry score rather than a career. Amy (independent 
girls’ school and government co-educational, white, middle-class, twenty years old) recounts  

The career advisor…they just want the numbers…they want to take the kids who 
they think are going to get high marks and they want them to do the courses that 
will give them the best name…not very helpful.  (Interview transcript) 

Six of the seven participants reported becoming more and more ambivalent about their 
professional careers as they entered their final years of schooling and this aligned with the 
expectation that they choose appropriate subjects to study. Simultaneously, they had already 
mapped out a personal life plan in terms of the timing of motherhood in relation their age and 
to an ambivalent career that was ‘hoped’ for but also somewhat doubted. The continual, 
unsolicited reference to future children is testimony to societies ‘relentless warnings about 
fertility’ (McRobbie, 2009, p. 63) and the relational expectations for these particular bodies.  
Lahad and Hazan (2014), in their inquiry into female ageism and singlehood, suggest ways 
hegemonic heteronormativity assumes that joy and meaningfulness can only be found in 
marriage and is contrasted against constructs of abjection of the ‘old maid’.  Young females 
are required, by a ‘socially determined timetable’ (Lahad & Hazan, 2014, p. 132), to be 
careful managers of their quantified time to maximise their value constructed as ‘beauty, 
sexual desirability, and reproductive function’ (ibid.) in the ‘neo-traditional model of the 
post-nuclear family’ (ibid.).  

These young females exist within a relational precarity that demands that they not voice 
gender inappropriate career aspirations to minimise the risk of aspirational failure that they 
somewhat suspect will take place precisely because they are ‘girls’ as both cause and effect.  
Anna (independent girls’ school, white, middle-class, twenty-six years old) cannot imagine 
herself as ‘serious career person’ and is scared of making a ‘serious’ plan because she is 
concerned about failure. Thus, she reduces possible futures due to fear of failure.  However, 
she easily recounts her desire (cluster of promises) of having children as a notion of certainty 
and natural effortlessness, of guaranteed success. Anna is ultimately successful academically 
at school but this does not equate to a successful life trajectory. Eve (state co-educational and 
co-educational private school, white, middle-class) wanted to be a neuroscientist until the 
final years of school during which it became a toss-up between nursing, midwifery or 
psychology, ‘but really I didn’t foresee much of a professional life for myself’. Eve, as do the 
other participants, in the first instance, articulates a lack of aspiration for a career and 
ambivalence to a professional trajectory.  She initially wanted to be a neuroscientist, arguably 
a male-dominated field, but ends up settling, or improvising, on the ‘choice’ of the gender 
‘appropriate’ career but without conviction ‘I still have no freakin’ clue’.  She has apparently 
given up her initial aspiration and settles ambivalently for the conventional path.   

In contrast, the aspirations to have children were spoken about apparently risk free for 
these participants as a natural act of feminine success. Children are assumed as doable for all 
females, even without the male partner. Molly (independent girls’ school, Greek heritage, 
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middle-class, twenty years old) attests that she will have a baby, by herself if necessary, in 
her late thirties and there appears to be no disputing that this can/will happen through her 
careful planning. Emma (independent girls’ school, white, middle-class, nineteen years old) 
also understands the certainty of family as a distinctly feminine cluster of promises related to 
the good life.  She has ‘no idea’ what is going to happen but believes (as did Susie) she can 
‘have it all’, not just a career but a ‘successful career’, ‘kids’, ‘marriage’.  The successful 
career is voiced and hoped for, but still has a vagueness about it, as a ‘whatever it is’. 

These anomalies are furthered by attending to Amy’s (government and independent 
girls’ school, white, middle-class, twenty years old) schoolgirl dreams of accolades of success 
that sit in stark contrast to how she affectively feels in the melancholy cloud of hopelessness 
seeded by her fear of failure.  In her interview, Amy, in the present, dreams of teaching, 
having kids and making art and ‘ not drink[ing] or tak[ing] drugs’. This present aspiration is 
counter-posed to her schoolgirl aspiration of  

I always like to believe that I would do something really great and I always liked 
to think that I would but I felt like I was just going to be a drug addict then. 
(Interview transcript) 

I understand her statement as closure against the openness of ‘do[ing] something really great’ 
that becomes an improvisation to ‘be’ something intelligible, something feminine and 
something conceived as doable.   

Erin – individualism and optimism: ‘just go after what you want to do’ 

As a small child, Erin (government co-educational, Chinese Malaysian heritage, 
middle-class, twenty-five years old) dreamt of becoming a footballer and then a dancer but as 
she got older she had no idea what she wanted to be in her professional life. She eventually 
decided to study business as advised by her father. In contrast to this reported ambivalence, 
Erin states, 

I always knew I was going to be a working mum. … I'm definitely going to have 
kids before I'm 30…But now that I'm 25 I think that it’s probably wise to wait a 
little bit longer before I have children. (Interview transcript) 

Erin desires the cluster of promises that places motherhood as central to her aspirations but 
also embraces her individual economic capacity and the notion of having it all.  This voicing 
of a desire for a distinctly feminine role places Erin compliantly and productively within the 
heterosexual matrix, reproductive of gender stabilisation. She ensures that she is a non-
threatening economic entity within her dominant masculine field by ‘incorporating 
motherhood so as to accommodate with masculine domination’ (McRobbie, 2009, p. 79)  that 
‘entails the scaling down of ambition in favour of a discourse of managing following the 
onset of motherhood’ (ibid. p. 80) .  As Erin explains  

when I do get a little bit older and have a family of my own, I can go into things 
like teaching… that’s sort of a bit more of a flexible career. (Interview transcript) 
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Erin is a highly capable professional who reiterates her femininity in both her spoken 
desires and her embodiment.  Erin discusses her professional future in positive terms where,  

I've had a lot of my career goals fast tracked lately.  I'm fortunate enough to work 
for a multinational organisation where there are opportunities to move into that 
area that you want…I think it's just amazing the opportunities that have opened 
up in my generation because I am a female.  I think the world is starting to really 
recognise the importance of diversity on their boards and in their teams.  And in 
both cases they mentioned that you know you are a young female with an Asian 
culture that’s actually something they're looking for to inject into their board. 
(Interview transcript) 

Erin understands that she has been differentiated by her sex and race and she is a sought after. 
McRobbie (2009) understands and names this undoing of feminism as ‘the post-feminist 
masquerade’ (p. 59) where this coming forward or visibility of race and gender coincides 
with a dissolving of feminism as cited by Erin herself below. McRobbie is concerned that 
womanhood is being reshaped to fit with new social and economic demands of the new 
meritocracy that requires young women to engage and aspire to interpellative processes that 
include not only marriage and motherhood but also economic capacity. 

having the feminist movement sort of been and gone in terms – I notice still a pay 
gap, and I know that there are still a few things.  But in my personal life I've 
actually, it's actually worked brilliantly for me. (Interview transcript) 

Erin explains the post-feminist notion that feminism has already been taken into account and 
is, therefore irrelevant. But, in the same sentence, she, contradictorily, acknowledges 
awareness of a pay gap and ‘a few things’ as if these are not really significant. McRobbie 
(2009) points out the pay gap itself is ‘the most obvious indicator of enduring inequality in 
employment’ (p. 82). I wonder why Erin, a smart and savvy young person, is not outraged by 
this predicament. Erin’s interpretation of the situation is that she is valued because she is a 
woman and is Asian and is in finance, as opposed to a person with excellent skills. 

I've just been very fortunate, yeah as I mentioned sort of being offered that 
position to be trained up to sit on the board of directors, because they're 
recognising that they need females on their boards and they're looking sort of at 
me as a bit of a talent pipeline to pump into their board. (Interview transcript) 

Erin understands herself as ‘fortunate’, as lucky39, to be recognised as a commodity by the 
male hierarchy because she is a woman and she is Asian. She has been given an opportunity 
to ‘shine’ despite her deficit gender/race and this opportunity glosses over facts like that the 
gender wage gap in Australia is 17. 1% (Equal Opportunity for Women in the Workplace 
Agency, 2012; Workplace Gender Equality Agency, 2014).  She understands individual 
competitive values of corporations and sees her place in the sun as a rightful place or, as 

                                                      
39 see reference to being lucky in Chapter 6, p. 123 
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McRobbie would assess, represents her coming forward to take her place of assumed 
privilege. But, this is at the expense of equity, alternate to, and the undoing of, feminism. 

In her world she understands that you 

 just go after what you want to do…you just follow your favour and what's been, 
yeah what’s been brought to you, so it’s generally positive which is really good, 
I'm really blessed to have that. (Interview transcript) 

Conclusion 

The reiteration of the ‘crises’ of the schoolgirl, whether embedded within discourses 
of girl power or, alternatively, placing the schoolgirl as a structural victim, simply re-
establishes the entity of the schoolgirl as fundamentally problematic. Research that argues 
girls as a group are more vulnerable to structural conditions than boys (Lubienski et al., 2013; 
Moller et al., 2013; Perry et al., 2012) or suggests that subjects be feminised to allow girls to 
engage legitimately in them (Cervoni & Ivinson, 2011), despite their concerns with inequity, 
only re/produces more of the same, entrenched, oppositional binary that is self-perpetuating. 
This continual utilisation of statistical technologies that measure achievement at school 
through a gender binary (Ivinson, 2014) is productive of what it measures and apparent in 
much girlhood research.  This is a mode of research performance that is part of ‘an incessant 
replication of norms that materialise that which they govern’ (Hey, 2006, p. 440) and 
overlooks the ongoing, material discursive practices engaged with that produce the distinctly 
named schoolgirl always in opposition to the schoolboy (ideal student).  Schoolgirl agency is 
something that needs to be understood not as an attribute of an autonomous schoolgirl but as 
an action produced in relation to the ontological world. 

Ringrose & Renold’s empirical research (2012) has prudently questioned if ruptures 
of girls’ dreams are a site of resistance but my research has found that these ruptures actually 
work to pull dreams back into line with a relational orientation that is a condition of life, 
redrawing boundaries in hierarchical ways that reinforce the status quo.  Dreams are 
improvised to become ‘appropriately aspirational’ (Sellar, 2013, p. 253) and, therefore, no 
longer an affective desire but an impasse to be endured, as a site of mediated shame.  In this 
way, a non-romantic agency is put to work, a mode of practice that is endured to enable a 
hoped-for good life and all that entails.  

However, if we concede that success is rarely individual but always dependently 
relational, it makes sense that ‘[d]ifferent intra-actions iteratively constitute different 
phenomena’ (Barad & Kleinman, 2014, p. 80).  An ethical interference as a counter-action 
may allow scrutiny of processes and lead to alternate dreams as desires to flow forward, 
without producing affective anxiety and shame, allowing an alternative to stultification and 
intensification of precarity as distinctly feminine. I ask, with Sellar (2013), the important 
question ‘Can we support the aspirations of others without imposing ideals that police 
desire?’(2013, p. 256).  As educators, can we examine the conditions and processes that 
create gender differentiation, particularly those that allow alternatives to fall away from 
mattering, and can we understand ourselves as entangled entities of equal capacity, 
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determined only through ‘a cutting together apart’ (Barad & Kleinman, 2014, p. 80)?  Will 
this understanding then allow a plethora of difference to flourish? 
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Chapter 9:  Conclusion 

We have to work and struggle not so much to feel hurt but to notice what causes hurt which 
means unlearning what we have learned not to notice [My emphasis] (Ahmed, 2010b, pp. 
215-216)  

This research into girls’ experience while at secondary school evolved into an 
examination of educational discursive practices as assemblages. It questions what role these 
assemblages may play in the identity formations of students and the ‘once were schoolgirls’ 
of this study in particular. As Ahmed states above, in a statement I have returned to again and 
again in this thesis, educators and researchers need to take note of that which we have learned 
not to notice. By drawing attention to the taken for granted, everyday affect undergone during 
our education, we may be able to understand new reasons for how forces of intra-action 
refract not only students’ sense of identity but their actual material bodies. I have asked how 
these assemblages are productive in reductive ways that impact the material, social, 
economic, physical and psychological well-being of students in the creation of differentiation 
that results in normalised inequity and, in particular, normalised gender inequity.  I also 
suggest ways that assemblages can be productive in allowing and opening up a desire for 
affirmative performative differentiation that acknowledges and promotes sameness in 
difference.  

The findings of this empirical micro study are in no way generalisable as they are 
particular to the participants’ individual experiences, or particular particulars (Sobchack, 
2004), and I make no claims for the possibility of objectivity as I have previously discussed, 
adopting Barad’s ontoepistemological relation. However, this work illustrates a plausible way 
of thinking differently about and with concepts of gender inequity (and notions productive of 
inequality) and suggests an alternative explanation to why there has been little movement in 
girls’ pursuit of perceived male-dominated trajectories at school, despite growing research, 
increased affirmative policy implementation, reported schoolgirl academic success and 
economic investments. I also acknowledge the absence of male recounts in this study and I 
have come to understand that further work must be undertaken to understand the relations 
between all students’ experience while at school. 

Lyn Yates (1993, p. 4), more than two decades ago, raised the question, ‘is the 
problem ‘gender and schooling’ to be understood as an unintended restriction of opportunities 
of ‘boys and girls’, one which acknowledges no general problem of women’s inferior position 
in society but only a set of teaching and curriculum processes which might be improved for 
everybody?’ In this thesis, I have attempted to illustrate the complexity of this question and 
demonstrate that gender, as a dualist concept, needs a radical shift and expansion within 
education assemblages. Can it be re-understood, not as fundamental to particular bodies (as 
boys and girls) but as a productive performative mode that shifts to either limit or progress 
bodies, to that of bodies in relation? The creation of positive difference as a multiplicity of 
self (Thrift, 2010) which is not built upon notions of individuated identity, dualistic 
difference and negativity (Grossberg, 2010) is a quest worth embracing. This is no easy task 
as ‘things do get laid down in the body-habits, habituated practices, scarifications - sticky bits 
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of matter that lose their earlier knowledge. Scar tissue relentlessly goes on renewing itself as 
scar tissue, forgetting what it was before’ (Davies, 2014, p. 739). This research attempts to 
make a shift from a purely representational understanding to, in the research process, a 
performative making of reality in the present, as a movement and an undergoing, that allows 
for positive differentiation that leaves reductionism behind and opens up an unthought future. 

The fact that females are under-represented in science, technology, engineering and 
mathematics (STEM) is often described as an educational ‘leaky pipeline’ or, more recently, 
as a ‘gender filter’ (Blickenstaff, 2005, p. 369) as students move through the education 
system. The under-representation of women has been cited as an underuse of human 
resources (Forgasz et al., 2014, Ong, Wright, Espinosa, & Orfield, 2011) and a barrier to 
economic equality for women (Perry et al., 2012), presenting a major concern for policy-
makers, industry and researchers. Improving access for girls has only marginally improved 
involvement in these fields, despite acceptance that gender disparities in occupational fields 
relate to sociocultural factors as opposed to intellect and capacity (Hill, Corbett, & St. Rose, 
2010). I argue that, without an opportunity to deconstruct inequitable, entangled, 
‘ontoepistemological’ (Barad, 2007, p. 43) processes, outcomes such as entrenched gendered 
pathways for schoolgirls have little chance of significantly shifting in the future. Research, 
such as this study, is a specific interference necessary to explicitly reveal, and thus potentially 
alter, gender, class and race differential experiences performed in schools. Schoolgirls need to 
aspire as legitimate participants in male-dominated areas, not as ‘masculine’ or ‘feminine’ but 
as positive difference. This is a call for allowing alternate desires, aspirations and dreams to 
become actual for schoolgirls through ‘accounting for how practices matter’ (Barad, 2007, p. 
90). It is also an effort to make entanglements visible through a research-in-action in the 
filmic method adopted. This may allow a revelation of processes that make bodies appear as 
sedimentary and, thus, open up a (re)configuring of bodies through intra-action of multiple 
discursive apparatuses. 

The research questions that emerged from this study started with the practical 
question, 

1. What everyday experiences did these female participants encounter and what were the 
perceived material ramifications and implications of this intra-action at secondary school? 

This simplistic question resulted in narratives of feelings that were, at times, difficult for 
participants to discuss and negotiate, even in the present. The affective encounters narrated 
alluded to an anxiety relating to affective belonging that gave rise to the second question. 

2. What is the role of affect and, in particular, the affects of interest and its auxiliary 
negative affect shame in the production of inequality? 

This question on issues of shame and, specifically, the attachment of shame to particular 
‘things’ and how it refracted not only bodies but trajectories, led me to ask the final question 
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3. How do educational assemblages (sets of discursive practices) enable agential cuts of 
difference that produce pedagogies of inequity that extends through these assemblages to 
everyday life? 

The educational assemblages specifically discussed in this thesis have been shown to 
be productively infused with not only inflections of gender but an incited performance of both 
class and race.  They illustrate how meaning is attached to matter. I have attempted to bring 
into view ways affect is abstractedly hijacked by education assemblages. Somatic affect as a 
mode of living is often placed in conflict with an abstracted affect (Massumi’s (2010) abstract 
living) that results in feelings of ambivalence. Affect regulates agency for these ‘once were 
schoolgirls’ and bodies refract to fit a resilient, independent, reliable, compliant, feminine 
schoolgirl as the deemed successful schoolgirl. This thesis has explored ways the successful 
schoolgirl is, paradoxically, stultified by this process in more ways than her schooling.  

Assemblages explored include:  

Assemblages of shame (what we are not, Chapter 5) 

Assemblages of deficit (as not being good enough, Chapter 6)  

Assemblages of belonging (appropriately being, Chapter 7)  

Assemblages of imminent happiness (the lose-lose scenario, Chapter 8).  

 
The female participants in this study performatively improvise becoming in relation 

by producing agential cuts of difference that were mostly reductive.  This non-conflicting 
becoming allowed an ‘ease’ of movement for participants that was discussed in Chapter 6. 
When this negotiation of discursive practices constructed productive, non-binary difference, 
participants often experienced affective unbelonging in various ways. This caused confusion 
for the participants.  Future research is needed into what productive agential cuts of 
difference look like and how can they be practically supported and encouraged within 
educational institutions. This thesis has examined how an affective relation explicitly 
impacted on delimiting opportunities for these particular ‘once were schoolgirls’ and suggests 
ways that may alter this relation.  

Assemblages are fully entangled and connected to the identity of the ‘once were 
schoolgirls’ of this study. These assemblages have come to life through intra-action that 
produced the affect of shame and non-belonging as well as moments of belonging. The 
multitude of threats produced fear of exclusion understood as fundamental inferiority in these 
female students. The affect was productive of inhibiting the educational flourishing for these 
students in very particular, everyday and covert ways, as demonstrative of inequity. 
Experiences of inequity participants recounted, in this study, were mostly not understood as 
an experience of inequity but, rather, as a common-sense, natural experience of the world. 
Inequity was considered, implicitly, as a negative inscribed in their biology, the female body. 
What I have come to understand during this study of intergenerational participants is that if 
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girls are encouraged to understand themselves in a dualistic and reductive way then I cannot 
predict significant movement forward for future gender equity, in school and beyond.  

Contributions to knowledge 

1.  The central theme of this thesis was to trace how entanglements as affect between 
entities in education regulates agency for female students. The concepts of autonomy, agency 
and freedom have previously been conceived as moral ideas linked to a paradigm of 
recognition (Grosz, 2010). This thinking is problematic as it does not consider relationality 
and how the present as intra-action, in action of mattering, itself impacts both the past and 
future. My research is significant in its attempt to rethink autonomy, agency and freedom as 
relational, ontological conditions, specifically in education. By applying Barad’s concept of 
intra-actions to this empirical study, I have illustrated ways that agency can be understood, 
not as an autonomous attribute that one has, but agency as an incited affective and aesthetic 
performance, a productive negotiation of survival in a materialising movement to belong. 
This incited practice is regulated through relational encounters of shame that produces 
distinctive measurements of becoming that appear as fixed. Agency is shown to be a 
negotiation of ordinariness, as survival.  

Belonging is where the anxiety or insecurity to perform that creates a bounded impasse  
reiterates itself as both cause and effect where the ‘activity of refraction [is] productive of 
composure or on the other hand radical negation’ (Berlant, 2011, p. 199). The soliciting of a 
becoming in relation (Butler, 2004a) is an affective binding of entities in relation and, in 
itself, demonstrates agency.  The production of agentic improvisation ‘to fit’ enables these 
participants to not only exist within their world but also endure it. I argue that agential cuts of 
distinction as relations to feelings of shame and felt shame are assumed as a linear cause and 
effect. Shame is falsely attached to ‘things’ that forcefully direct and distinguish bodies and is 
productive of inequity. Female students are ashamed of academic success/failure, 
participating in perceived masculine activities and their material bodies. They are ashamed to 
speak loudly, act aggressively or simply not be nice. They are ashamed because they are girls 
attempting to perform girl and that becoming is negotiated through others.  

  My analysis focuses on how attending to affective processes within intra-action can 
challenge and allow new ways of thinking regarding what participants tell about autonomous 
choice in the process of education. It allows for multiple voices to visibly seep through, 
morph and unravel in productive dialogues and reveals the impossibility of autonomy.  

2. This study attempts to make visible how gender equity research that targets and 
measures the schoolgirl is productive of what it names. Research measuring girls per se is re-
affirming what ‘is’ rather than considering the forces that created ‘is’ in the first place. This 
research methodology offers an alternative to what Ringrose (2015) identifies in educational 
research as statistical and bio-political that creates a ‘stranglehold of compulsory gender 
binaries that dictate gender ‘roles’ and ‘behaviours’ but also normalise these binaries as a 
legitimate realm of inquiry’ (p. 394). The research undertaken here understands how the force 
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of discursive practices actually impacts on bodies and creates the boundaries of what a girl 
can be and, thus, considers how she can positively be otherwise.  

3. The thesis has distinguished, empirically, how the establishment of parameters of 
diversity and sameness within educational practices positions and privileges in particular 
ways and produces difference. Differences of inequality are made in the processes of 
educational intra-action with the world through linear measurements, through a naming of 
what ‘is’. These measurements are an example of ‘what is put forth as truth is often nothing 
more than a meaning’ (Minh-Ha, 2011, p. 693). This research has illustrated ways 
measurement is an impossible proof, creates confused ideas and is often counterproductive as 
it is both the cause and effect of itself as referenced in Chapters 2 and 6.  

The valuing of a qualitative mode of existence is worth applying to educational 
practices if we are serious about the production of equity in schools. Ontological knowledge 
constitutes ethics as the relational capacity for being affected as enabling bodily action or, 
inversely, being acted on where power of acting is reduced. Representational thinking (as 
moral law) confuses links between cause and effect and implicates feelings of aesthetic 
pleasure in the abstract (that are necessarily material) as moral truth.  In this way, it renders 
difference into existence, often as abject. What is suggested here is an alternative ethic to 
moral law. 

Educational practices may be opened up to new understandings if they consider the 
notion of the student as a fractal, as the unmeasurable and indistinct as opposed to fixed and 
definable. A fractal is a rough or fragmented geometric shape that can be split into parts, each 
of which resembles the whole. The closer you look to enact a measurement of distinction, the 
more you find the immeasurability of self-similarity and, thus, potentiality.  

4. The experimental filmic methodology developed in this thesis works to posit the 
production and reception of aesthetic qualities, as non-linguistic communication, as a 
revealing but undervalued and underutilised concept in educational research. The aesthetic 
data created and analysed has been utilised as a performative practice in dialogue. What is 
vital is how the participants’ stories are enacted and understood in dialogue, rather than 
described. The filmic methodology rejects representational thinking and, in an open 
movement, is understood as productive of a non-prescriptive reality. 

4a) This research, thinking with Highmore (2010), has promoted the importance of how 
‘[i]n essence aesthetics names the exteriority of ‘interior’ life and the sociality of passions as 
they circulate in ways that are interpersonal and transpersonal’ (p. 23). It enacts Barad’s 
notion of intra-action where everything is connected and interiority is the outside folded in. It 
is the process of the research, as performative, in action that matters. Berlant and Edelman 
(2014) remind us ‘the dialogue form affords us the chance to experience the ‘same thing’ as 
different and to encounter the metamorphic potential that the sameness of things contain’ (p. 
xvii). This is the power of dialogue that is more than speech and, in this research, involves 
ambivalent actors simultaneously as both performer and spectator. Dialogue is shown as a 
materially aesthetic performance that is reciprocal and capriciously productive in the 
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encounter of bodies that can shift and open understandings in the moment of encounter, in the 
present.  

4b) This filmic research demonstrates ways that dialogical encounter in the perpetual 
present can explicitly position affect as central to a meaning-making that is co-created with 
all entities intra-acting, as a process of the research. It enacts non-prescriptive productivity of 
dialogues that matter, or that will come to matter, as an ongoing process for participants and 
phantom audience alike.  In this way, issues of concern to the researcher and participants 
have come to the fore and matter. Ways that the present refolds both the past and future 
through this mattering of matter has been illustrated through ways participants re/create their 
own understandings of recounted narratives. Film itself as an artefact interferes and is an 
affective encounter (it is felt). Barad’s (2007) post-humanist approach to research focuses on 
material practices, doings and actions. She contends that we are under ‘ethical obligation to 
intra-act responsibly in the world’s becoming, to contest and rework what matters and what is 
excluded from mattering’ (2007, p. 178). I have explicitly attempted to demonstrate this in 
this thesis. 

4c) The filmic research is productive of an educative artefact, the film. A relational 
(social) aesthetic performance is an account that is always in process and in context 
(ontological) and is productive. This filmic research prioritises the perpetual ‘production of 
encounter’ as alternate to an ethnographic representative approach usually taken up in 
educational research. Barad (2003) critiques the representationalist belief that words reflect a 
pre-given subject/object and instead posits a ‘performative understanding of discursive 
practices’ (p. 802). The (negotiated) contextual and relational performance in this research 
impinges on ‘what is’. This research is unashamedly political and motivated to subjectively 
move perspectives.  

The artefact’s affectivity lies not in its construction or production and intent but in 
what that artefact ‘does’ and what activity it initiates as an event that is enacted at the 
viewer’s reception. The artefact triggers affect and a response of emotion as a behaviour, a 
bodily act. The interpretation and response produced is necessarily differential despite the 
artefact remaining unchanged. Affect is differentially intelligible to an audience through 
bodily, sensual, visceral interactions where more than the word (linguistic) is perceived and 
considered. Maggie O’Neill refers to “ethno-mimesis” as where ethnographic research is 
combined with arts and ‘ethno-mimesis can lead to the production of knowledge and a radical 
democratisation of images and texts that can move us, pierce us, challenge identity thinking 
and bring us in touch with our feeling worlds in subjective, reflexive ways that might 
intervene in public scholarship’ (O'Neill, 2012, p. 157).  

In conclusion 

The filmic research presented here refuses to forget the ongoing, somatic intra-action 
of dialogue in the present-making meaning as the research actions a capacity to shift and 
create non-prescriptive understandings and inclusions to what is considered to matter. 
Through transmissions that include recognition and sympathy in the minute of encounter, that 
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is the continual, re-emerging, enigmatic present; relations (participant, researcher, audience) 
are continually negotiated as liveable. This understanding allows my participants to speak 
with force through, and with, the dominant discourse and enact new and fluxing 
understandings, in an unintentional, and sometimes disruptive, performative practice.  

Highmore (2010a), eloquently states “Dislocations in the distribution of the sensible 
occur when attention is drawn (again and again) to something that had previously been 
deemed unworthy of attention, or when someone who was deemed as ‘having nothing to say’, 
speaks in a way that solicits an audience and community of listeners (however small)’ (p. 48). 
The participants in this study voiced their previous non-discussion on topics raised in this 
thesis.  Many affective accounts disclosed here had not been recounted before and were 
difficult for participants to speak about. However, even those that, in the first instance, 
claimed that they had ‘nothing of interest’ to say become involved in the dialogue with each 
other.  Dialogue was evidenced both through the focus group and by watching the film itself. 
What evolved as distinct was the non-linguistic connections made, through ‘multiple 
movements of affection and sympathies’ (Seyfert, 2012, p. 37) as aesthetic movement or 
transmission, as affect. In this research, the transmission of affect allowed for performative, 
citable, everyday experiences and practices of ‘common-sense’, retold by these ‘once were 
schoolgirls’, as calls to order, to become questionable and, therefore, open for rethinking the 
field of the sensible in education. 
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Appendix 3: Facebook Invitation Page 
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Appendix 4: Qualtrics online survey questions 
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Appendix 5 

 
 Girls’ Tales: experiences of schooling 

 
Video Interview Participant Questions 
1.   How happy were you at secondary school? Can you talk about the reasons for this happiness? 

What was the most joyous memory that you have of your years at secondary 
school? 

 
2.   What did you wear to school? Was this what you were expected to wear? How did you 

feel about this at the time and has this changed now? Did you wear a dress or trousers? 
 

Did the way you dressed change as you progressed through secondary school and what 
was the most important item regarding your appearance at school? Can you talk about 
this? 
How did you feel about wearing make-up at school – then and now? How often did you 
wear it and why? Were you allowed to wear make-up? 
How did you feel about your body? Did anybody comment on your body while at 
secondary school? 
What image did you wish to project about yourself to others when you were at school 
and how did you attempt to convey this image? 
Can you use at least 3 descriptive terms that you could describe your school girl self? 
How do you think others (peers and teachers) will remember you from your 
secondary school? 

3.   How would you describe yourself academically at secondary school? 
 

How did you feel about your academic ability whilst at secondary school? 
Which subjects were considered important by you and others and why was 
this? How did you choose your subjects for your final years? 
Can you talk about your success and failures in 
subjects? Where did these feelings come from? 

4.   Where (physically) in your school did you feel most safe and comfortable? 
 

Why was that? Can you describe this place? 
Were there places in your school that you felt unsafe or vulnerable for any reason? Can 
you talk about this? 

 
5.   How was sex discussed at your school firstly by teachers and secondly by your peers? 

 
Did this ever happen formally, as in a class discussion or information session? Can you 
talk about this? 
What about informally with your peers? 
Explain if it was important to have a boyfriend at school (for you or for others)? 

6.   Were there any experiences or incidents at school where you had feelings of alienation? 
Can you talk about this? 

 
Do you remember getting into trouble at secondary school? Can you talk about this? 
Describe how you felt socially at school with your peers and with teachers? Did this 
change over time? 
Describe any harassment or bullying that you witnessed during your secondary 
schooling? Can you talk about this? How did you feel about that? 
Did you ever feel vulnerable at school? Can you talk about this? 
Did you ever feel ashamed at secondary school? 
What experiences of name calling at secondary school do you recall? Are you comfortable 
in discussing these names and how they made you or others feel? 
Did you ever feel that your (or somebody else’s) sexuality was questioned by an action 
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(verbal or physical) and are you comfortable with discussing 
this? Can you talk about your worst school 
memory/experience? 

7.   What subjects or activities did you really love or dislike at school? Why was that? How did 
you feel about these subjects? 

 
Did you follow your passion into post-secondary school life? 
 

8.   Did you have any significant role models within the school community 
(teachers/students/others)? 

 
How do you think these role-models impacted on you and your life journey? 

9.   What did you want to be when you grew up? Can you remember? 
 

What were the options discussed or identified by you at school as possible future pathways 
and how did this relate to your imagined future? 

Can you give a brief description of how you imagined your future personal life to play 
out? What did you imagine your future professional life to include? 
What do you think about that imagined future now looking back? 

 
10. Can you give me a personal definition of feminism and a personal opinion on the impact 

of feminism on your life to date? 
 What gender equity or feminist programs/activities operated within your school? 

 
 

11. Did you participate in any perceived specific masculine/feminine activities, subjects or pursuits? 
Can you talk about your experience of this? 

 
12. What is it that you most look forward to in your future today and what do you anticipate life will 

be like for you in another 10 years? 
What job/profession (if any) do you do 
now? What job do you aspire to in the 
future? 

  



 
Appendix 6 

Melissa Wolfe 1/5/2014  
 
 Girls’ Tales: experiences of schooling 
 
Focus Group Questions:  
 
1. How did you feel about being a part of this film and did this feeling change over the period of 
research? Can you discuss how it felt, as an experience, to be part of this project?  
 
2. How does it feel watching yourself on screen? How does it feel in relation to the other 
participant interviews?  
 
3. For you personally what is significant about this research project and your involvement with it? 
 
4. Why do you think this work is important?  
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